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THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
contains two regular sections of
12 and 8 pages each plus a 20page tabloid section for Big K
making a total of 40 pages in the
edition.
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'Festival Of Churches' Planned
August 4 and 5 at Kenlake Park
The "Festival of Churches
will be held at the Kenlake State
Park on Saturday and Sunday.
August 4 and 5, according to
Rev. Rick C. Dye, chairman of
the Letters Committee of the
festival.
Singing events will begin at
five p.m each day by the
various churches in the area.
Starting at noon on both days
the bazaar booths selling many

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
What a pleasure to see Dr.
Frank Rickman yesterday.
We'll run a story on him later.
Card from Ron Bershear
from London England. Says a
poll of the group shows that the
thing they miss most, besides
their friends, are things that are
ice cold. No ice there, he says
and everything is served warm.
"A GRAVITY expert told the
National Academy of Sciences
our universe will inevitably
collapse into "a great black
hole" annihilating everyone—
but not for another 40 billion
years. At the beginning of that
sentence we were ready to bet it
would be on a Monday, but on
account of the delay we have
switched to Tuesday." Hope,
Ark. Star
Fellow says his wife switched
to horse meat because of the
beef prices and admits that
while he does not like the taste
as well, he can now run a three
minute mite.
-
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Why lilt, that when you call a
wrong number, the line is never
busy?
Sign In supermarket meat
counter: "Choplifters will be
prosecuted."
Ad in paper: "Used 78
phonograph records for sale, for
sale, for sale, for sale,
Sometimes we wish there was
a big book with all types of
(See Seen& Heard,Page 12

The Weather

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, July 18, 1973

In Our 94th Year

varieties of offerings will open.
Nineteen booths will be involved
in this part of the festival.
During the afternoon starting
at one p.m. sacred organ music
will be presented by Frank
Conrad of Paducah and various
youth choirs will sing underneath the shade trees
throughout the afternoon.
The churches will begin their
programs of fifteen minutes
each at five p.m. with a five
minutes intermission between
each session. The programs are
scheduled to close at 9:15 each
evening.
Churches to appear on
Saturday are South Fulton
Baptist, Temple Israel of
Paducah, Bloomfield
Missionary Baptist of Cadiz,
First Christian of Princeton,
Broadway United Methodist of
Paducah. New Mt. Carmel
Baptist of New Concord,
Pleasant Hill Baptist of Cadiz,
Sugar Creek Baptist of Murray,
Palma United Methodist OT
Benton, St. Matthew's Lutheran
of Paducah, First Baptist of
Mayfield, Reidland United
Methodist, and Church of Christ
of Benton.
Sunday the churches participating will be First United
Methodist of Hickman,St. Leo's
Catholic of Murray, First
Baptist of Princeton, Grace
Episcopal of Paducah, Harrison
Street Baptist of Paducah,
Ogden
Memorial
United
Methodist of Princeton, St.
Francis DeSales of Paducah, St.
Jerome Catholic of Fancy
Farm, First United Methodist
of Hopkinsville, First Baptist of
Benton, Lakeland United
Methodist Parish of Hardin, and
Farm, First United Methodist.

Blood River WMU
Meets Monday At
Altona Church
The Woman's Missionary
Blood River
Union of the
Baptist Association will hold its
quarterly meeting at the Altana
Baptist Church in Marshall
County on Monday, July 23.
Presenting the program will
be youth groups from Flint,
Kirksey, Calvert City, Grave,
and Altona Churches.
Mrs. Richard Clement,
missionary to Ecuador, will be
the featured speaker. Officers
for the 1973-74 year will be installed.
Registration will start at 9:45
a.m. A covered dish luncheon
will be served at noon.
Mrs. Crawford Ray, WMU
director, urges all women to
attend this meeting on Monday.

Partly cloudy and warm today Increasing cloudiness and
mild tonight with slight chance
of a thundershower. Considerable cloudiness, with chance of
Thursday.
thundershowers
Highs today and Thursday near
90. Lows tonight low 70s.
Winds southeast 6 to 12 mph
today and tonight. The outlook
for Friday: warm, with thun- - 'Mt. Carmel United Methodist
dershowers continuing. Pro- Church. located north of
babilities of measurable precip- Kirlcsey. will hold its annual
itation are 20 per cent tonight homecoming on Sunday, July
22, with Wayne Perrin as the
and 40 per cent Thursday.
speaker at the morning worship
Friday through Sunday:
at eleven o'clock.
Mostly cloudy, with chance a
Sunday School will be held at
showers and thundershowers ten a.m. A basket dinner will be
through the period. Tempera- served at noon followed by
ture to be slightly below nor- gospel singing in the afternoon.
mal, with daytime highs in the All singers and listeners are
low-to-mid 80s and nighttime invited to attenct--r—clinect
lows in the low-to-mid 60s.
spokesman said.

Mt. Carmel Church
Plans Homecoming

Opposition To
Annexation Of
Area is Voked

.11
a

Pima sor is*
in bow

Mow
The shaded area of this mapleIle area that has been proposed t•be annexed to the
The broken line running thrash the lower half of the map is the presuotrfty limits.

of Murray

Roll Call Vote

Stubblefield-, Thether Me No
On Limiting Farm Subsidy Bill
(Editor's Note: Beginning from set-aside program and all
today, the Ledger & Times will other commodity payment
publish a weekly summary of programs. Farmers are thus
actions taken in Congress in- prohibited from subdividing
cluding the votes cast by area farms in order to collect adFrank ditional subsidies. Amendment
Representative
Stubblefield (D-1 i, William 'also closes loophole permitting
Nateber 4D-2), and Romano leasing and selling cotton
Mazza (D-31 and Senators allotments as means of getting
Marlow Cook (R) and Walter around subsidy limitation.
"Dee" Huddleston ID). The
Rep. Romano Marzoli ( D-3)
article will be entitled "Roll voted "for" and Reps. Frank
inform
will
Vote,"
and
Call
Stubblefield ( D-1) and William
readers of the Ledger & Times Natcher r
voted against.
bow their representatives in
Continuing debate on new
Congress are voting. i
farm bill, House adopted 241 for
and 162 against amendment
WASHINGTON—Here's how eliminating $10 million annual
area Member of Congress were federal payment to Cotton,
recorded on major roll call Inc.. a research and promotion
votes July 9, through July 12. organization also financed by
HOUSE: Adopted, 246 for and
163 against, amendment which
sets maximum per-fanner, peryear federal subsidy at 820,000
restricts from
and further
subsidy ceiling.
Amendments says no farmer
can receive more than $20,000
annually in aggregate subsidies

Stubblefield
Honored At
County Fair
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Stubblefield and a
member of the Calloway County
Chapter of the Future Farmers
the
won
America,
of
Showmanship Award in the
Jersey Division of the Calloway
County Fair Jersey Show.
family
The Stubblefield
operates a 144 acre farm in the
Cherry Corner community and
specializes in dairying.
They have a total of 75
animals in their all-Jersey herd.
• All of the animals are
registered and their milk is
delivered to the Ryan Milk
Company.
For the past 25 years, Ryan
Milk Company has been
providing the award to the best
showman of the Jersey Show.
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voluntary payments by cotton
farmers.
Rep. Silvio Conte R-Mass. ),
sponsor. said Cotton. Inc. has
"sordid financial history" and
has misused taxpayers money
by spending $1.3 million for
furnishing its property in New
York City and Raleigh, among
other "abuses."
Supporters praised Cotton,
quasi-governmental
Inc., a
organization, as effective in
strengthening U.S. cotton
production and marketing, and
Amid its owner financial
mistakes were due to its
newness Cotton, Inc. was
founded in mid-1971. Federal
subsidy will expire in mid-1974
(See Roll Call,Page 12)
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MOTORCYCLIST—Two-year-old Gldget Vaughn, may not be
ready to enter the cycle races yet, but she sure is having a good
time on one of the rides at the Calloway County Fair. Gidget is the
hteref Mr.and Mrs. Jackie Vaughn.Route Seven. s
Photo by David H111

About 40 citizens turned out
for a public hearing held by the
Murray Planning Commission
last night concerning the
proposed annexation of a large
area on the north side of
Murray.
A majority of the citizens at
the public hearing voiced opposition to the annexation and
most of the objections were on
the basis of added tax costs
within the city limits, according to Robert E. Moyer,
chairman of the planning co
commission.
The area proposed to be
annexed would extend the city
limits north to Utterback Road,
which runs beside Captain's
Kitchen. The eastern city limits
would be moved to the NC & StL
railroad tracks and the
western limits would be moved
to 300 feet west of North 16th
Street Extended under the
Pr0P0sal.
Moyer said members of the
planning commission explained
the "refund agreement," which
is used for exteesion of city
water and sewer lines, explained the difference in tax
rates in the city and county, and
explained the services that the
city would be obligated to
provide if the area is annexed.
It was pointed out that the
difference in fire insurance
average
the
rates for
homeowner who is on city
water would in most cases offset the added property tax.

the hearing had changed their
minds and indicated they were
in favor of the proposal by the
time the meeting was over,"
Moyer said.
Moyer said that the planning
commission will give the matter
further study before presenting
a proposal to the City Council
and the proposed annexation
could be modified.
The proposed area has expanded greatly In the past few
years with several businesses
and a retlrinnalit IMMO all well
as three radii -horns- parka
included in the twin
It should be nOted that the
planning commission only
makes recommendations to the
city council, which will then
decide whether or not the
proposal is in the best interest
of all concerned.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
has issued a policy statement at

Two Accidents Reported
To City Police Tuesday

Two late afternoon accidents
were reported to the Murray
City Police yesterday.
The first accident occurred at
4:30 p.m. at the intersection of
16th and Sycamore.
Police said a 1964 pickup
truck driven by Glen Thomas
McCuiston of Murray Route
Moyer said that the average Five had stopped at the inhomeowner, if the area is an- tersection
nexed, would experience a 20
Officers said McCuiston
per cent reduction in electric pulled out of the intersection
rates and a 35 per cent reduc- and failed to see the second
tion in fire insurance rates but vehicle driven by Brenda Joyce
that the fire insurance rate Stalls of Almo Route One and
reduction would only apply to the Stalls auto struck the Mcproperty served by city water Cuiston in the right rear quarter
lines.
panel.
Moyer said that the residents
The McCuiston truck had
of the area would be provided damage to the right rear
with zoning protection if the quarter panel while the Stalls
area is annexed, as we:: as auto received damage to the left
police and fire protection and front fender, the bumper, the
street lights.
grill and the hood, policemen
"Some of those who opposed said.
The second accident occurred
the annexation at, the start of

keys

at 5:53 p.m. on 13th Street near
Boone's Laundry.
Police reports said that a 1973
two door driven by Michael
Wayne Crider of Arlington
Route One was sitting in the exit
of Boone's parting lot, waiting
to make a right onto 13th Street.
Officers said a second car
driven by Richard Vernon
Moman of Madisonville was
making a right into the parking
lot and did not see the Crider
vehicle because a ear parked on
13th Street was blocking his
view.
The Moman vehicle was not
damaged while the Crider auto
received damage to the front
bumper and panel and the
headlight cover, police officers
said.
City police issued tUfree
citations yesterday including
one for disregarding a red light,
one for improper registration
and one for speeding.

Larry Tucker Shovs The Grand
Champion At The County Fair
Larry Tucker..son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Tucker,showed the
Grand Champion animal in the
Division of the Calloway
County Fair Jersey Show.
'Tucker, a senior at Calloway
County High School and the
reporter for the FFA chapter,
had several other animals in the
show.
His animals placed second in
the junior heifer calf, second in
the fall senior calf. firstvin the
junior yearling, second in the
senior yearling, second in the
three year cow and first in the
four year old. -

Tucker plans to enter hl _year old cow, first place three
year old cow.
animals in the District Jerse
show and will also enter his
Stubblefield also plans to
animals in the state show' at enter his animals in the district
_/
Irid State shows.
Other members who showed
Jerry Tucker showed the first
animals at the county fair were
.Jerry Tucker, brother of Larry place junior heifer, fourth place
Tucker, and Krit Stubblefield, fall senior, second place
son of Mr. and Wt. Bill Stub- summer senior, third place
junior yearling and second
blefield.
Stubblefield showed the place two year old cow.
second place junior heifer, first
Larry Tucker showed a total
place fall senior calf, first place of six animals while Jerry
summer junior, second place Tucker showed six and Stubjunior yearling, first place blefield 10, for a total of 22
senior yearling, first place two _animals in fbe
ADIVIIOIL,

•••

DIVISION WINNERS—Thi flit divides' whiners hi the junior
division of the Jersey Cattle Show, held Tuesday at the Calloway County
Fair, were,left te right, Cindy Senders, Route Two, Mayfiekl, junior calf
division; Leimil Saone, Route Four,for Blalock-White Farms, in the fall
_rrgalf didelea;_ Rob Hargreve Route One, junior yearling division, for
JUNIOR CHAMPIONS—Debra Tacker, mid Larry
Teddy FettliTermylvanifilliiiike White,for Blalock-White Farancleilar
Route One, MAIO,teartepTalliers in the 4-H
''Meter,
"yearttng.reservelerinsaipion; and Teddy Potts,summer senior calf,
and Frit Junior divisitailkeeigaialts_atj.
junior champion,for Pottriersey Farms,Route One.
Photo by David Hill
Piga by David HSI

last night's public hearing
city's
the
concerning
obligations to property owners
in newly annexed areas. The
statement in part, is as follows
"The planning commission,
usual
with
accordance
procedures, has scheduled this
opportunity (the
public
bearingi for*Wray owners to
express their ViSWIS and for the
City to list iientossavailable in
the area when or It annexed.
"The City of Murray is in the
process of extending water lines
to the Fisher-Price plant site.
This will enable the residents of
North 4th Street to receive
water. Water lines extend along
US 641 to the Diuguid Road.
"Developers have through
refund agreements installed
water and sewer lines in a fairly
latge area on the west side of
US 641 for commercial and
residential development.
(See Annexation,Pate 12
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GRAND CHAMPION-41Hk the grand champion and
reserve champion jersey covesareirimed by Murray State
Holding the NiliWilliddVilayd1;111tClure,
g)tii the -grand champ, andAdalkban.
otobUsldI1Ifl

4-H GRAND CHAMPION—Kenneth Paschall, Route Two, Hanel,
placed first In 4-H eanspetitioo with this Jersey cow, as 4-H Grater
Champlin Xminedris the maul-Mr.lathirs.C,arwis PaschallPhotabipaidege
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abortion in livestock. The
disease is so prevalent in
Ballard Country that a
quarantine is being considered
the
preventing
there,
movement of cattle into our out
of the county or from farm to
farm.

+++
Mayor Carlos B. Embry, Jr
of Beavor Dam,chairman of the
Kentucky Young Republicans
and the current GOP nominee
for Ohio County Judge, was
named the nation's outstanding
Young Republican during the
national Young Reublican at
•
Atlanta last week. The 31 yearBy SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
western Kentuckian is
old
******
******
******
Nr****************
editor and general manager of
WEDNESDAY-JULY 18, 1973
Messenger.
children and The Ohio County
MAYFIELD, Ky.-A federal educating owneedy programs too.
++++
consultants' report, delivered other
+++
Gov. Wendell Ford has
last Friday in Frankfort to state
Toll-gate collectors and park proclaimed July 25-31 "Farm
Department of Education ofResponding to a request from the Maine House of
in western Kentucky Safety Week" in Kentucky. In
officials
ember
ficials and a 100-m
that the highways and doing so the governor cited the
Representatives for an advisory opinion, the Maine
Citizens Advisory Council on report
our end of the state are fact that hundreds of KenSupreme Court has ruled that legislation requiring
school finance, urges that state parks in
with cars, pick-up tuckians are injured or killed in
jammed
ent
on
an
is
abridgm
be
s
signed
to
er
editorial
spending
newspap
local
and
trailers and motor agricultural accidents each
elementary and secondary campers,
of constitutional rights of free speech ane free press.
homes. Western Kentucky year.
$120
by
increased
be
education
Though the matter of identifying the authors of
beaches, resorts and recreation
million a year in Kentucky.
editorials may seem trivial. The News and Courier
booming as never
The 431 page document areas are
Perhaps many of these
does not regard lightly an attempt to legislate a
suggests the additional revenue before.
are frustrated and fed-up
practice which is the sole right of a publisher.
can be raised by increasing the people
and problems and
scandals
by
state income tax and forcing
Encroachment in one area may stimulate
are trying to escape it all by
districts
school
189
s
Kentucky'
of
regulation in other and more important phases
leaving their newspapers,
to increase their current
communication.
and kitchens and
required local property taxes televisions
Open 7:30-Start Dusk
to the great outdoors.
Some newspapers sign editorials, some don't.
from a current average of 30 taking
+++
Ends TONITE
There's no excuse to make laws about it, and we
cents to 50 cents per $100 of
Those of us who are still at
The
valuation.
welcome the Maine court's ruling.-Charleston
assessed
1."SCORPIO"(PG)
the chance to read
property tax increase, if ac- home had
(S.C.) News and Courier.
former Gov. Louie
that
Sunday
the
bypass
would
complished,
2."RETURN TO
and 4th District
state's controversial tax rep- B. Nunn
an Gene
Congressm
n
Republica
SABATA"(PG)
hick law of 1966.
told a Republican
The report, prepared by the Snyder
in Lexington Saturday
We note with satisfaction that the congressional
staff of the National Education seminar
the Democratic adFinance Project, proposes that
act outlawing head taxes at airports has been signed
on in Frankfort is
numerous changes in the state's ministrati
into law. It abolishes at once the fees levied by
more serious
scandals
of
guilty
Program
Minimum Foundation
various local jurisdictions on air travelers except
. Nunn blasted
from bringing teacher than Watergate
ranging
for the state's
that communities which beat the deadline may keep
salaries to the level of seven the Deniocrats
of land for an
purchase
recent
a
of
their head taxes until next Dec. 31.
creation
border states to
and then
club
gun
Owensboro
statewide school-building
Instead, taxpayers all over the land will contribute
Snyder assailed the adon
ms
referendu
and
authority
and
for
airport
$310 million over the next three years
ministration's contracturel
you elimination of 54 school
airways development. We believe that users should
wife welcoming erotic advances you're a woman, would
nt with the Jirrun
involveme
By HAL BOYLE
rather be a male chauvinst districts.
pay in most cases, but the head tax range from 50
NEW YORK (AP) - Did it from a strange flan, would you
Public In- Creech All American Movers
of
Supt.
State
with Pig?
ever occur to you that you may (1) spray the couple below
cents to $3 was arbitrary and inequitable; it had to
Ginger firm of Frankfort.
Lyman
struction
Are you tired of coping?
cold water; (2)
of
kettle
a
Snyder also said that "in
all?
after
neurotic
be
not
"the
as
report
the
go -Miami (Fla.) Herald.
to
referred
raina
of
sight
the
What does
office;
many ways" those involved in
Have you ever had the sturdi- phone your friend at his
proposals
of
set
significant
most
of
sound
y bow do to you that the
ness of mind to think that the (3) call the police emergenc
Foundation the Watergate burglary and
a hit rock 'n' roll record since the Minimum
"are Martyrs for
rest of the world may be mad and report a theft in progress,
Program was written in 1954." wiretapping
or (4) just keep right on peek- doesn't?
our country."
you aren't?
that
but
Louisville,
of
Bryan
R.
Allen
youth
that
Legislature.
Do you really feel
+++.
Thanks to the generosity of the 1973
Well, in the distraught and ing?
chairman of the Citizens AdSuppose you had to borrow is wasted on the young?
disease
now contemplate
livestock
The
can
is
it
ere
in,
live
everywh
we
world
fouled-up
ans
report
Carolini
the
North
Is there one thing in the visor), Council, says
brucellosis is showing up in
now and then for ev- $2:50 in a hurry. Could you get
affection and pride,
important
the
for
extra
print
blue
with
exciting
"an
is
bee
that
have
honey
the
you world you don't
HELL,UPSIDE
proportions
eryone to check his relative it from a friend, or would
in Ken- alarming
would make you truly happy if future of education
knowing it is the official state insect.
have to go to a loan company?
in western
especially
it
statewide,
compare
to
and
level
'DOWN
sanity
also
can
tucky."
you had it? Two things?
they stop to think about it, Tarheels
Kentucky. There are about 250
with his peers.
FBI or any other inspark
the
will
,If
report
the
doubt
No
so
article
state
this
(the
reading
Has
"THE POSEIDON
develop a warm- glow over the cardinal
Here is a simple way for you
stigative agency checked
be infected herds across the state
far made you wonder about a legiilative package to
mammal), the
now, according to the Kentucky
to find out. Sirnply answer the three of your neighbors about
Kentucky
bird), the grey squirrel (state
1974
the
to
presented
yourself?
(tree) and the following questions:
Department of Agriculture.
of
dogwood (state flower), longleaf pine
Well, that's the quiz? Now General Assembly which Brucellosis, commonly known
'
Are you storing aw*Y an tal•
sZose
o7
h;
ourna
abors
eter'do
neigh
char
.
those
—pciur
seashell)
January.
next
convenes
state
(the
score.
bonnet
box
Scotch
let'a check your
as "bang's disease,- is describnecessary amount of things to would report the incident to
the things the
Meanwhile a series of public
Actually, the only important
They may also wonder, considering
For you? All woo? Two? owe?
shortage?
ed by Dr. Tom Maddox, state
possible
a
t
o_finee
16
at
name
Amnon was the last one. If hearings are being held
----Veterinarian, as a bacterial
,Legislature felt compelled to claim in the
do you have 15. rolls of
mpie
.
eta
Mayfield,
(including
locations
about
wonder
still
get in toilet paper or 25 shopping bags
yes can
infection that causes contagious
the citizens, how the grey squirrel managed to
Do you know of more than youreett, you're as normal as a Hopkinsville, Owensboro and
(N.C.) Citizen.
le
closet,
-Ashevil
your
in
space
up
jackass.
taking
the
sample
of
to
_ahead
Bowling Green)
two people on earth that you man can expect to be.
when you couldn't possibly
the
to
reaction
would willingly trade places
you think you know the public
if
But
that
need more than a third
with"
to everything, there's educational proposals. State
_Answer
many at any one time?
If you are a man, would you no doubt who's mad. It isn't the educational officials plan for a
Now that Communists are ac- rather be a woman; or, if
speakers bureau to travel the
world. It's you.
ceptable socially, at least interCINEMAS
state this fall to enlist support
Lo
nationally, do you look under
5.
for their legislative proposals
coming from the report.
. A heavy soaking rain started last night about
The proposals to increase
;eleven o'clock covering all of the county. Almost 21,2
income and property taxes and
to ask the smallest one-fourth of '*"RETURN
inches of rain was registered.
Ends TONIGHT
OF COUNT
the state's school districts to
at
night
last
The Rock and Roll and Twist contest
saw a live bluebird?
vote concerning their own
YORGA" & "COUNT
the Calloway County Fair drew a full crowd as Jim ovler
cieniti
f you had anpaatipoartm
dissolution will be difficult to
YORGA VAMPIRE"(PG
Jennings and His Combo provided the beat. Dance
sell most Kentuckians.
It
winners were Laverne Musgrown, Jimmy Musgrow, friend and peeked down one
J. Pollard
NEW YORK (AP)- Can you and inept record-keeping and
The report, three years in the
Prevue at 9:25
Sneak
-.lune Ryan. Jimmy Outland, Ella Thomas, and afternoon and saw Your friend'a stand just one more handful of bad advice and indifference to making, should not be ignored
statistics on just how bad the small accounts and brokerage but should be studied and
*
*** Starts THURSDAY *
Larry Outland.
house failures and the slowness considered. Obviously, many of
stock market has been?
- Marriages announced today are Miss_ Della Sue
S1ToR
The investor this year has en- with which the market is being our secondary and elementary
7Taylor and Mickey Boggess on July 12, and Miss
dured one assault after another reorganized.
schools in Kentucky are
-About the business and in- inadequate, some even a
• Sandra Kyle Smith and Gerald Rex Gathmore on
and now, presumably, is inured
Dear Editor:
to any more bad news. Like a vesting scene, the dreary high- disgrace. Educational opJune 72
I would like to direct this
are an anemic portunities are not equalized in
a, fighter out on his feet, he can't lights of which
_ A tobacco curing deomonstration using LP Gas
inflation that defies Kentucky, with some children
an
dollar,
kWei-olic4-z.
"no
say
and
hand
his
up
4
if
a
-'1101d
the
all
eillzehamurrai.
liallat-l
onipton
July 22 on the farm of CalvidC
te
•
AvCii IsrrV..SSN !
management, regulation from in rich districts attending new,
to
moved
I
and
wife
My
Murray Route,.Four.
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Prices Good Thru July 24th

G111111 1111t$ m coon FOODS

(RED &
NTE

HOURS:
7 a.m. til 9 p.m.

Except Sunday

* Open Noon Sundays *

STORES

—where friendly people

Swifts
Premium

JOHNSONS

help you save!

BEEF
Pure

SHOPPERS
MODDOCOONS
[SMART
REIN FOOD-SHOPPING MI

Wesson al
'1"
29
Oranges
.29*
Sweet Peas
Reynolds WrarDim 49'

Swift All -Beef
•

11 Oz. Geisha Or
..201k Geisha Crushed Pineapple....

Red & White Fancy

Maxwell House

12-oz

CANNED
'FOODS
SALE

RED
WHITE

Cut Into Chops

MIX OR MATCH
FANCY SLICED CARROTS
BLUE LAKE CUT BEANS
160Z.
FANCY SHRED KRAUT
CORN
CREAM
YELLOW
CANS
WHITE CREAM CORN
LE YELLOW KERNEL CORN
FRENCH STYLE GREEN BEANS
0
FANCY SLICED BEETS
FANCY PEAS AND CARROTS

69'
,Coffee
Chocolate Milk
e
Tomatoes...,HuntsmIL:3/9.0°
35.59'
Beans
& WHITE
Gl
9' REDNAPKINS
KRAFT SPECIALS
TOWELS
1"
Cheese
35'
• BBQ Sauce .
Grap-elell
49$
Pepsi
69' SUPER SUDS
Dills
35*-1-lb. Bag

with coupon

BI1 j6hn

adwrap

RED & WHITE JUMBO

it
III!:19 319

Itraft 2 Lb.

Baggie Trash

Can Liner....p.
22 Oz. Dish Liquid

-Ajax

GIANT
SIZE

With Coupon

67'

7 Oz.

,Mario Stuffed

Olives
Full Quart Liquid

59'
Dial

.VIIiitirGold-Pink Bath Size . ... 234

Soap

117/

JOHNSONS

GLADWRAIF
,Ar

._
1 h 1ISFLi9
'

REDS
WHITE

JOHNSONS
. TN*con Wet
WSW

*AT

K2.
Exi;ires 7-24-73

RED g
WHITE

R7

HastlBrown
..
- Fish Sticks
Broccoli-- pears Ntoz, 29'
Fresty Acres

plus deposit or bottles

"

2 lb.
/
11

Frs

**

"lir

-89`b

Roast

Frosty Acres

Plain Or Hot Kraft . 18 Oz.

16 Oz.

Pod Loin

* Frozen Foods *

2 Lb Box Velvetta

Rainbow Hamburger

Wieners

Pork Chops.

—

9

* PLo_duce *

-

39

Home Grown Ky. Wonder

Pole Beans
Home Grown

***

AJAX

•n,4n.L49 •
7-7X73

JOHNSONS

head

PALMOLIVE

..59`6333
R7Expires
74441

stalk

REDS
WHITE

t
39
29'
25'

lb.

•••

Lettuce
Celery

JOHNSON'S
Oat Uwe

594

12-oz.

Swift

Center Cot

With Caege—.A.1111

8 Pack Ctn.

89'b
69'
% Pork Loin--89!
Gr. Beef

JOHNSONS
Maxwell House
COFFEE

RIO
1 lb. Bag

69t

Expires 1-7-73
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dude the swine show at eight
a.m., horse and mule pulling at
nine a.m. and the tractor pull at
seven p.m. and the giving away
of the Datsun.
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Lovett Family
Reunion Held
At City Park

Miss Debbie Kelley Becomes The Bride Of
Homer Branch In Lovely Church Ceremony
Farrell,
Richard
Mrs.
organist, and Miss Nancy
Spann, soloist, presented a
program of nuptial music.
Selections by the organist were
the themes from "Love Story,"
"Summer of '42," and "Dr.
Zhavigo." Miss Spann sang
"Hawaiian Wdding Song" and
"We've Only Just Begun."
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her uncle, G. T. Brandon,
was radiantly lovely in a formal
gown of candelight rice silk
poised over bridal taffeta,
cobined with hand embroidered
Grecian lace.
The bodice of her gown was
designed 'slightly high-rise,
featuring a sheer yoke, a Victorian neckline, and lantern
style sleeves. The waist was
accented by a taffy pink ribbon
Her soft a-line skirt ended
sash.
The descendants of the late
in a chapel train and was
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Yarcompletely framed in the same
brough held a family reunion at
Grecian lace. The bride's ivory
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
lace camelot was designed
Chesley Wilson on Murray
especially for her gown.
Route Five on Sunday, July 8.
Her bridal bouquet was a
at
served
A basket lunch was
Venetian cascade of bridal pink
noon followed by a period of
roses and happy flowers.
fellowship in the afternoon. -- Mrs. Jance Elkins, matron of
Mrs.
Those attending were:
and Dr, andhonor, and Miss Jo Ann
Essie Yarbrough
aopkins, maid of honor, wore
Mrs. Charles Lee Yarbrough,
pint chiffon dresses over pink
Simmons,
Cairo, Ill.; Orville
taffeta designed with scooped
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Smith and
children, Don, Kent, Mark,
Nancy, and David, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ralph Yarbrough,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Yarbrough and Della. Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Yarbrough, Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Knox and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Farris of
children, Jim, Davy, and
Becky, of Texas; Mr. and Mrs. Benton announce the wedding of
Elwood McReynolds and their oldest daughter, Deborah
daughter, Debbie Henderson; Jo, to Prentice Wade Outland,
14r. and Mrs. Charles Grogan son of Mr.and Mrs Joe Beale
and Tammy, Wayne, Mich.; Outland of Murray.
The ceremony was performed
Sirs. Susan Yarbrough Powers,
ilieniphis, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. by Dr. H.C. Mies on WedCharles T. Yarbrough and Bob, nesday, July 11.
Grandparents of the bride are
Pk. and Mrs. Tommy Yarbrough, Louisville; Mr. and Mr and Mrs. Hugh Farris of
Mrs. Steve Yarbrough, Mr. and New Port Richey, Fla., and Mr.
Mrs. Junior McCage and and Mrs Jesse J. Roberts of
children, Amy and Sherla, Mrs. Benton.
The groom's grandparents
Jimmy Butterworth and Kathy,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wilson and are the late Rev. Joe Carlos
children, Monte and Bobble Outland and Mrs. Berta Outland
Lee, and Mr. and Mrs. Chesley of Murray and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Gipson of 011ie.
Wilson, all of Murray. -

The marriage of Miss Debbie
Kelley, daughter of Mrs. Evon
Kelley of Murray, and Homer
Branch, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Branch of Albion, ill,, were
married on Friday. June 22.
Dr. James A. Fisher officiated at the candlelight
ceremony read at seven o'cicok
in the evening at the Hale
Chapel of the First United
Methodist Church.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hine
Salter of Murny and the groom
is the grandson of Mrs Mary
Grover of Albion, RI.

Yarbrough_Family
ReunionHeld At
The Wilson Home

Deborah Farris &
Prentice Outland
Wed On July 11

Persons may re-register at
Wednesday, July 18
'Murray Open Duplicate the booth at the fair sponsored
Voter re-registration booth
Bridge Club meets at seven by the Hazel Woman's Club.
will
be at the fair from seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall, North 12th
The final day at the Murray- sponsored by the Hazel
Street. All interested persons
Calloway County Fair will in- Woman's Club.
are invited.

The descendants of the late
Alonzo and Sarah Kathrine
Special music teachers
Allen Lovett held a reunion at
;'
the Murray City Park on workshop will be at eight p.m.
in Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Sunday, July 8.
at
Room 346, at eight p.m. with
served
was
lunch
basket
A
one p.m. followed a fellowship Ylda Novik as guest artist.
period.
Voter re-registration booth
Those present were Mrs. will be at the Murray-Calloway
Maude Wells, Mr. and Mrs. County Fair from seven to ten
Terry Ray, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. p.m., sponsored by the Hazel
Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Woman's Club.
Lovett, Mrs. Laura Lassiter
Jennings, Mrs. Fred Lovett,
Baptist Young Women of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lassiter Flint Church are scheduled to
Purdom Lovett, David Lovett, meet at the church at seven
Ricky Lovett, Nicky Lovett, Mr. p.m.
and Mrs. Cecil Lovett, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Walker and girls, Mr.
Deadline for entering the
and Mrs James Rose and Jan, "Little Miss Murray-Calloway
Mr and Mrs. Lonzo Lovett, Mr. County Beauty contest on
and Mrs. Dory Lassiter, Mr. August 18, at seven p.m. at
and Mrs. Ell Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Lovett auditorium, MSU, is
Codie Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. today. Send entry to Martha
John Mull, Mr. and Mrs. Gentry call Jeanie Lamb 753-6756,
Lovett, Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce D. Cynthia Hart, 753-0157, or
Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. John Martha Andrus 753-3862 for
Dee Hopkins.
information.
Also present were Mr. and
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Mrs. Damon Lovett, Mr. and
Thursday, July 19
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Branch
Mrs. Donald Wade Lovett,
Hazel Woman's Club will
Reception
Connie Lovett, Mrs. Clydie sponsor a voter re-registration
necklines and bodices and, Following the ceremony the
(lulciress, Mrs. Palace Lovett booth at the fair from seven to
lace
pink
with
trimmel
sleeves
reception was held in the social Fennell, Mr. and Mrs. Buddy ten p.m.
with tiny pink rosebuds.
hall of the church.
White and children, Mr and
Both Mrs. Elkins and Miss
Women of Moose are
Mrs. Lonnie Henson, Missy
single
a
carried
each
Hopkins
to meet at eight p.m:
scheduled
covered
was
table
bride's
Dewey
The
Volpe, Mr. and Mrs.
rosebud of bridal pink and wore
peau de sole with Tucker, Mrs. Berta Presson, at the lodge hall.
of
cloth
a
with
wide brimmed hats of pale pink.
French drape, accented with, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lassiter,
Ford Branch, brother of the
Murray-Calloway Couat
Mr and Mrs. Durwood Lovett,
pink satin ribbons a
man.
groom, was the best
centered v.ri a Mr. and Mrs. Fuqua Hopkins, Fair continues with the
and
loveknots,
The ushers were Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Hopkins Holstein-Friesian Cattle shows
five branch cadelabrurn hol
Cowan, Stan Howell and Greg
pink
of
bouquet
mixed
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Frank at ten a.m., kiddie day at one
a
Wilson.
flowers.
mer
Hart, Janice and Jill Hart, Mr. p.m., motorcycle practive at
Mrs. Kelley, mother of the
lovely three and Mrs. Jim Burkeen, Mr. and 5:30 p.m. and motorcycle races
the
Serving
bride, wore a floor length gown
wedding cake were Miss Mrs. Thomas Tripp, Mr. and at 7:30 p.m.
silk knit, tiered
of turquoise
Bennett and Mrs. G. T. Mrs. Marvin Holland, Mr. and
Norma
fashioned with a cowl neckline
Friday, July 20
Mrs. Gerald Coles and family,
Brandon.
and doleman sleeves. She wore
Beef cattle show will be at ten
was kept Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lovett
register
guest
The
matching accessories and a
by Mrs. Ford Branch.
and family. and Mrs. Myrtie a.m. and the WKHA Horse
corsage of white phalaenopsis
show at 7:30 p.m. are highlights
McDaniel.
the
couple
After the reception
orchid with turquoise ribbon.
of the Murray-Calloway County
The groom's mother, Mrs. left for a wedding trip to Key
Fair.
TEXAS
are-tow
VISIT
They
Fla.
West,
Branch, was attired in a floor
Herndon
206
James
at
hence
their
Mrs.
Mr. and
length gown in sun yellow residing at
Saturday, July 21
have returned to their home in
polyester crepe featuring a Irvan Street,Murray.
her
entered in the
with
Children
visit
a
Dinner
after
Murray
Rehearsal
long
scooped neckline and
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Branch son, Donald Azwell, Mrs. Az- Summer Reading contest
tapered sleeves. She wore
by the Calloway
accessories of a matching hue, entertained with a rehearsal well, and son, Houston, Texas. sponsored
Library should
Mr.
Public
by
County
d
Inn,
Holiday
accompanie
at
the
They
were
dinner
white
Her corsage was a
son, register all of the books they
phalaenopsis orchid with ribbon Murray, on Thursday evening, and Mrs. James Azwell and
have read by today.
June 21.
David, of Covington, Tenn.
in the color of yellow.

Adver 'semen,

orld War I Ace and Son
ilot Barnstorming Career in
'Ace Eliand Rodgerof the Skies"
shots. Technical advisor
Tallman
Frank
maneuvered his planes
across the Kansas skieswhere much of the picture
was filmed—and high into
the clouds, dipping down to
buzz haystocks and windmills, landing in tiny
cornfields, winging along
--- winding - tnurses of
tM
rivers flowing across the
plains. It was a real plane,
not a tricky miniature.
Eric Shea, veteran child
actor, who has spent nine of
his twelve years in the film
industry, stars as Rodger.
Beginning at the ripe old
age of three, Eric began his
career doing commercials
for companies such as
Bosco, Snowdrift and
Kellogg. He has appeared
on TV in "Nanny and the
Professor" and "Gunsmoke". and in films, such
as "Yours, Mine and
Ours," ''Gaily Gaily" and
the huge hit of "The
Poseidon Adventure."
Others in the cast include
Pamela Franklin, who,
among other roles, starred
in "The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodies"; Bernadette
Peters, critically acclaimed for her stage
appearance in "Dames at
Sea" and now making her
film debut; and distinguished stage actress
Rosemary Murphy.
The story's believability'
was added to by its location
shooting in Mount Hope,
Kansas, a farming community of 64:43 souls near the
heart of the Amish and
Mennonite country in South
Central Kansas.

Academy Award-winner
Cliff Robertson stars as a
World War I ace who
becomes an aerial barnstormer in "Ace Eli and
Rodger of the Skies," the
20th Century-Fox release
which opens Thursday at
the Central-Cinema I
Theatre.
Robertson, Awardwinner for his role in
"Charly," describes Ace
Eli as a funny character
whose 11-year-old son
Rodger is actually more
mature than he is himself.
"The airplane is a symbol,
and Eli is a kind of
primitive poet. In his
flights of imagination he
wants to feel like a bird—
free, and able to cope with
virtually anything or rise
above it."
As Eli hio--pys a man
has a-dream about
__himself. He sees himself as
a hero, a great flyer, a
great ladies man. Then
circumstances place him in
a position where he has the
opportunity to realize his
dreams, but he comes to
realize he is not what he
fancied himself to be. And
that can be tragic
Robertson, who has
appeared on screen in such
films as "Picnic," "PT109," and "The Best Man,"
most recently wrote,
produced, directed and
starred in "J.W. Coop,"
which he made for his own
company.
"Ace Eli and Rodger of
the Skies" is remarkable
for the eye-dazzling flying
sequences which are
genuine, and not faked

Happiness
Living at

•

Nude/to &tux&

A Beautifully Landscaped Luxury Type Mobile Home Community Offers:
Exclusive Recreational Activities:

* Wide, well-lighted fully paved streets.
* Full time professional management

* Heated swimming pool with sun deck.

* Twice wcekly garbage and trash collection.

* Seperate shower areas and dressing room facilities.
Spacious golf putting green and chipping area.

* City water and sewer service.
a 1.

* Fully equipped coin laundry and car wash.
* Free television antenna with six clear channels.

* Croquet, horseshoe and badminton courts.

4

u.1,-;'•

Economy ..
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* Picnic area with gas grills, surrounded by children's
playground.
•

Lot Rent
-

a

t.—

starts at $36.00 er month which includes city water MA *sewer service, trash collecti,6n and FREE TV Cable.

Move Now to Beautiful givivtit CowdA and Receive One Month's Lot Rent FREE!!
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FIFTIETH REUNION of the 1923 class of Murray High School was held
Saturday. Pictured are, left to right, front row, Annette Wear Swor, Orley Curd,
Claud Miller, thna Lockhart Jones, Marjorie McElrath Majors, Meadow Huie,
Ruth Sexton, Lorene Swann, Maggie Ellis Boyd, Lottie Alderson Denham, Lucille
Farmer Austin, Connie Parks Jones, Opal Outland Parker, Hilda Jones Ward,and

Jessie Orr Phillips; back row, Elvis Sorer, Cary Anderson, Esco Gunter, Myra
Bagwell, Edward Bradley, Ty Holland, Dwight Crisp, Hilda Page Lavender,
Vernon Stubbliefield, Jr., Dr. Jacob Mayer, Carafe Hendon, Ralph Churchill,
Gladys Hamilton Hagenmeyer, Mavis Hamilton Moore. Marye Washarn Wheeler,
and Kathryn Butterworth Walker.

Murray High Class of 1923 Holds Reunion
The class of 1923 of Murray
High School, celebrated its
fiftieth anniversary on Saturday, July 14, at seven p.m. at
the Holiday Inn with fifty-three
persons present.
The u-shaped tables covered
with white linen cloths, held
decorations in yellow and white,
the class colors. Arrangements
of yellow and white disies, the
class flower, interspersed with
yellow and candles, were placed
down the center of each table.
miniature
were
Favors
diplomas which carried names
of class members present and
members who sent regrets.
Ralph Churchill gave the
invocation for the occasion. Ty
Holland, president, -presided
and introduced Meadow Huie
who spoke on "Amusing Incidents, of Our High Schcia
Days," Lorene Swann who
brought messages from former
faculty and administrative
staff; and Myra Bagwell who
reported on class members who
were unable to be present.
The class of 1923 was the fir4
class to graduate in the alder
part of the building which is now.
the Murray Middle School. A
class roll was placed in the
cornerstone of this building.
Sixty-five members graduated
and at that time this was the
largest class to have graduated
from Murray High.
Eighty-three percent of the 65
members went on to higher
education. Fifty-six per cent
became teachers of which 27
per cent taught until retirement
and three per cent are still in
the field of education. Eighteen
per cent received Master's
degrees and three per cent
doctorates. Four per cent
became medical doctors.
Those present from Murray
were Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Walker (Kathryn Butterworth),
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp, Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Boyd (Maggie
Ellis), Mr. and Mrs. Esco
Gunter, Mrs. Loyd Moore
(Mavis Hamilton), Preston
Holland, president of 1923 class,
Meadow Huie, Mr. and Mrs.
Lennis Ward (Hilda Jones),
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Phillips (Jessie
Orr), Ruth Sexton, Lorene
Swann, Mrs. Clifton Parker
(Opal Outland), Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy L,avendar (Hilda
Page), Mrs. A.B. Austin
(Lucille Farmer):" Carnie
Hendon, Mrs. Dewey Jones
(Connie Parks), and Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon -Stubblefield, Jr.
Persons attending from out of
town were Mrs. Charlie
Denham ( Lottie Alderson,
Hazel; Cary Anderson, Winter
Haven, Fla. Myra Bagwell,
vice- president -01 class,
Chattanooga, Term.; Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Bradley ,
Evansville, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Churchill, Fort Worth
Texas; Mr. and Mrs., Orley
Curd, New Martinsville, West

Virginia; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Erwin, Royal Galt Mich.; Mr.
and Mrs. W.H. Hagemeyer
(Gladys Hamilton), Grosse
Point Shores, Mich; Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Jones (Oma
Lockhart), Paducah; Dr. and
Mrs. Jacob Mayer, Mayfield;
Mr.and Mrs. William Majors,
(Marjorie McElrath), Pittsburg, Pa.; Mr.and Mrs. Elvis
Swor ( Annette Wear), Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Wheeler (Marye
Washam), Memphis, Tenn.
Guests were Frances Sexton,
Murray; Mrs. Kelly Dick,
teacher, (Gwendolyn Purdom),
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Margaret
Westfall, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Class members unable to
attend were Mrs. Winnie
.41kenham Fluegee, Troy, Mich.;
Dula Graham, Mrs. Harvey
Dixon, (Virginia Irvan/, Mrs.
W.B. Wilson (Corinne Key).
Mrs. Tax Roberts (Rubye
Moss), Mrs: Cyrene Williams
Hall,ail of Murray; Ben Hood of
ling Green; Coy Lassiter,
Hornossassa, Fla.; Mrs. L.L.
Phillips (Lucille Lowery),
-Mayfield; Dr. Andrew Mayer,
Chicago,
Ill.;
Thomas
McElrath, Seaford, Delaware;
Mrs. Sid Easterling (Lucille
Phillips), secretary-treasurer
of class, Orlando, Fla.;
Talrnadege Pogue, Las Cruces,
New Mexico; Mrs. Harlan
Bagwell Elizabeth Richardson), Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Joe
Minter (Hazel Potts), Miami,
Fla.; Mrs. Rue Gross (Ruth
Shelton), Phoenix, Arizona;
Mrs. Ben Grubbs (Mabel
Thurman), Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Cleland White (Martha
Wadlington), Cadiz; Orene
Wells, Houston, Texas; Mrs.

Allen Jones Holds
Party On His 6th
Birthday Saturday
Allen Jones celebrated his
sixth birthday with a party
given by his mother, Mrs. Glenn
Jones, on Saturday, July 14.
Games included Ring Toss,
Frog in Pond, and Drop the
Clothespins. Prizes were won by
Tammi Bogard, Jorma Jones,
Tammie Campbell, and Karen
Brandon, the latter winning the
door prize.
After the gifts were opened,
refreshments of cake, ice
cream, and grape drink were
served.
Each guest receive a hat, toyhorn, balloon, and puzzle as
favors.
Present were Shan and Jill
Childress, Johnna and Valerie
Jones, Felisha Lamb, Karen
Brandon, Terry and Timmy
Underhill, Lavonda and Ronnie
Burkeen, Tina and Anthony
Sheppard, Tamrni and Tina
Bogard, Arisa Travis, Lynn,
Barbara, and Tammie Campbell, and Allen Jones.

Will Miller Sparkman (Joyce
Griwun), Berwick , La:; Floyd
Hall, Bardstown; Mrs. Noah
Meads(Matte Harris), Vernon,
Texas; and Jesse Holland,
Gainesville, Ga.
Deceased members of the
class are Manaunce Crawford,
Dr. Hal Gingles, Gilbert
Graves, Tellus Hutchens, Ralph
Mayer, Mrs. George Williams
(Ruth Melugin), Robie Miller,
Mildred Oliver, Elsie Sale, Will
Miller Sparkman, Eugene
Hughes, Mrs, Louis Nanny
(Rovene Wilson) and Mrs
DurwoodWalker (Katherine
Morris).

Vsn.THszI
MCLEMORE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. William N.
(Bill) McLemore of Frankfort
announce the birth of a
baby boy, William Andrew,
born on Thursday, June ZS.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs O.C. McLemore, Sr.,
Hickory Drive, Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugere Miller of
Owensboro
HUMPHREY BOY
Dr. and Mrs. Benjie Humphrey announce the birth of
their son, Matthew Giles
Humphrey, on July 8, at Grant
Hospital, Columbus, Ohio.
The baby weighed seven
pounds four ounces.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. George Giles,
Louisville. Maternal great
grandmother is Mrs. Lillian
Sparks, of Louisville. Paternal
grandparents are Maurice E.
Humphrey and the late Mrs.
Izetta Humphrey.
Dr. Humphrey has begun
residency at Grant Hospital in
Columbus.
LAMB GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Burt
Lamb, 5401
/
2 East Washington,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of
a baby girl, Andrea Carol,
weighing nine pounds nine
ounces, born on Saturday, July
14, at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
They have another daughter.
Angela, age five. The father is
employed
by the Goodyear
Rubber Company, Union City,
Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lois Ladd) of Route Two,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Paschall of
Murray Route Four. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Clara
Paschall of
Murray Route
Four.

LEE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Lee of
Murray Route Six are the
parents of a baby boy, Brian
Ray, weighing seven pounds
twelve ounces, born on
Tuesday, June 12, at the
***********4********************% Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Motor Parts and Bearings,
per's
Murray.
.Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Lee of Hazel and Mr.
* 32 FLAVORS *
and Mrs. George M. Black of
Murray Route Six. Great
Dixieland Shopping Center
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Lee of Hazel, Mr. &ed.
Chestnut Street - Murray
4
*
*
-fieids--ef- Perakp.m.
*
Open 1140 a.m. to 11:00
Tenn., and Mrs. Connie Black of
5********************************t Murray.
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Delight

ke Cream Store

Jaycettes Meet At
The Miller Home
For Thursday Meet
The July 12th meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes was held in the home
of Mrs. Vicky Miller, with the
president, Mrs. Jan Emmert,
presiding.
Minutes of the June 7,
meeting were read and the
treasurer's report was given.
Various items of internal
business were discussed.
The July 19th visit to patients
in the Murray-Calloway County
Convalescent Division was
cancelled. The next scheduled
visit with the patients will be
August 16, at 6:30 p.m.
The Jaytettes will assist the
Jaycees again this year in the
Jaycee Concession stand at the
fair.
Judy Rickman, Linda Waugh,
June Yurcus, Vicky Miller,
Diana Youngerman and Sue
Hopkins, visitor, were also
present.
The next business meet:intim
scheduled for August 9, at 7:30
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Judy
Rickman, and all Jaycee wives
are cordially invited to attend.

FARLEY GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hall of
Attires, California, have been
the guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley of
Murray Route Five. Mrs. Hall is
the forrher Peggy Pat Farley.
They are now visiting his
parerirs—Th -FihIlrangtan;
mont.

4.•

The Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church held
its monthly meeting at the home
of Mrs. June Cottrell with Mrs.
Margaret Wilkins as cohostess.
Janet Phillips gave the
devotion and calendar of
prayer. The mini-Bible school to
be held July 16,17, and 18 for the
carnival children was discussed
and final preparations made.
Trading
stamps
were
collected from members to be
given to Baptist Children's
Homes for washers
and
drayars.
The group will remember the
NMIdiatid family in prayer this
month. They are missionaries
to Nigeria who are scheduled to
arrive in Murray on July 28 for
a year's furlough with their
residence on Hughes Avenue,
Murray.
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins gave
the missions program entitled
"Outer Edges."
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Cottrell and
Mrs. Wilkins, to Mesdames
Chris Melton, Sue Wynn,
Randee Whitlow,Janet Phillips,
Linda Reed, and Connie White.

Colson Home Scene
Of Shower Given
For Leah Fulton-- _
Another courtesy extended to
Miss Leah Fulton, bride-elect of
Terry Ray Hart, was a
miscellaneous shower held at
the beautiful home of Mr. and
Mrs. Cletus Colson, Canterbury Estates, on Thiarsday,,
July 12.
Hostesses for this seedlike
were Miss- Cindy Colson 'mid
Miss &San Johnson. The lawn and patio were attractively lit
by torches and the decorations
carried out a Polynesian motif.
The honor guest was seated in
a large wicker chair hanging
from a tree and her gifts were
placed in a yellow and green
straw hammock. She was
presented a beautiful lei made
of carnations and cymbidiuin
orchids.
After games were enjoyed
and the gifts opened and
viewed, delightful refreshments
were served from a table on the
patio. The table was covered
with a yellow cloth and centered
with a watermelon shell filled
with melon balls and fresh
fruits.
Miss Fulton wore a floor
length halter dress with multicolored dots, her mother, Mrs.
Henry Fulton, a long, red
checked cotton, and her motherin-law to be Mrs. James Hart,
Jr., selected a long pink skirt
with white blouse.
Twenty young friends of the
bride-elect
enjoyed the occasion. The hostesses presented
her with a personal gift.

Kelly-Rowlett Vows To Be Read

Mother and daughter
were both adopted

te

•
Photo by Wilson Woolley

?hiss Glenda Kelly
Mrs. Jack Kelly of Murray Route Three announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her oldest daughter,
Glenda, to Donal Rowlett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buford Rowlett of
Murray. She is the daughter of the late Jack D. Kelly.
Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. W.M. Runyon of Murray
Route Three. She is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High
School and received her Associates Degree in Secretarial Science
from Murray State University in August, 1972. She is presently
employed as school secretary at the Murray Vocational Center.
Mr. Rowlett is a 1967 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He served in the U.S. Navy from November 1968 until August
1972. He is enrolled in the Auto Mechanics adult program at the, Mrrray Vocational Center and is presently employed at Dwain
Ti.vlor Chevrolet.
The wedding will be solemnized on Thursday, August 16, at
half past seven in the evening at the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
No invitations are being sent, but all friends and relatives are
Invited to attend the wedding and reception, to follow at the
church.
Advertisement

Action-Packed 'Soldier Blue'
Stars Lovely Candice Bergen

By Abigaii. Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am a 22-year-old woman, I am working
part-time. doing graduate work in college, and ,also taking
care of a terminally ill mother at night.
Two months ago I gave up my newborn illegitimate
daughter for adoption. Her father was my one and only
relationship, and he doesn't know about the birth.
I wanted more than anything in the world to keep my
baby, but felt that since I had given her life, I had am
obligation to give her a decent future. Abby, there was no
way I could have done it at that time.
While I carried her, I would stroke my stomach hiving
she woLid somehow be aware of it. as it was the only
physical affection I would ever be able to give her. I might
add that I. too, am adopted. Maybe that's why I made the
decision in favor of adoption. My parents were absolutely
wonderful.
people who adopted my baby win wdiswa• I
beard they both wept when she was handed over to them.
My question How can I learn to live with the thought
that I have a child somewhere in the world, without yearning to see her, and without wondering what she is like? Do
mothers ever get over a thing like this?
EMPTY ARMS

Long devoted to the
cause of the American
Indian, beautiful Candice
Bergen realizes a fond
ambition and adds a new
dimension to her list of
brilliant screen portrayals
with her role in Joseph E.
Levine's exciting western
saga presentation of
"Soldier Blue," a Ralph
in
Picture
Nelson
Technicolor
and
Panavision, which opens
Thurs. at the Ciriema 2
Theatre, through Avco
Embassy release.
Miss Bergen says she has
always wanted to appear in
a film dealing with the
Indians, but that the
"Soldier Blue," script was
"the first I've read in
which the Indian was not
saying 'How' and running
committing
around
atrocities."
Like her good friend Jane
Fonda, Miss Bergen is
active in The movement to
improve the Indians' status
in American society.
During the filming of
"Soldier Blue," she was
instrumental in persuading
Director Ralph Nelson to
donate 28 tepees used in the
picture to the Indians on
Alcatraz Island.

DEAR EMPTY: Don't dwell on your loss—dwell on
your child's gain. As an adopted child, with happy memories of your own childhood, you have answered your own
questions.
Now you can put yourself in the place of your natural
mother who loved you so much she gave you up for your
sake.
One rildsuce. Your day will come, and you will be
rewarded for your unselfish decision.
DEAR ABBY. I have a 5-year-old nephew Who really
worries me. He is exceptionally bright, but I don't know
where he got this thing about money. He is absolutely
fascinated with it.
He has a "piggy" bank which he can open himself, and
he makes a game out of counting his money. He has no
interest in toys, he just plays with his money.
I say it's unhealthy. His parents think it's cute. He gets
a wild look in his eye when he handles money. It's really
frightening.
- Neither of his parents is money mad Would I be out
line if / told his parents they should try to encourage hid
to find another hobby? Or am I concerned over nothing?
CONCERNED
DEAR CONCERNED: A preoccupation with anything
can be unhealthy. Tell his parents of your concern. But it's
even money they won't do anything about it.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a hair stylist, and he
works long hours six days a week. He is 26, born and
raised in Oklahoma.
There is no water shortage here so there's no reason
for him to go 3, 4 and 5 days without a bath, but he does. I
have tried being subtle about it like running his bath water
for him, but it doesn't work He just lets the water get
cold.
He has oily skin and all the problems that go with it:
blackheads and pimples. I have changed the sheets and
bathed myself, and still he wants to climb into bed with me
night after night without having bathed.
I have told him I think he needs a bath but he says he
Is comfortable and doesn't want to change his body chemistry. It's just about ruined our sex life And then he has the
nerve to say I am not as "sexy" as I was when he married
me. Any suggestions?
TURNED OFF

.aa
Beautiful Candice Bergen
stars in Joseph E. Levine's
western
thrilling
presentation, "Soldier
Blue," an Avco Embassy
release, opening Than. at
the Cinema 2 Theatre, in
Technicolor
and
Pansvision.

DEAR TURNED: Tell him that if be doesn't waist to
change his body chemistry he will have to change his
address. [Or roil change your name.l
Proldesast Toot feel better if you get It Kt your chest.
For a personal reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 0705. L. A.
Calif. WM. twelorre starairet. oelladdrimmood eon**.
ploomr.
_ _Foe AlliphaasklaL_'101oro I. Han a Level?' weddiat,aimagJULAgag, Box sW7m. Los Angeles. Cal. Maw

1

Miss Bergen also took up
a collection among the cast
and crew and sent the
proceeds to Richard Oakes,
the 27-year-old Mohawk
leader on Alcatrat. The
Indians are working to
the former
renovate
federal prison into an
American Indian cultural
and educali011agert_ti

The daughter of famed
ventriloquist Edgar
Bergen, she had little interest in acting until, as a
summer fling between
semesters,
at
the
University
of
Pennsylvania, she went before
the cameras as Lakey In
"The Group" in 1965.
Born and raised in
Beverly Hills California,
which the beauteous blonde
actress describes as "a
model suburb with vinyl
trees and artificial grass
and no garbage cans on the
street," she admits to to
being 24 years old. She has
starred in eight motion
pictures on both sides of the
Atlantic, traveled three
times around the world,
become an accomplished
photo-journalist for
national
magazines,
avoided marriage and
bought an abandoned
monastery in Greece.
Miss Bergen received
her primary education ih
California, at the Cathedral
School in Washington,
D.C., and in Switzerland.
At the University of
Pennsylvania,she earned a
degree in art history and
creative writing, and won
two major school awards,
"Best Actress," for her
role In "Suinmer and
Smoke," and "Most
Creative" for her acting
and photography. While
attending college, she often
commuted to New York for
modeling assignments.
In "Soldier Blue," Miss
Bergen portrays the role of
an Eastern-bred lady who
travels west to join her
cavalry officer fiance.
Enroute she is captured by
a band of Cheyenne Indians
whose chief makes her his
squaw. During the two
year ordeal of living with
the
Cheyennes
she
becomes a
hardbitten,
tough frontier woman, who
finds love a again with a
young Army private.
Miss Bergen co-stars in
"Soldier Blue" with
talented newcomer Peter
Strauss
and
noted
character ac" r
Donald
Pleasence. Ralph Nelson
directed the film from a
screenplay by John Gay,
based on T.V. Olsen's
novel, "ArroW in the Sun."
Gabriel Katzka and Harold
Loeb co-produced the
picture, with Levine serving
as
executive
116
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Prices Good Thurs., Fri,
Sat., Sun.,
July 19-22

Your Individual
Horoscope

Churc
adapt
time

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTE

E

By CLAIRE i
Copley News Si

9-9 MON.-THURS.
9-10 FRI.-SAT.
1-6 SUNDAYS

V
<11\
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDA Y,
JULY 19, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

Sturdy Metal Drop
Folds compactly for easy storage

white webbing.

LIGHTWEIGHT

noirfr

CANCER
June 72 to July 233
You, too, will be extremely
perceptive now. No matter bow
great the opposition, stick to
your decisions.

190

FOLDING BED

AERO DARTS

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Caution should be day's
keynote. Let others take the
Initiative now. Retain your
quiet, efficient manner but
don't try to be your own attorney.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) 1d4
- You now have greater
:freedom of choice and
:inovement than you have had in
Aiome time; can also expeet
some invaluable help from a
member of the opposite sex.
•--AQUARIUS
—.(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may be offered an
Inproposition.
-.unusual
vestigate with a view to long---trange benefits, and consider
-1whether or not they suit YOUR
..gstandards. Some misleading
influences.
PIS=
X
(Feb. 20 .to blar.jit
you in
to
wines
An idea which
,.7—the a.m. has good financial
at-potentials. But don't make your
final decision for 24 hours or you
• f,may have to revise.
*.'• YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural moneymaker and a
highly practical executive. You
have a keen mind, a sharp wit
and more strongly marked
qualities of leadership than
most Cancerians. Generally
spea.king. you are an ebullient,
stimulating individual, highly
energetic and willing to work
hard to achieve your ambitions.
While, as noted above, you
7 could be a great success in the
: business world, you might find a
more satisfying outlet for your
talents in one of the professions
— especially the law, literature
or medicine. Birthdate of:
Samuel Colt, inventor of
firearms.
•

=....Ak

•
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR WIT3 FOr II Personal IM P•04,
forecast on heellet, weenn, love and
rnerrlapt. send 111,00 plus IS cilinft
coin for posted* end hendlIng to
Horoscope Rook Department, Poe In.
04d Chelsea Staab.% New York, N
rnentkoing 110, newspaper
to011
Print your NAME, ADDRESS wIM
ZIP, ond CATE OF eIRTH (lob* sure_...
you pwf Me right forecast for your
zodiac son),

THERMOS COOLER
43 Quart - 22 Inches
Baked Enamel Finish

4 English Garden Darts
2-20 Target Rings

.1244a

UBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) #0en
Much activity and movement
indicated. What appeared to be
status quo is actually in the
process of change. Be prepared
to improvise.
tORPIO
ntAtP
24 to Nov. 22)
Especially favored now:
professional endeavor, opportunities to increase prestige.
You may be given added
responsibility but, with It,
there's increased potential.

11
2" Foam Pad
/
1 Wide
6 Long, 24'
Sturdy Aluminum Frame

All Plastic Construction

LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Fine solar Influences. A good
day for capitalizing on unusual
ideas, initiating new systems,
experimenting generally.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 111:11Personal relationships at
their best. In fact, a friend or
close associate may be instrumental in helping you solve
a long-standing problem

97

Reg.

Strong tubular aluminum
frame, sturdy green &

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some misleading influences.
Don't act on so-called "inside
Investigate
information."
everything thoroughly.
GEMINI
( May 72 to June 21)
Your intuition at a peak.
Follow your hunches and trust
to luck. Good results will follow

NEW YORK — W
local churches are
for existence, new
congregations are
to life with innovi
grams that may ope
tas for the traditi
gious establi.shrnen

ABLE
FOLD-NLeaf-TTable

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20).
Some things you thought
"impossible" begin to work out
now, can be "pushed" by your
know-how and dexterity. This is
a time for action — and enthusiasm!

$344

Reg.

5.96

14.96

ROD
RIOT

VOLLEYBALL and
BADMINTON SEV
Volleyball
Set contains 4 Rackets, 2 Shuttlecocks, Net, Poles, and

Reg.

6

STYRO

MINNOW BUCKET

Famous Brands for
All Types of Fishing

With Tie Down Lid

Reg. '1.27

2for 100

— Such names as
Garcia, Heddon,
True Temper, South
Bend, and Others.

59.97

ZEBCO 202

ROD & REEL COMBINATION
Values
to '8.96

Zebco 202
Reel and
Fishmaster Rod

56.96

-

"OLD PAL"

TACKLE BOX

Sturdy metal frames. Ass't Colors & Designs

Heavy Duty - 3 Trayi

9,4

99

68

..Reg. '8.96

MOTORIZED

HOODED
CHARCOAL
GRILL
COLEMAN
FUEL
1 Gallon Size

CHARCOAL

•

•

Reg.

TV TRAYS
Reg.
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Hickory Blend

Maniteulin Island.. at the
north end of Georgian Bay, is
the world's largest freshwater

1

During the
ruih, more titan $100 million-in
- - goki-.vits recovered frost the
creekbeffis ins seven-year period
4
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Churches
adapt to
times
By CLAIRE MX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — While many
local churches are struggling
for existence, new and vital
congregations are springing
to life with innovative programs that may open new vistas for the traditional religious establishment.

igh

The United Church of
Christ, acting in a belief that
the church must change and
adapt to the wishes and lifestyles of its members, has invested $40,000 in five experimental churches and an inner
city church trying to achieve
rebirth.
In making the grants, all of
which were matched by local
divisions of the denomination,
the United Church's Board for
Homeland Ministries underlined the need for new congregations with a variety of
styles "in tune with the times
we live in."
Included in the grants are a
southern interracial church
and
three
ecumenical
churches. These function in
and out of traditional church
settings. Several feature a
combination of house worship
and congregational gatherings and are doubtful they will
ever want a church building of
their own.
The United Church of Christ
in Henderson, N.C., was
launched as a mission in 1971
when the conservative majority in the town's old First Congregational Christian Church
voted to withdraw from the
denomination.
The minister resigned and
took with him some of the
more liberal members. They
formed a new congregation,
which worships in a public
school and the homes of members.
The Rev. Jerry Moore, the
pastor, hopes to lead the
membership in establishing
innovative wprallip . experiences open to all residents of
the community, black and
white.
A model of ecumenical
church organization has been
established at Olympia,
Wash., with the Community of
Christian Celebration.
The thrust of this group,
which is related to both the
United Church and the United
Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A., involves advancing
ecological causes, Indian
rights, racial justice and education.
Leaders reported to the
United Church Homeland
Ministries headquarters in
New York that established
churches in the area "have
not responded to the new lifestyle of residents who have
moved in recently."
"A Christian community offering creative forms of worship, free development of human potential, and a more
participatory and spontaneous style of decision-making
is needed," they said.
They noted that Olympia is
not only the state capital but
also the site of a new fouryearstate-eallege, providing
for an increasingly diverse
population.
Plans call for giving church
members a more "personcentered" style of Christian
life and an opportunity to become part of a community of
faith emphasizing "openness,
diversity and ,clear commitRather than rushing into
plans to build, the congregation is content to rent a Unitarian building ori- Sunday
-- evenings. Otherwise, the
members are more comfortable meeting in family homes.
The life of the congregation
will be both in "house church"
small groups and in a total
community of faith. As a resuit, the physical facilities to
be used eventually by the congregation will be designed to
emphasize both individual
growth and corporate social
action.
At present there are six
house-church groups, and the
educational programs for
children and youth are being
conducted in homes. On alternate Sunday evenings there is
a "celebration" involving al/
the members in the community room of a housing development. The other Sundays
are devoted to education.
In the intiertity, the experiment involves not a , new
church but a new congregation in an old building.
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Otis Smashes Two Homers,
Wilbur Wood Takes 18th
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
A couple of days ago, Amos
Otis thought he had discovered
the reason for his new-found
home run stroke. Now he's not
so sure.
After homering in Kansas
City's 10-2 rout of the Detrojt
Tigers Monday night, Otis
pointed to slugger John Mayberry, the Royals' clean-up hitter and the major league leader
in runs batted in, as the key to
his own success.
"I'm batting in front of Mayberry, so I get some good pitches to hit," explained Otis, a
starling outfielder on the American League's All-Star team,
After Monday's game.
Now he has to revise that notion.
Even though Mayberry was
taken out of the starting lineup
Tuesday night, Otis slammed
two home runs, powering the
Royals to a 4-3 victory over the
Tigers.
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Chicago White Sox
qwept a day-night doubleheader
prom the Boston Red Sox 8-4

and 5-0; the New York Yankees
took a twinight doubleheader
from the Minnesota Twins 4-3
in 12 innings and 4-1; the Milwaukee Brewers topped Texas
6-3, the California Angels beat
the Cleveland Indians 3-1 and
the Oakland A's defeated the
Baltimore Orioles 3-1.
White Sox 14. Red Sox 44
Wilbur Wood and Stan Bahnsen, who have combined for 30
of Chicago's 48 victories this
swam,added one apiece in the
day-night doubleheader against

Boston.
Wood, who leads the majors
in victories, raised his record
to 18-12 in Chicago's 8-4
triumph in the day game. Ed
Herrmann hit a three-run
homer and drove in five runs.
Bahnsen, 12-0, scattered four
singles in winning the night
game 5-0. Buddy Bradford hornered and Eddie Leon cracked a
two-run single to pace the
White Sox' attack.
Yanks 4-4, Twins 3-1
The Yanks' ace relief pitcher,
Sparky Lyle, picked up a victory and a save in the Yankees'
twinight doubleheader against

Minnesota.
The Yanks won the opener 4-3
on a sacrifice fly by reserve
catcher Jerry Moses in the 12th
inning. Lyle, 3-5, got the victo-

ry•
Bobby Murcer's single and a
balk by Minnesota's Eddie
Bane produced two runs for the
Yankees in the sixth inning of
the second game. Thurman
Munson homered in the seventh
and Graig Nettles hit a runscoring single in the eighth.
Brewers 1, Rangers 3
Tim Johnion's two-run single
capped a five-run eighth inning
rally that carried the Brewers
to a 6-3 victory over the
Rangers. Young David Clyde
pitched seven strong innings for
Texas, but got knocked out in
the eighth.
Angels 3, Indians 1
Clyde Wright pitched no-hit
ball for six innings, then held
on for a five-hitter as California
beat Cleveland 3-1.
Frank Robinson and Mike
had consecutive
Epstein
homers for the Angels in the
fourth inning.
A's 3, Orioles 1

op,

•

TOKYO CAP) —Three American players were picked for the
1973 Japanese professional
baseball all-star games, scheduled July 21, 22 and 24.
John Sipin, former of the San
Diego Padres, will represent
the Taiyo Whales. George Altman,formerly with the Chicago
Cubs, will be in the game from
the Lotte Orions along with former Baltimore Orioke Don Buford, who is now with the Taiheyo Lions club.
This is Altnnufs seventh year
in Japan, while Buford joined
the Japanese ball club this season.

By
_Mike._ Brandon
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its tournament play this week.
.Another league will opentars
will play a tough Paducah National

The Pony League All-S
Thursday night at 7 p.m. at Noble Park
double elimination
In order for a team to be ousted in the
tournament, a team must lose two games.
openedtheirplay.
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Monday night.
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Some of the game's outstanding stars are taking a
week off following the British
Open championship, but the big
purse has lured a strong field,
topped by Player and Trevino.
Both had disappointing performances in the British Open

By BRUCE
Associated Press
'We're not
worked up.. yet.'

That's ty
Schoendienst. He
king a couple o
when his St. IA
crashed headlong
ment right at ti
season and seei
the door.
"I'm_ _not ge
about it—not lost
Schoendienst
Louis reeled
straight victory'
a 2-1 squeaker
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lead of Chicago's
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in the National L
In the rest of
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humbled the Cub
York Mets stunn
Braves 8-7, the
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nosed out the CI
2-1.
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Steve Arlin,
pitching dentist,
hitter and score
only run in oi
cago's Milt F
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Johnny Grubb
Dave Roberts s
the bases and Ni
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Meta 8, B
Ralph Garr, htl
Hank Aaron slug
and, with just th
the Braves, lead
7-1, appeared ea:
their fifth stri
Then the roof ca'
Rusty Staub ar
hit two-run horn(
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hit a run-scorin
denly_ She Mets
,.one run, two me

Jimmy Connors Stuns
Tennis Star Smith
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idiressWi
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cheerlea
School
High
Calloway County
University of Kentucky
cheerleading camp held last week at the
row, left to right,
in Lexington. Top, Vicky Butterworth. Middle
Mary Beth Hays,
row,
Bottom
Rogers.
Peggy
and
Kathie Broach,
e.
Stockdal
Lynn Erwin, and Juana
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

bronze medallist Pietro Mennea
of Italy in the inee'll 100-meter
dash.
Mennea won the 100-meter
Tuesday, beating Herb Washington in an unusual finish. The
American was leading at the
70-meter mark when he mistook a white line across the
track for the finish and slowed
down, throwing his arms high
into the air.
When Washington realized
the race was not over, it was
too late, and Mennea had eased
past him and won in 10.2. The
American was second, also in
10.2.
Despite the rain, the Americans had some good performances. Jim Bolding took the

Williams And Grogan
Star In Colt League
Mark Williams and Ken McDowell.
Kurz scored twice for the
Grogan shared the limelight
last night in the Colt League as Cards while Terry Smitherman,
the two pitchers burled their Chris Rogers, Kelly Rogers,
Craig Rogers, Phil Ftesig and
teams to wins.
Williams scattered four Edens each scored once.
singles and fanned nine men as
For the Meta, Bill Leslie
the Braves trounced the Tigers doubled and David Story
7-1.
singled.
Grogan allowed five hits and
Steve Gough and Cliff Mcfanned six batters as the Neely each scored a pair of runs
Pirates shelled the Giants 14-2. while Bill Shelton, and Craig
Williams was also a star at Perry each scored once.
the #aN as be smashed a
—11% 6 p.m. gains
base hit and a triple to drive in will find-the Reds meeting the
four runs for the Braves.
Mets
Tony Thurmond added a
Jim
triple and a single while
Thomason, Phil Miller and
David Carman all singled.
For the losing Tigers, Lindy
Suffer accounted for most of the
offensive punch as he singled
three times. Randy Herndon
also singled for the Tigers.

BROOKLINE, Mass.(AP) —
Young Jimmy Connors may be
known best by some people as
Chris Evert's boy friend. However, he just happens to be a
pretty darn good tennis player.

Wimbledon title in the pro players' recent boycott because oi
Nikki Pile's suspension, admitted he felt the effects on the
long jet flight. He won the
Swedish Open Sunday.

Connors, 22-year-old former
UCLA star from Belleville,
scored a stunning upset Tuesday night as he eliminated topseeded Stan Smith 6-3,64 in an
opening round match of the
$60,000 U.S. Pro Tennis Championships at Longwood.

Connors, a non-member of
the pro players' association and
unseeded at Longwood, advanced to a meeting with South
Africa's Ray Moore, who defeated Chile's Jairne Fillol 2-6,
7-6, 74.
Second-seeded Arthur Ashe
withstood trouble and rallied
for a 7-6, 2-6, 6-3 victory over
unseeded Harold Solomon of
Silver Spring, Md.
In a mild upset, Eric Van
Dillen of San Mateo, Calif., defeated eighth-seeded Tom Gorman of Seattle 4-6, 6-2, 6-1.

"I haven't played as well
since I beat Elie Nastase in
March," Connors said. "Of
I had the benefit of
course,
400-meter intermediate hurdles
practice here, while Stan
in 49.5 winning easily. Scott
wasn't at top form because of
all
Bringhurst outdistanced
trip from Europe."
competitors and took the 10,000 his plane
Smith, who relinquished his
meters in 28:46.1.
chamDave Wottle, Olympic
pion at 800 meters, won the 1,500 in 3:36.8 with a strong
stretch run
Highlight of Tuesday's events
was the men's high jump.
World record holder Dwight
Stones of the U.S. cleared 7-44
despite the wet track and he
t*rely missed at 7-5%. Stones
2 last-/
set world mark of 7-61
week at Munich, West Germany.
The women's events failed to
produce an outstanding performance.

UN
SAVES
A lot more than gas

Major League Loaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
bats)—
BATTING (175 at
Blomberg. NY, 358, Carew,
Min, 351
RUNS— R Jackson, Oak, 64,
Otis, KC, 63
RUNS BATTED IN—MayDerry, KC, 80. P Jackson, Oak,
74
HITS-0 May, Mu, 117i Mur
cer, NY, 117
DOUBLES Braun Mal, 21,
, Chi,
Melton, Ch, 20, 0.
20
TRIPLES , Carew, Min, 7;
Coggins, Sal, 6, Bumbry, Bal,
6, Briggs, MiI, 6
RUNS—Mayberry,
HOME
KC, 20; R.Jackson, Oak, 20.
BASES—North,
N
STOLE
Oak, 78; Campaneris, Oak, n.
PITCHING (8 Decisions)—
Hunter, Oak, 11.3, 821, 3.23;
Lee, Bin, 11-3, .786, 2.15.
STRIKEOUTS—N.Ryan, Cat,
770. Singer, Cal, 150,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
bats)-BATTING (175 at
Mote, LA, 348. Watson, Htn

___RIMS—Bonds,.Sf,.113; Watson, Htn, 68
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
Cm, 70, Stargell, Pgh, 67
HITS—Rose, Cm, 122, Watson, 141n, 121.
DOUBLES—Staub, NY, 73;
Cardenal, Chi, 22; W.Davis,
LA, 22
TRIPLES—Metzger, Htn, 1.2;
Matthews, SF, 8
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
26; Evans, Atl, 26.
BASES—Morgan,
STOLEN
Cin, 37; Cedeno, Htn, 32.
Decisions)—
(8
PITCHING
Parker, NY, 6-2, 750, 3.73, Her.
.750, 2.75.
rison, Atl,
'STRIKEOUTS—Sutton,
139. Seaver, NY, 129

B1ROOKLIN, Mass.—Jimmy
Connors of Belleville, III., advanced to the second round of
the $60,000 U. S. Pro Tennis
Championships, ousting topseeded Stan Smith of Pasadena,
Calif., 64, 6-3.

The Li'l Hustler squeezes around 25 miles
—out of a gallon—about twice the national
average for passenger cars. But great
mileage is only one of Datsun's
saving graces.
It costs less than you'd expect. It's a
• simple machine with low maintenance
costs. And a computerized nationwide
parts distribution system gets parts
to you fast.
The Li'l Hustler: good sound'savings.
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The Pirates- were led by the
•--big bat of catcher Craig Suiter
Four • golfers from Murray
who belted a pair of dobules. have qualified for the state PGA
Larry Geib and Dwayne Junior Tournament to be held at
at the Walt
Musbrow each singled and the Juniper Hills Country Club
Heard recently that Les Taylor received a present
while David Carman, next Monday in Frankfort.
doubled
York.
New
Frazier Basketball Camp in
clothing.
Johnny Shelly and Roger McThe Knicks' superstar gave Les four new suits of
Lee Stewart won the 16 and 17
before reporting to
Cuiston had doubles.
1,es attended the camp to work on his game
and year old boy's division Monday
doubled
on
McCuist
Dale
the Kentucky Colonels
tripled to lead the Giants while at Paducah's Paxton Park by
sports
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who
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the
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to
sure
be
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a
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my
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person
.
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He is a
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foiled the Cards slipping past
of life.
example for everyone, in all walks
boy's 12-13 division as he shot
the Mets 8-7.
4240 for an 82 for 18 holes of
Mike Kurz, Kelly Rogers and
1 tomorrow afternoon.'
those teenagers who will INA the *
doubled and self.
m::
each
2"colur
Rogers
Opinion
Craig
Your
"Waht's
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Saturday
you might be in
Lynn Sullivan shot 45-40 for an
random in our
singled for the Cards. Other hits
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drug problems.
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with
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Saturda
for
column
special
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Rogers and a single by Dwight division
I will be at the fairgrounds between 1 p.m and

By DAVE O'HARA
Asstociated Press Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Manager
Dick Williams of the Oakland
Athletics picked three.gnernbers
of his own staff and bypassed
double no-hit artist Nolan Ryan
while naming two relief specialists today among eight pitchers
for the 1973 American League
All-Star team.
Williams also said that Wilbur Wood, the league's winningest pitcher with 18 victories,
was invited but declined because his son faces minor surgery.
Williams' choices, announced
by League President Joe Cronin, included Jim Hunter, Ken
Holtzman and Rollie Fingers of
the A's, Bill Lee of the Boston
Red Sox, Sparky Lyle of the
New York Yankees, Bert Blyleyen of the Minnesota Tvrifts,
Jim Colborn of the Milwaukee
Brewers and 'Bill Singer of the
California Angels.

Ryan was passed up despite
becoming only the fifth pitcher
in major league history to hurl
two no-hitters in one season,
against Kansas City on May 15
and Detroit July 15. He also
leads the major league in
strikeouts with 220. But his
record is only 11-11.
Williams tabbed Lyle, a lefthander, and Fingers, a righthander, for bullpen duty in the
annual classic against the National League next Tuesday
night at Kansas City.
Lyle has 25 saves and three
victories for the Yanks. Fingers, who worked in six of the
seven World Series games for
the A's against Cincinnati lait
year, has 10 saves and a 1.27
earned run average.
The National League pitchers, as chosen by Manager
Sparky Anderson of the Cincinnati Reds, will be announced
Thursday.
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made it America's
• number one selling small truck.

- -The-kind that have

from Nissan with Pride

wk.

Nolan Ryan Bypassed
Ftitir From As All-Star Pitcher
ualifiers

ton

but both still rank among the
game's greatest gate attractions.
Although Player and Trevino
rank among the top choices for
the $42,000 first prize, there is
plenty of strong opposition in
the field of 147.
Among their chief opponents
are Australian Bruce Crampton, the season's leading money
winner with more than $200,000,
and little Deane Beman.
Some other standouts include
Masters champion Tommy Aaron, Agius Boros, George Archer, Gene Littler, Gay Brewer,
J.C. Snead, Frank Beard, Bert
Yancey and Dave Stockton.
Johnny Miller and Tom Weiskopf, the U.S. and British ,pen
champions, respectively, and
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer
and Billy Casper all are taking
the week off.

By BOB GREEN .
Associated Press Golf Writer
ST. LOUIS (API — South African Gary Player begins his
second assault on America's
bulging golf purses and Lee
Trevino is on hand to defend
his title in the rich St. Datiis
Children's Hospital Golf Classic.
The 72-hole event, with a
purse increased from $150,000
to a whopping $210,000, begins
Thursday on the 6,544-yard, par
ood Hills,yountry Club
70 Norwood
cur

Classic Matchup Today
U.S.-Italy Track Meet

I.Pb•

1'7

Lee Trevino To Open
Defense Of Tourney

•

014`

Americans Selected

By PLERO VAI-SECCHI
Associated Press Writer
TURIN, Italy (A?) — Rick
Wohlhuter of the United States
and Marcello Fiasconaro of
Italy face each other today in a
classic half-mile matchup as
the two countries complete
their two-day track and field
meet.
The American holds the 800yard world record of 1:44.6.
Fiasconaro, born in South Africa, holds the world 800-meter
.t•
„ --Avir.........118ark in 1:43.7.
Going into today's events, the
Pail at liaise city. Tam,
Trader
National
t
In
d
eompen
er
Csikeati
d
15
MAX 111513111
He took tap bowl will American men led the Italians
Night.
y
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Cherapi
State
ee
Tenness
as
and wan le Old award
in the MIS lbs., superstock Mao* and the U.S girls were ahead
lidernilienalUNAwl. Friday night he woe seamed plate
sii• wen secliad place in the 17.,151 lbs., of the Italian women 49-22.
• was the Taimeasee State Champlin in that class. lie
night he placed
Tuesday's over-all performrstock divides and his second Tennessee State Champion award. Saturday
tank engines, car
engines,
airplane
with
ances, however, were mediocre
tractors
drew
which
In the 12,1100 lbs. open class
then drew his third Tennessee State
because of rain and a haila tractor with four car twines and stock tractors. He
award a puller had to be a
storm.
award. To be eligible for the Tennessee State Championship
made as many as three pulls
Another important clash toGI the Tennessee Tractor Pulling Association and bad U.have
He also was the 1972 points
years.
five
least
at
day will pit America's rising
for
12410
t year. Hughes has been pulling his
classes,
star, Steve Williams, against
:champion in Kentucky, in the 9,000 and the 12,000 lbs. stock

BRANDON'S
BITS

•

Vida Blue fired a four-hitter
as Oakland beat Baltimore 3-1.
For Blue, 8-5, it was his first
victory in three weeks.
In the National League, it
was Los Angeles 8, Pittsburgh
4; San Diego 1, Chicago Cubs
0; St. Louis 2, San Francisco 1;
New York Mets 8, Atlanta 7;
Philadelphia 2, Cincinnati 1,
and Montreal 7, Houston 2.

----GALESBURG. _ „IL—Ernest
Mlle Swanson,.75 a former
majEw tope bmiball player
with the Cincinnati Reds and
the Chicago White Sox died.
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-Comeback Unfolding As gd7,-; Problems Hitting The
Arrows
Cowboys
Like
Cardinals Are Red Hot
By BRUCE Lown-t
. Willie Mays was pinch-hitting.
Assochited Press Sports Writer
Bang! He punched a single to
"We're not getting too right-center field, and Beaworked up. yet."
champ came in with the run
That's typical Red that beat the Braves 8-7,
Dodgers 8, Pirates 4
Schoendienst. He wasn't panicThe Pirates did most of the
king a couple of months ago
when his St. Louis Cardinals giving until the ninth inning
crashed headlong into the base- when they chased pitcher Andy
ment right at the start of the Messersmith with three runs on
season and seemingly locked four hits, including a two-run
homer by Al Oliver. Until then,
the door.
"I'm not getting excited Messersmith had Pittsburgh
about it-not losing any sleep," pretty well - tied up in knots.
Schoendienst said after St. with a two-hitter.
Louis reeled off its fifth
straight victory Tuesday night,
a 2-1 squeaker over the San
Francisco Giants, to trim the
lead of Chicago's once runaway
Cubs to a scant one-half game
in the National League East.
In the rest of the National
League, the San Diego Padres
humbled the Cubs 1-0, the New
THOUSAND OAKS, CaYork Mets stunned the Atlanta lif.( AP)- There wasn't much
Braves 8-7, the Los Angeles surprise when quarterback
Dodgers belted the Pittsburgh Craig Morton and center Dave
Pirates 8-4, the Montreal Expos Menders failed to show up at
whipped the Houston Astros 7-2 the Dallas Cowboys' football
and the Philadelphia Phillies training camp, but the absence
nosed out the Cincinnati Reds of All-Pro Bob Lilly came as
2-1
somewhat of a shock.
Padres 1, Cubs 0
. In Dallas, his wife,,said
Steve Arlin, San Diego's he told her the camp was "in
pitching dentist, twirled a five- confused shambles,ineiale was'
hitter and scored the game's low" and ,he was returning
only run in outdueling Chi- home from California "until
cago's Milt Pappas. Arlin training camp conditions tinwalked to open the fifth inning,
Johnny Grubb also walked,
The Cowboys wondered how
Dave Roberts singled to load he knew of camp conditions
the bases and Nate Colbert hit without ever arriving and club
a sacrifice fly.
President Tex Schramm said
Mets 8, Braves 7
the incident had him "conRalph Garr, Marty Perez and fused" personally. But he deHank Aaron slugged home runs nied any troubles were brewand, with just three outs to go, ing.
the Braves, leading New York
don't think there's any
7-1, appeared easily en route to confusion here," he said.
their fifth straight victory.
"All things considered I think
Then the roof caved in.
Rusty Staub and John Milner it's a fairly normal opening for
hit two-run homers. And a few us," Schramm said of the official beginning of the Cowboy
minutes later Jim
hit a run-scoring single.
Beauc112
"preseason camp for veteran
delay_ the Mets were down by players.
.one run, two men were on and
Morton reported to camp last

Expos 7, Astros 2
Montreal, trailing 2-1 in the
seventh inning, erupted for five
runs to down Houston 7-2. Ron
Fairly tied the scored with a
single, Boots Day put the
Expos on top with a two-run
single off Don Wilson, then Bob
Stinson and Pepe Frias completed the rally with run-scoring hits.
Phils 2, Reds 1
Cesar Geronimo broke an 0for-27 slump with a fourth-inning homer for Cincinnati. But

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
East
W L. Pct. G.B.
Chicago
50 42 543 49 /2 .5.38 /
St. Lauis
1
2
43 47 478 6
Montreal
41 48 461 7)'
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
41 5,0 457 8
New York
39 50 438 9/
1
2
West
61 34 6.42 Los Angeles
Cincinnati
52 42 553 8',
Francisco 52 43 547 9
San
HOuston
51 47 520 11, 2
Atlanta
45 52 464 17
San Diego
32 60 34 271 '2

By ANDY LJPPMAN
Associated Press Sports Writer
One thing the Dallas Cowboys
are not at this stage of their
pre-season is one happy family.
The latest person to stray out
of the Cowboy family circle
was center Dave Manders, who
Tuesday announced his retirement after contract negotiations with Tex Schranun, Cowboys' general manager, fell
through.
Menders had been one of
three players absent from the
San Diego (Kirby 5.10) at
Cowboy football training
Chicago (Jenkins 9-7)
San Francisco (Bradley 9,7) camp-quarterback Craig Morat St Louis (Wise 11
N
ton and defensive tackle Bob
New York (Seaver 9-51 at AtLilly were also missing and
lanta (Harrison 6-2), N
Philadelphia (Carlton 9-9) at subject to fines.
Cincinnati (McGlothlin 3 3), N
According to his wife Ann,
Montreal (Stoneman 4 5) at
Lilly is planning a press conferHouston ( Reuss 11 fl, N
ence for today to discuss his fuThursday's Games
ture with the Cowboys. He earSan Diego at Chicago
Los Angeles at St Louis, N
lier flew back to Dallas from
Montreal at Cincinnati, N
the Cowboy camp after decidOnly games scheduled
matter is settled.
ing not to report until Cowboy
Others missing from the
management "gets thingt
American League
Jets'camp at Hofstra Universtraightened out."
East
sity included Joe Namath, who
W. L. Pct.
Dallas has been contacted by
checked in and then left with New York
5.442 563 several
clubs, including Green
47
40
540
21
/
2
Baltimore
team permission, wide receiver
49 42 538 2/
Boston
1
2 Bay, about Morton, who wants
Don Maynard and left tackle Detroit
48 45
516 4/
1
2
his contract renegotiated and
45 46 .495 6/
1
2
Bob Svihus. Maynard is clear- Milwaukee
_who
left camp Monday.
is
Cteveiano
.342
34
.00
ing up personal business whileWest
Defensive tackle Jethro Pugh
Svihus has requested a trade to Oakland
5.3 41 .564 a West Coast trade for personal - Kansas-etty -.-62. Ii .536. 2V2. and cornerback Charlie Waters
47 44 516 4/
1
2 'remained the only unsigned
reasons.
4848 45 .516 At
Chicago
members of the team.
46 45 .505 51/2
Running back Larry Brown, Minnesota
While the players were un31 59 .344 20
who was chosen 1972 Player of Texas
in the Dallas camp,
happy
Tuesday's
Gaines
the Year, was missing when
Chicago 8-5, Boston 4,0
Washington Redskin' Coach
the Washington Redskins
New York 4-4, Minnesota 3 1,
George Allen wasn't exactly ecopened their training camp and 1st game 12 innings
Kansas City 4, Detroit 3
static
Tuesday about the absaid through his attorney that
Milwaukee 6, Texas 3
sence of Larry Brown, his star
Oakland 3, Baltimore 1
he was "attending to some irnrunning back from training
California 3, Cleveland 1
portant personal matters.
camp.
Wednesday's
Games
Defensive end Bubba Smith,
Allen, who said he did not apChicago (Stone 4,51 at Boston
who sat out last season with a !Lee
11 ,3)
preciate anyone not beginning
shoulder injury and said he
Minnesota (Decker 3-5) at
preparation for the 1973 season,
7;
wanted to be traded away from New York (Stottlemyre 12
Kansas City (Busby 79) at
said Brown would be fined $300
Baltimore, got his wish when Detroit (Coleman 14-8), N
a day for every day he misses
Milwaukee (Colborn 12,5) at
the Colts swapped him to the
Te.as (Bibby 3-3), N
practice.
Oakland Raiders for tight end
Baltimore (Palmer 96) at
Brown's attorney has issued
Raymond Chester.
Oakland (Holtzman 14-8), N
a statement that Brown had
at
Cleveland (Tidrow 791
All•Pro safety Jake Scott con- California
(May 6-7), N
some "important personal mattinued his holdout for new conters" and would join the team
Games
Thursday's
tract demands with the Miami
_shortly.
Minnesota at Basta:), N
Dolphins despite a 8200-a-day
Milwaukee at Texas, N
Defending NFL champions,
fine imposed by Coach Don
Baltimore at California, N
,ths
Miami Dolphins announced
scheduled
garnet
Only
Shuia•
the Phillies broke a 19-inning
scoreless slump in the sixth on
successive doubles by Gerg Luzinski and Del Unser and Larry
Bowa's RBI grounder to turn
back Cincinnati 2-1.
In the American League,
Oakland beat Baltimore 3-1,
Tuesday'S Games
San Diego 1, Chicago 0
California topped Cleveland 3-1,
Los Angeles 8, Pittsburgh 4
Milwaukee downed Texas 6-3,
New York 8, Atlanta 7
Philadelphia 2, Cincinnati -I
Kansas City nipped Detroit 4-3
Montreal
7, Houston 2
and,in a pair of doubleheaders,
St Louis 2, San Francisco 1
and
5"Boston
8-4
swept
Chicago
Wednesday's Games
0 and New York swept MinLos Angeles (John 9-4) at
nesota 4-3m 12-innings and -4-1. ...Pittsburgh. (Ellis 7-9), N

Absence Of Bob Lilly
Is Shock To owboys
Friday then left, asking to renegotiate the year remaining
on his three-year contract or be
traded. Menders, in his ninth
season, said he would retire if
he did not get a better contract.
Meanwhile,controversial running back Duane Thomas was
suspended by Coach Hartand
Svare after reporting 24 hours
late to the San Diego Chargers
training camp.
Thomas, whose fleet-footed
maneuvers led Dallas to victory in the 1972 Super Bowl, was
dealt to the Chargers last year
but did not play.
"Nobody's wandering into my
camp anytime they want,"
Svare said. "I just called him
into my office and told him he
was suspended. There was no
conversation. I just suspended
him. Now he's on his way back
to Dallas."
John Riggins, the New York
Jets' leading rusher last season, is embroiled in a contract
dispute with the club and failed
to report to camp. The thirdyear pro from Kansas reportedly is seeking 6150,000 for the
coming season and has said he
won't appear In camp until the

the signing of wide receiver
Ron Sellers, acquired during
the off-season from the Dallas
Cowboys. The Dolphins are preparing to meet the College ALLStars July 27 in Chicago.
The Houston Oilers held their
first complete workout Tuesday, but Coach Bill Peterson
noted that linebacker Bill Stincic, wide receiver Billy Parks,
and defensive tackle Ed Lothamer had not reported and
there was a good possibility
they were retiring.
Offensive guard Willie Banks
was sidelined at the New England training camp by a hairline fracture of a small bone in
the right leg.

Club officials said Banks may
be able to work out again by
next week.
Fred Shirt, an offensive
guard from Bowling Green
State, signed his contract with
St. Louis, which Tuesday
opened its camp for rookies,
newly-acquired veterans, quarterbacks and receivers.
Tight end Kent Kramer, offensive tackle Steve Smith and
defensive tackle Gary Pettigrew signed their contracts
with the Philadelphia Eagles,
while Buffalo announced it had -.
acquired veteran defensive,,,
tackle Walt Barnes. The
year NFL veteran was signet!,
as a free agcnt.

Women Golfers Are
Critical Of Pay
By MARVIN R. MR
Associated Press Sports Writer
ROCHESTER, N.Y. ( AP) To win the U.S. National Women's Open Championship is a
great honor, according to two
of the 150 golfers who will
strive for the title beginning
Thursday.
But, in the opinion of a twotime winner,"Financially it's a
flop."
Donna Capon! Young said a
night before the eve of the 72hole tournament at the Country
Club of Rochester she -didn't
make a dime" with her victories in 1969 and 1970.
"It's really a shame," Mrs.
Young said. "You'd think you
could make a bundle like the
met&;but It isn't true.
"The Open is a good tournament, but financially it's a flop.
Something should be done
about it."
Marlene Bauer Hagge, one of
the game's all-time top performers and now in her rd
year as a professional golfer,

also complained about the
small purse offered the Open
winner.
The champion, to be crowned
Sunday, will receive $6,000.
"Of course it would be an
honor to win the Open," said
Mrs. Hagge, wheat best Open
finish was a third-place tie in
1960.
"I'm not that ungrateful at
all," she said, "but it's just another tournament the way it is
now. The prize money isn't that
hot when you can earn 615,000
or $20,000 on other stops (of the
Ladies Professional Golf Association tour(."
She mentioned specifically
the $25,000 first prize in the Colgate-Dinah Shore Tournament.
Although Mrs. Young and
Mrs. Hagge were given a
chance to win the 1973 crown,
all-time pro money-winner Kathy Whitworth remained the favorite. Miss Whitworth, who
has won more than $400,000 in
14 years of pro golf, has tanked
646,835 this year.

PEOPLES RANK'S "GENIE"
Kris* Kennedy
invites- you to visit our booth
at the Murray-Calloway
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Is gas shortage artificial?
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Government and oil industry experts, foreseeing little
chance of nationwide gasoline
rationing this summer but
conceding the prospect of
higher auto fuel prices, say
that the role of U.S. refineries
is a key to the energy shortage.
Before and since President
Nixon's recent energy crisis
message to Congress, critics
of the petroleum industry
have charged that if there is
rationing or higher gas prices,
part of the blame must go to
what they call foot-dragging
oil refineries.
Government officials, however, defend the refiners
against accusations that they
are budding no new "cracking" plants and have padlocked many existing ones in
the Midwest, thus aggravating a threatened gasoline
shortage.
Spokesmen for the government's Oil Policy Committee
claim the uncertain import
quota systeim now junked by
Mr. Nixon, wiped oat the refiners' incentive to produce
more gasoline and build more
plants.
Connecticut's Atty. Gen.
Robert K. Killian says gas rationing imposed by the big oil
companies on supply outlets
may have been "deliberately
created" to shove up prites
and push• independent operators out of business. He
echoed charges in Congress
last winter that the so-called
"energy crisis- was an effort
by oil companies to inflate

be entitled to an allowance ot
no-fee petroleum imports for
the first five years after new
plants are completed. Only
one U.S. refinery has been
built in the last five years. No
additional ones are planned.
It requires four to five years
to build one.
Using his presidential authority, Mr. Nixon wiped out
limits on oil imports and re-

fuel costs by manipulating
supplies.
Killian wants an investigation of the gasoline quotas he
says were slapped on outlets
in Connecticut by five major
companies.
In the Los Angeles area
some major distributors began cutting gas quotas for
their outlets in early April.
Many independent outlets

concentrate more on gasoline,
products William Johnson, an
official of the government's
Energy Policy Committee
The refineries' concentration last summer on gasoline,
a more profitable product,
has been blamed partly for
the fuel oil shortages of the
last winter.
Meanwhile, there is a crosscountry debate over whether

•
•••
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'
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across the country are operating on a day-to-day basis and
some have closed down. The
big oil companies explain they
have had to curtail the supply
to some outlets because there
just isn't enough gas to fill all
the demand.
The President's new executive order aimed at easing a
threatened gasoline drought
is designed to ease the situation not only for auto fuel but
household fuel and diesel oil
as well.
To stimulate lagging refinery construction, new refinery capacity from now an will

Pt-A•t
(
I4F_KE'S THE \
LOOLD-FAA401.5
TENNIS PL/WER
14.14/X11;16 Otg

some refineries have been
playing fair with the American motoring public or
whether there plat Newt
enough of them to keep up
with the mounting demand for
gasoline.
Lee White, former Federal
Power Commission chairman
and now head of the Consumers' Federation of America,
says some independent oil
companies are allowing their
Midwest refineries to lie idle,
claiming it is not financially
practical to reopen them at
this time.
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE
VOLKSWAGEN-1971 Superbeetle, 44,000 miles. AM-FM
radio. Local car. Extremely
clean. Highway miles. Phone 7536740.
J18NC

SERVICES OFFERED

PANEL TRUCK-1957 GMC and
1973 250cc Kawasaki motorcycle.
Must sell by August. Phone 7539761.
J23P

BUICK WILDCAT-1968 conJ23P
-- vertible. Phone 753-7490.
WANT TO BUY used baby bed,
cheap. Phone 753-1358.
J19C OPEL KADET-1968 Ralley
Sport. Approximately 28 miles to
WANT TO BUY used sail fish. gallon. Excellent condition.
Phone Lee Hopkins 753-6202. J19C Phone 753-2864 after 1:00 p.m.
J19C
WANT TO BUY

•-

WANT TO BUY used furniture,
any condition, no appliances. MUSTANG-1965, six cylinder,
Phone 753-8378.
July 23C three speed. Mechanically sound.
$325.00. Phone 753-7827.
J23C
- WANT TO BUY two young AUSTIN HEALEY-1
962. Great
hereford steers for beef. Phone engine. Hardtop,
new paint.
753-8500
J20C Phone 753-4423 after 5:00 p.m.
J24C
LE MANS-1967 convertible,
factory air, power steering and
brakes, sharp. Phone 436-5828
after 5:00 p.m.
J20C

-

Call
753-1'

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE F

BOB'S TV SERVICE

The KI
Happ
Horn

Prompt Service on All Major Brands
* 23 YEARS EXPERIENCE *
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
Phone 753-5191

Need a Racket Restrung?
CALL ...

Parker McKenney
753-8844

Stan Outland
753-8682

CAPRI-1972, four speed with HANNA SIGNS.
4th & Sycamore, PAINTING-INTERIOR, exstereo tape. ALso 1969 Pontiac 9:00a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
J24C terior, and sheet rock finishing.'
Catalina,four door sedan with air
All work guaranteed. For free
conditioning. Phone 489-2187.J24C
estimates phone Sammie Atkins
•Paporing
Painting & Decorating 437•
PON'TIAC BONNEVILLE-1470, •Painting
4534.
July 20C
four door hardtop, automatic,
Know someone
•PanolingALUMINUM SIDING trim and
new tires, shocks and brakes.
•Ceiling Tile
gutters. We cover all exposed
W10!soon
$1400.00. See at 1109 Fairlane
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
Drive in Circarama SubComplete Home
cele brafe a
enamel aluminum siding. All
division.
J20C
Remodeling
aluminum gutters and down
▪ birthday?
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
1962 BEL-AIR Chevrolet, six
FREE ESTIMATES
753-8783.
cylinder, automatic, clean and in
August/SC
good condition. Phone 492-8630
after 4:30P.M.
J2ONC
ROY HAFtMON finish carpenter.
7534961
•
W.
Houses trimmed-cabinets4:Send them greetings :le
PAINTING-INTERIOR and formica tops-doors-etc. Quality
7:wi with a Happy Ad in :
fi?
exterior. Also dry wall finishing. workmanship. Phone 753August 11C
Reasonable rates. Phone Torn 0790.
our Classified Section'
fr
Six Speed
Wells 753-0300.
J23C
WILL DO barn painting and
L
K;
v- 650.00
11,0
D RETIRED man commercial spraying. Rusty
Just call
job in kitchen, full or part roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
Phone 7534343 01
:•11It
or 382
,
time
(days
2299.
only). Phone 753August 13C
75-191
fop;
6
3
753-3673
7851.
J23P
4.

AUCTION
LOCA
east of Benton,
Olive and Halide
house on right. W
Tune-Saturday,
10:00 a.m.
Personal prope
Clark, Deceas
stove-same as
TV.-same as
vacuum cleaner
kitchen cabine
burning cook
burning heating
jars,
trunk
bedroom sul
couch and chair,
13)-old, platf
-hanging light
shade)--old,
old, aluminum
chairs (2),
bric-a-brac, box
bed, waterfall
wardrobe with
rack, ladies old
lamp, aladdin
flat irons (2),
box silverw
Dinette se
deep fr
2), treadle
refrigerator,
skillet-Wizard,
12), pressure
canner, miscell
Iron tea kettle,
garden tiller-5
saw, power m
shoe lasts (2),
kettles (2)
mowing ma
quilt pieces,
jars, drillrake-old,
numerous small
Terms-cash.
& Auction, Rou
Phone 474-2717,
Auctioneer.

Bill it6ughton

1972 Penh:m-10o c.c.

NE

BLONDIE
01.4.04-1 -S1-1E
(
PROBABLY
k WANT'S ms TO
1.#0...P WITH TkIE
C6SHES

_
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moved tariffs as well, effective May I. He replaced them
with a system of import license fees to be phased in
over the next seven years.
As import fees gradually
return, they will be higher for
refined petroleum products
than for crude oil imports another incentive for expanded U.S. refinery production.
The new Nixon measures to
stimulate oil importation will
help to refurbish dwindling
supplies of No. 2 (household
heating fuel oil substantially
and thus allow U.S. refiners to
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DAGWOOD,
)-#EPE APE You
G000s

(n

I WAS JUST GOING
TO PUT TWE CAT

Mks place your 434:0€
-

DRESS MAKING and alterations
FOR YOUR building needs- in my home. Phone 436FOR A1.1. your additions, remodeling additions, new or old, 5525.
August21C
remodeling, residential or large or small jobs. Call 753July 25C SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
commercial. New or old. Free 7955.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
Electric Complete pump repair
TFC
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest service. Let us check your old
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. Control, Phone 753-3914 100 South pump for you before you buy a
Phone Paris,642-6561.
TFC 13th Street, "Every day you new one. 24 hour emergency
delay lets bugs have their
service. Phone 753JERRY'S REFINISHING & ay."
August21C
TFC 5543.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Jerry McCoy. owner (502) 492- Plumbing-electrtestkoofing and
HELP WANTED
8837
TFC carpentry Phone 7534897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC WANTED ONE experienced
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
clean up man, must be good and
work guaranteed. Business and
reliable. Phone 753-3677 between
HELP WANTED
residential. Free estimates.
6:00 and 9:00 p.m. any night. J24C
Phone day or night Mayfield 2477201.
TFC
S
- ERVICES MIRED

BUT WE
DON'T
NAVE
A CAT

I NEVER COULD
Ti-iihJK PAST

4'

8

TheAve-dger
tit Times Eili;

L.
THE PHANTOM
iS THAT OME
OF MIA!
,wirt

WAR,INARES--- Dan
RUN A2MAY-',1 YAW

Mix

1 Sought My Form Through
VLAYILAD
I &oh My Born Woh Material
Ailyeirttsad in 0
WANIAO

g
.4
e4

WANTED
FRAMING SUB-CONTRACTORS

WILL -fl0Trash and
hauling. Reasonable rates
753-6130.

1 Bought My Tioctor Through a
SABIN?
My Family Inn.' Betio, Because I
lima end Buy Through the
WASIAI21

j

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

CALL

-Amon LineBULLDOZER WORK; trucking.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138 or
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
TFC

753-1916
fei vow 40•••••-”trme C1ASS1610 4161,

BEATLE BAKEYv

The
Ledger& Times

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
)steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Master 489-2504.
TFC
;

Crossword Puzzle

Anew"le Voiliwasse Pen*

hiFMI

ACROSS

NANCY
I KNOW AN
EASY WAY TO

wow-rm aallo
BROKE FROM

LET'S EAT

CUT DOWN ON
OUR GROCERY
BILLS

THOSE MEAT
AND GROCERY
PRICES

OUT ALL THE
TIME

HOW .

2 Showier (coltog I
I Sick
3 Behold
Symbol
for
4
Fixed period
4
tantalum
of time
6 Pertaining to
5 Regions
the sun
6 Showing
It Earlier
pleasure
13 Unmarried girl
7 Grain
15 Greek letter
B Falsehoods
16 Hermit
9 Paid notice
115 Fhlref 111 Itely
to Mom,•
19 Decibel (ebb( 1 12 Compass
21 Post
point
14 Memoranda
22 Chair
--;14-Gesweire eleIT Small asnounl__
ment
20 Stupid person
Isiangt
26 Mix
28 Expire
23 Marla
29 Sag
nickname
31 Man s name
24 A state labbr
33 Rupees labbr 1 25 Part of speech
34 Incandescent
27 Wander
light
30 Entreaty
36 Ship channels 32 Pack away
38 PianiSSimo 35 L ignter'-fhonlabia,')
air c aft
40 Approach
12 Roadside
I
2 3
4
hotel

•NMI W,••1,••••

LIU ABNER
ESur
DOGPATCN DONE
SOLVED TH'
HIGH PRICE.0'
FOOD ALL

FIT'S isiNDA
AMERAN

NAMELY

CHEAPLINGS

45 Paddle
47 Fish sauce
19 Had on ones
person
50 Antlered
animal
52 Unit of Italian
currency
54 Part of 'to be
55 Negative
prefix
56 Pertaining to
the lion
59 Preposition
61 Vegetable
60 Go away
65 Burdene41
66 Compass
point
Si Condensed
miumixie„
DOWN
06citine

2

memo

EN.4130

LW O OORO MOO
•
MOOOMOGOO
OBOOP MOB
OM MOO OMB
MOM MOO 120000
00 UNM 000 no
mom ORR NOM
GOMM GIMM MO
MON UOGAMO
BEIMPOORBB now
MO ROBS RIO
__3LPor1ico
36 Place in pose-

t7o

39 Gp of Boy
Scouts
41 Check
43 Fur-bearing
11.110110
44 French

article
46 Sun god
46 11/111V !bed

(pi I
5

SI 14Arr y
53 Again
57 French to,
-Summer
58 For example
labbr „
60 Recent
62 Parent(collog I
64 Hypothetical
force

I
13

JO
4

13
10

4

te
36

43
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If you have an adequate crew, tools and tallsportation.
Jim Walter Homes
-. has sub-contract work available for you. We have
plenty of work in all areas.
For more information apply to or call collect....
Gene Garrett
2893 S. Beltline, Paducah
Phone 442-5479

HOUSEHOLD
East Main Str
Saturday, July
The following i
as part of the
CT. Wood Esta
Sults (Kepi
eludes chairs,
Home Desk,
Living Room
Coffee Tables,
Tools, Wooden
Fans, Electric
table), Admit
Range, W
Refrigerator,
Deep Freezer,
Electric Wa
T.V. (Nice),
Jenny Lind
Poster Bed,
Springs, Vi
Eureka Ca
Mirrors, Oak

WANTED
DRY
WALL SUB-CONTRACTOR
'
Jim Walter Homes is accepting

bids for Dry Wall
work. If you are an experienced Dry
Wall subcontractor, have your own crew, tools
and transportation, apply to
Jim Walter Homes
For full details apply to or call collect
Gene Garrett
2993 S. Beitline, Paducah
Phone 442-5479

WANTED SERVICE station
attendant, full time employment.
Must furnish references. No
phone calls please. Apply in
person Trotter's Gulf, Hwy. 641
South.
JI9C

AUCTION SALE

21. 10:00 a.m rain or shine, 305
North 7th Street, Murray, Ky.
Mrs.'Lucy Featherstone, owner
of Sunshine Nursery has sold
property and will offer the
FULL TIME or part time pizza nursery equipment.
makers, night work. No ex- Metal climber, two glider face to
perience necessary. Personal face swings, five chain swings,
interviews only. Contact Mr. metal see paw,gym set, ball goal,
Charles Wynn at Pagliai's Pizza, concrete tile, tables, child's-.
510 Main.
.1I8C chairs, swimming pool, camera,
books, games, puzzles, recordi
player, doll buggy, high chair,
( %RD fit THANKS
baby bed, also household goods.
We wish to take this op- Large ice chest for
picnicking,
portunity to thank our friends and floor pillows, bunk
beds, cornrelatives for the kind expressions plete with ladder. Maple
and
of sympathy shown during the other bedstead,
chest, dressers,
illness and death of Harley rockers, chairs, and
ottoman.
Williams. Special thanks to those Small and large
refrigerator,
who sent flowers and food, to the electric stove,
three coil heaters,
Dr's., and the nurses on second lamps, cot, TV.,
clock, small
floor atthe MutrayRospital, the tables. dishes,
Christmas
organist, the Max Churchill decorations
and
many
Funeral Home and to Bro. Gerald nu.scellaneoua
boxes.
--Owen and Bro. Eura Mathis for Eats
and drinks available. Not
their words of comfort. May God responsible
for
bless each and everyone of you. Douglas Shoemaker accidents.
in charge of
The Family of Harley
slat' Murray auction License
Williams
1TP number--406.
J19C

(complete),

Benches, Very
condition),
Telephone,
Westinghouse
Kitchen Ute
Hand-made
Miscellaneous
John Ran
Auction Corn
Phone 7
of sale.
AUCTION
641 Auction H
This week
Louis. Two
love seat-ir

chair, walnut

"
.

tables, chairs
-4111isa. Lots
Bride-247
Travis-278.
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another View

l'OR SALE

REFRIGERATOR
WHITE
$20.00. Phone 753-9061 or 753-7737
J19C
after 5:00 p.m.

BACK YARD sale, all day
Saturday, July 21, starts 11:00
a.m., 314 South 15th. Household
items, clothing, baby items, mini
J20C
bike,etc.

Moffitt Realty Co.

whether you are buying,
selling, or trading, we
can unlock the door to

USED COUCH and matching
chair, Kroehler. Good condition.
Phone 753-5295 after 5:00p.m.
J 19C
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
Lustre for cleaning carpets'5 It's
super' Rent electric shampooer
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
_ .121C
center.

TRAVEL TRAILER-1971, 17',
self contained and air conJ20C
ditioned. Phone 437-4564.
*)BILE HOME, 10L x 60', two
bedrooms, all electric, furnished,
with washer and dryer and underpenning. Phone 753-9854 after
J31P
5:00p.m.

/3ELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries forull make
hearing aids. Wallis Dregs. J18C

a successful sale!!
HOME PHONES:
KEITH MOFFITT
4";11
753-5068
ROBERT T. YOUNG
753-2894
Co.

(.)HOFFITT
REALTY

753-3597
304 Msdn St., Murray

121ALIO(2'

BOY'S BICYCLE, 20" Schwinn.
Excellent condition. Phone 753J2OP
7280.
NICE TWO bedroom trailer with
air conditioning, carpeting and
J20C
washer. Phone 753-7920.
1972-14' BOSTON Whaler
with trolling motor, 40
Johnson motor and Paris
trailer. Phone 436-2245.

boat
H.P.
Line
J24C

Nt /TICE

1967-750 Norton Phone 753.120P
1493

SALE THOMAS A. Edison air
•conditioners. 10,000 BTU,$184.25.
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales,
Highway 68, Benton, KenAugust21C
tucky.

... is at

NOTICE

753Cc311916

CONCRETE STEPPING stones
and concrete Splash blocks
Murray Lumber Company, 104
.118C
Maple Street.

To.110.11.S. Pot OR -*a srak•••• lac
eLin kr Wort
rchts rea•••••1

foote•r•

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Su mr

%,..I.. .a?. t.tinc

Notice!!
FINAL
CLEARANCE SALE

All SHORTS

on Back to School
Summer Fashions

Values to

00
$11

UAW

Sizes 1 to 13
-,_

Odds & Ends Rack
$500

REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
.118C
!South 4th.
SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
upholstery with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1
Kwik-Pik MarketoFive PointJ21C
s.

.,
..11,47..
:ft•
Hazel, Kentucky
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
'4.2114;
factory
with
BUGGY
DUNE
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
wheels,
AUCTION: LOCATION 4 miles kitchen and living area, break- fiberglass body, chrome
$450.00. phone 753_4916.
TIRES:POUR-Pt-is Gulf Mille
east of Benton, off of 408 on the fast bar, fireplace, central heat
crown ployester Two practically
We Have A
Olive and Hamlet Road. First and air, boat dock, large patio.
J20C
new and two with half tread
house on right. Watch for signs. $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574.
SELLING OUT-Some antique
- • Good buy Phone 753-7406 after
Time-Saturday, July 21, 1973,
furniture, other furniture, dishes,
.121C
5:00p m
COUN'TRY LCYTS; trees, water, cooking utensils, rugs electrical
10:00 a.m.
Personal property of Gentry fireplugs. Extra large. High and appliances, large and small, for a
13
on of
Selecti
Phone
Spaniel
$3500.00.
Good
Cocker
641
rains.
Shop.
PET
Electric
Phone
8
after
;
492-870
dry
Deceased
Clark,
Also
house.
room
six
August8C
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
stove-same as new, R.C.A. Sam Harris 753-8061
miscellaneous tools. Wednesday.
All Merchandise!
Setters. Phone 753.1862 or 753TV.-same as new, Wizard
19,
July
July 18 and Thursday,
FOR RENT
July 24NC
new,
Also
as
9457.
house.
ame
M
cleaner-s
If You
BEDROO
vacuum
THREE
v SHOES
8:00 a.m.-6:30 p.m., at 208 East
v
SUITS
wood
tor,
ld,
kitchen cabinet-o
electric stove, refrigera
J2OP
Street.
Poplar
sad
•
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere FURNISHED HOUSE
burning cook dope-old, wood living room suite and television.
v• SHIRTS
v PANTS
ts. Near university.
apartmen
with
crock
tractor
J23P
garden
,
and
lawn
dove-old
heating
burning
1616 Math Street.
Please Phone
TRUCK WAD canning peaches.
number 48 mower. Regular Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
trunks-Old; poster
jars,
July
Hale
753-0669.
and
or
753-7575
Alberta
Phone
variety
while
Big
- Your
$1965.00 Through July or
SPORT COATS
bedroom suite--thrte piece, red BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot
Gordon's
bushel.
24C
$7.95
Haven.
Murray
chairs
Sharp
$1695.00.
lasts
park,
rocking
supply
beside
chair,
253',
and
x
couch
100'
Market, Highway 94
August8C
KNIT SHIRTS
Supply,753-3361.
(-3)--old, platform rocker, Street. Ready for quality home. Farmer's
J24C
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
.banging light (green glass Phone(606) 549-2494. August20C east, Aurora, Ky.
Shell, Murray,
(good selection), etc.
18' FIBERGLASS Mark Twain sale at 641 Super
shade)-old, floor lamp, tableat 753Max
Phone
rebuilt
,
MX,
Kentucky
250
Mercury
YAMAHA
1971
1-0
lawn
H.P.,
It No Results:
house.
150
folding
boat,
brick
m
old, aluminu
TWO BEDROOM
lit
new
chain,
arid
9131.
tires
new
engine,
cruiser. Fully equipped Phone
chairs ( 2), miscellaneous china Large living room, family room,
Phone
Also
762-2504 8:00 a.m - 4:00 p.m.,
bric-a-brac, box sheets, etc., iron dining room,bath,kitchen, utility sprocket and cables.
395ed
Phone
unfurnish
OR
ED
trailer.
FURNISH
e
motorcycl
.1111C
lot.
Friday
chest,
acre
and
throwiti
one
Monday
bed, waterfall vanity
and carport with
J24P
house. Two bedroom ranch with
wardrobe with mirror, magazine Located 2 miles from downtown 4264.
•'
'
Before 5:00 p.m.,
LARGE BASSINET with liner attached garage, wall air conrack, ladies old watch, kerosene on New Concord Highway.
room.
utility
large
ditioner,
all
Two
new
-like
iron,
J19C
mattresselectric
and
753.6323.
lamp,
Phone
Then
lamp,aladdin
$21,000.00.
TRAVEL TRAILER, 24' self
wood student desks, single bed. Walking distance to university
flat irons (2), handmade quilts,
. Can be seen at Thcontained
p.m. and
7535:30
Phone
school.
After
and
grade
.118C
Phone 753-2443.
box silverware-new.
MOBILE HOME 12' x 60', four weatt's Service Station, Highway
J24P
4661
Across From MSU Library
Dinette set-chrome, Wizard bedrooms, set up on nice shady 641 North. Phone Rex 753Until 6:30 p.m.
BOY SCOUT uniform. size 12.
deep freeze-chest type, radios lot. Has city water, in country. 0374.
J24P
M
furnished
BEDROO
TWO
,118NC
J23C
Phone 753-6955.
( 2), treadle sewing machines, Phone 753-6110.
apartment, carpeted, air conelectric
refrigerator, new
ditioned, couples or teachers
trailer
and
motor
grinders
boat,
BASS
meat
16'
skillet-Wizard,
J20C
only. Phone 753-2198.
fully equipped. Phone 753OAN COLESON is now working
2), pressure cooker, pressure 255 ACRE farm, completely HANDMADE QUILTS, four-new.
J18C
7252.
t the Kut' n Kurl Beauty Salon.
canner, miscellaneous dishes, fenced and half in permanent Very reasonably priced. Phone
J23C
LARGE BRICK ranch home, ednesday through Saturday, ;
iron tea kettle, milk cans (2), pasture with two bedroom 753-8127.
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 753- -i.:
garden tiller-5 H.P.-new,chain modern all electric home. For
J18P : 1
wall to wall carpeting, drapes, 1682 for appointment.
saw, power mower, hand tools, Sale by owner. Now accepting 1973 HONDA 750 motorcycle.
Atcampus.
from
miles.
8,000
blocks
Pt
wash
condition.
,
ax,
broad
i
shoe lasts (2),
bids. Phone 901-247-5571 after 5:30 Excellent
tractive terms available to'
kettles (2)-iron, crib of corn, p.m. Reserve right to reject any Phone 753-5664 or 753-5734. J23C
motor
electric
C,
ELECTRI
couple who will manage six °?RR and sale. New Concord
mowing machine, farm wagon, or all bids.
J23C
repair
building
of
rear
m
H.P.
rooms
60
rental
fruit
boat,
ski
SS
collar,
FABUGLA
14'
horse
quilt pieces,
Road,phone 753-8114. August9C
1626 Hamilton. Phone 4361965 Evinrucie motor, including
jars, drill-Black & Decker, hay
1971
for
ner
Air
conditio
J24C
5479.
swing,
porch
boat trailer, a pair of skis,
rake-old,
FOR SALE
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
and 1972 Super Beetle.
motor. All in good connumerous small items.
2 bedroom Mobile Home 8 X 42 trolling
phone 753-3914,100 South
Control,
three
,
753bedrooms
Phone
TWO
$1170.90,
DUPLEX,
dition. Sell for
Terms-cash. Lile Real Estate La•rge Lot Only 3,4,000
0
Reg.
'395.0
Store"
Music
"every day you delay
Complete
Street,
"Your
13th
Highway
on
J19C
miles east of Murray
6323.
& Auction, Route 1, Aurora, Ky.
LILE REAL ESTATE
Across From Post Office
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C
753or
753-5998
Phone
Lile280.
Vernon
NOW
AUCTION
474-2717,
Phone
Paris, Term.
J30C
AURORA, KY. 474.2717
J19C
6231.
STOVE, $40.00. Refrigerator,
$2700
Auctioneer..
S OPPORTUNITY
All
Store Hours 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
$20.00 Power mower, $15.00.
•° Installed FURNISHED APARTMENT, BUSINES
489Phone
per
condition.
good
$10.00
in
and
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION: 124 $10.00 DOWN
WANTED to
J19C
lot =17.
very nice. One bedroom, lots of DISTRIBUTOR
East Main Street, Cadiz, Ky., month will buy a large wooded
Products"
Disney
"Walt
$39.95
All
service
mowers,
RIDING
closets.
cabinets and two big
accessBABY CRIB and mattress. USED
Saturday, July 21, at 10:00 A.M. at Keniarui Shores. Lake
High earnings! Income
Supply, phone
accounts.
M.S.U.
Murray
to
AKC
up.
adjacent
and
and
puppies,
electric,
215.00.
weather
.
SEWER
condition
IRISH
l
t
Excellen
The following items will be sold central water-al
August8C
campus. Couples only. Phone 753- over $1,000 per month possible!
J20C 753-3381.
Phone 436-2473 or 436- registered, ten weeks old. All Phone 753-4138.
Chestnut Street
as part of the settlement of Mrs. streets.
J23C Inventory -necessary $3,290 to
Champion
wormed.
C
3805.
and
August9N
shots
Room
5320.
Dining
C.T. Wood Estate:
start! Call collect Mr. Mar
fiberglass one piece
5'
J23C
SPECIAL
753.4825
Phone
.
a
with
bloodlines
boat
bass
RANGER
1972
UN (Maple-nearly new) incolors.
and
214)243-1981.
(
home,
white
brick
M
$172.50,
BEDROO
tub,
0
ERS,
SCIVAUZ
WHVATURE
1972 140 H.P. Mercury outboard,
cludes chairs, table and hutch,
drapes, built-in oven and
9.g H.P. Lawrence locator, Super Motor Murray Supply,753arpet,
and
coats.
trailer
shed
boat,
Non
JON
old.
14'
weeks
2
1
/
5
Chairs,
Home Desk, Rocking
August8C
WATER FRONT large lot, a
Mercury engine. Guide trolling motor, heavy duty 3361.
Ideal with children. Melody-Ayre ange. Attached garage and city
Living Room Suite, End and choice area, Phone 436-2427 after late model
J19P
Established Business
other
all
436-5437.
and
Phone
trailer,
Kennels. Phone 901-232-8327 or star. Nice country home with
profile
kw
Fireplace
Lamps,
J18NC
Tables,
Coffee
7p.m.
'one piece 642-1938.
Opportunity
SPECIAL 34":329
JI9C arden for couple only. Located 9
phone
Audubon,
1709
s.
accessorie
Electric
Safe,
Tools, Wooden Pie
stalls. Special
on Highshower
H.P.
Murray
76
of
Service Station
Union
70
fiberglass
north
with
'lea
UT
finance
Will
RUNABO
15'
753-8635.
or
753.7154
Fans, Electric Heaters (porfor lease, 4th & Elm St.
KEN1ANA SHORES-Largc Mercury. Also automatic washer with acceptable credit.
J28C $112.00. White and colors. Murray 1971 MOBILE home, Equity and ay 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
table), Admiral 40" Electric
August8C
J24C
Supply,753-3381.
Contact:
79.
wooded lots for sale-as little as and dryer and chain saw. All in
take over payments. Call for
Range, Westinghouse
per
&
$10
down
436$10
with
Phone
2895
condition.
Mark
white
J19C
good
and
26"
Co., Inc.
black
Oil
BOY'S
Gould
753-7284.
appointment,
Refrigerator, Crosley Chest-type
J23C III Western Flyer bike. Phone
FURNISHED APARTMENT, air
month-central water-lake szcess- 5366.
Phone 753-4093 or 753.9874,
Deep Freezer, Wizard 5-Cycle
conditioned, one bedroom.
all weather streets. From New
J29C
753-4799.
Murray, Ky
Electric Washer, Motorola Color Concord drive North East on 444
works
Gentle,
Couples or single boy. Phone 753HORSE.
BARREL
T.V. (Nice), Hollywood Bed,
J26C
five miles and follow Keniana and hauls well. Registration 15' FIBERGLASS runabout, 55
313Slior 753-4054.
_
Jenny Lind Style Bed, Metal
July 25C papers lost. Phone 753-0672 after H.P. Evinrude motor, 1969 model MOBILE HOME, 10' x 56'
signs to offiee.
and
AGENTS WANTED. Earn money--- es
Mattress
Poster Bed,
J19C with Moody trailer. $800.00. Monarch, carpeted, air con5:00p.m.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, in spare time. No investment. See •
Springs, Vacuum CleanerJ24C ditioned, electric heat, color
living room, kitchen, bathroom Rosebud Sykes, Murray HatPhone 492-8149.
Eureka Canister, Chifferobe with FOUR BEDROOM house in city
furniture,
E buffet with
and shower and bath. One or two chery, 406 South 4th.
ANTIQU
American
OLD
early
TV.,
Suite
J20C
Bedroom
Mirrors, Oak
school district, wanted for family
mirror,$60.00. Phone 753bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartALUMINUM ROOFING, used, two bedrooms. Phone 753.7358 or
•
( complete), Odd Chairs and moving to Murray soon.
J19C but in good shape. 462 lineal ft. 753-5191.
J23C
ments, South 16th Street, 753Benches, Very Old Trunk (good House in business zoned area for 6202.
July 26C
of
35'
6609.
in
MUSIC
throw
Will
Siding
m
wide.
26"
on
Aluminu
Type
Road.
Wall
sale on Coldwater
condition), Old
TOY POODLES, AKC registered, ridge cap. Phone 753-9471. J20C
gutTelephone, Handmade Chairs, Contact C.O. Bondurant Realty,
UM.
M
ALUMIN
SEAMLE
(of any color), storm
old.Phone 753-9869. JZIP
SLEEPING 1100MS for men,
Westinghouse Roaster-Cooker, phone 753-9954 or 753-3480. J20C 7 weeks
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
ters. Bakedon-lwerylic finish.
e.
furnished, private entrance, air Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
motorcycl
,
650
H
s
windows
TRIUMP
Numerou
&
1968
doors
Kitchen Utensils,
Call for
years.
for
15
ed
Guarante
MATTREKS-INNERSPRING, Phone 753-7780 or 753-5265 J18C
conditioned, refrigerator.
Other
items,
Hand-made
free estimate Dale Campbell 753awnings and carports. Zimmerman Apartments, South Piano Company, across from
Beauty Rest. Price $20.00. Phone
Miscellaneous Items.
Post Office, Parts, TenJuly 20C
7775.
FOR SAI.E
J19C
July 26C
16th. Phone 753-8609.
753-4091.
1967 GLASTRON 14' boat with 60
J20C
John Randolph Realty &
nessee.
H.P. Johnson motor and trailer.
Auction Company, Murray, Ky.,
p.m.
6:00
After
All for $600.00. Phone 753VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe Store-Phone 753-8382 will be in charge
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
PEST CONTROL
J19C Western Store and Shoe Repair.
J19C
2930.
console piano
of sale.
grand
INVESTMENT
* FREE ESTIMATE * FOR THE best in pest control Lonardopiano,
Now open at their new location
Piano Company, across
across
on Arcadia, off 641 North,
service and termite control call from Post Office, Paris, TenLet extra income make payments on an extremely nice
AUCTION SALE,Friday night at
from Central Shopping CenJ20C
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
three
are
floor
main
On
Superior Exterminating Com- nessee.
home.
Tenn.
TFC
641 Auction House, Paris,
ter.
TFC
formal living and dining roans, large paneled family
pany, 753-7266.
shag
-The
St.
S
VACUUM
from
KIRBY
load
another
This week
PIANO TUNING•---Repair,
moth, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
rug specialist that adjusts to any
Louis. Two small love seats, one
LOST& FOUND
utility room with cabinets and
rebuilding. Prompt expert sell.
large
extra
space,
vacuums
eating
used
side
and
love seat- frame, rosewood
GUTTF,41ING BY Sears. Sears carpet. New
vice. 13 yeunkeweriegige-RoduAti__
walkIn closet. Central air and heat. Nearompus. Walk in
demonstration
odd
'For
chair,
sale.
ION
side
for
SCRIPT
E
per
walnut
chair,
seamk.st gutters, installed
for
local L-OST
basement has 6 rental rooms, completelOsenialied. Out
your
Hutchens.
and
glass
Mike
Snyor
phone
trunks,
sunglasses at Storey's
tables, chairs,
your specifications. Call Larry
cost.
below
nt
urray,
this
Kentucky, Phone 753-i,
lovetyla
sacrifice
753or
will
er
7510752
state.own
r.
of
distributo
Rite Drug Stenr--Rtease retook
&saes. Lots more.-Iliterbs- Mc
LyIelT12 753-2210 for tree Kirby
Jii131C
Phone 436-54'79.
Tenn.
0359.
J20C
irsiryear,
TFC
436-2311.
Phone
Bride-247 and -James E.
°
estimate.
ITC
Travis-278.

AUCTION SALE

Suttimer
Stock

Is Now An Official Ky.
Inspection Station

SERVICE TRUCK for
- FARM SERVICE

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

•

753-1916

The College Shop
Clearance Sale

on
Guitars...
...
Pianos
Auto Radios...
Organs...
SteretiStmilitit Evifythintiliska
Up To--

1

753-7278

AIR
-CONDITIONER
SALE

Lonardo Piano Ca

50%

Off

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN

05
er
ild
he
to

Pos

Is.
rnrid
rs,
tn.
rs,
all
as

fly
lot
5.
of
ise
9C

Aluminum
Siding

Mid-Summer
Sale

Phone 498-8886

SiVilD
andli!ST
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0
4
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r----1111111ER
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PAC

Battle Over Pi eline Mr. Hutchens
Moves I The House Dies Today

•

WASHINGTON
)- Stung
by defeat in tl Senate, environmentalists moved to the
House today in their battle to
k construction of the
Alaska oil pipeline.
The shift came after the Senate Tuesday passed a bill to remove all legal barriers to irnmediate construction of the
pipeline. •
"We're hoping that wiser
heads will prevail in the
Mouse," said Richard Olson of
the Wilderness Society. "If the
House should follow the same
faulty line of reasoning as the
Senate. that would be the end
of the ballgarne."
The Senate bill declared that
the federal government gave
adequate consideration to an alternative pipeline route through
Canada in preparing an envi-

WEDNESDAY-JULY 18, 1973

Watergate

Former Secret Agent Says He
Was Recruited To Carry Cash

ronmental impact statement.
And it granted a consortium of
oil companies the right-of-way
across federal lands.
Olive Hutchens of Murray
Similar provisions were inBy BROOKS JACKSON
$220,000 for the Watergate de- passing it in prearranged drops
cluded in a piepline bill report- Route Five died this;norning at
WASHINGTON ( API - An- fendants and their lawyers. He in telephone booths and luggage
ed out of a House interior sub- 12:44) at the Murray-Calloway
thony T. Ulasewicz testified to- said he did so thinking it was a lockers
County Hospital where he had
committee Tuesday.
day that a nervous, ill-at-ease legal, humanitarian project beHe generally backed up KalThe two issues were the basis been a patient since becoming
Herbert W. Kalmbach recruited cause he had been asked to un- mbach's account. Two WaterSunday.
ill
July
8.
on
N
for the lawsuit filed by the Wilhim to carry Watergate money, dertake it by White House aides gate lawyers, Douglas Caddy
He was 65 years of age and
derness Society and other envi•
saying it was a legal project.
John W. Dean III and John D. and Paul O'Brien, initially reronmental organizations that was employed as a butcher at
or
The former White House se- Ehrlichman, two men in whom fused to take the first cash deGibson
Frozen
the
Locker
Food
have blocked construction of
cret agent said Kalmbach, who he said he had absolute trust livery of $75,100, he said.
the pipeline. for more than Plant at the time of his illness.
was then President Nixon's per- and confidence.
Ulasewicz said he then startPrior to his work at Gibson's, he
three years.
sonal lawyer, called him to
But now, Kalmbach testified, ed to gct impatient. "I still
employe
was
Shroat'
at
d
Meat
the
House upholds the Sens
If
Washington June 29, 1972, and he feels used, demeaned and want to get rid of ,all
all those
ate, Olson said, "I think this Market for over forty years.
talked to him in Kalmbach's "kicked in the stomach."
cookies, the $75,000,"
said.
Mr Hutchens was a member
would be the end of the lawsuit.
room at the Statler Hilton HoFinally, lawyer William 0.
Ulasewicz said Kalmbach reI don't know of any basis for a of the North Pleasant Grove
tel.
peatedly assured him the oper- Rittman took delivery of $25,000
a
Cumberland
Presbyterian
legal challenge."
ation
was legal, but said it in a telephone booth in the lob-He
seemed
nervous
a
and ill
Most observers predict the Church and an Army veteran of
might require secrecy. He said by of his Washington office
at ease," Ulasewicz said.
II
House will concur in the Senate World War 11. Born March 19,
Ulasewicz said Kalmbach they discussed the use of pay building. Ulasewicz said. Baaction. If so, construction could 1908, in Calloway County, he
asked
him to engage in a secret telephones to avoid being over- tman is the lawyer for Waterbegin by late fall or early was the son of the late Lee
project, which he said he had heard, and also of code gate conspirator E. Howard
Hutchens and Viola Galloway
spring.
been asked to undertake. "He names-Novak for Kalmbach. Hunt.
Hutchens.
Ulasewicz said his chores
said
that it was legal, that it .1ohn Rivers for Ulasewicz.
The deceased and his wife,
▪ .(Cesitinaed keen Page 1)
Ulasewicz, a retired New didn't always go smoothly. At
was to provide funds for perMrs. Roberta Bailey Hutchens,
if amendment becomes law.
sons in difficulty," Ulasewicz York City policeman, said Kal- one point, when new antihijackand would cover losses from who survives, were married
Mazzoli voted "for" and erosion damage. Terms: 3 per April 12, 1939.
mbach gave him $75,000 at the ing security measures were put
said.
Stubblefield and Hatcher voted cent interest with first $2,500
initial
meeting, and sub- into effect at the nation's airUlasewi
cz quoted Kalmbach
Survivors in addition to his
"against."
forgiven, or 1 per cent with no wife are two daughters. Mrs.
as saying the money was for sequently turned over pay- ports, Ulasewicz found himself
Rejected. 174 for and 239 forgiveness.
support of families and for pay- ments of $28,900 anli $75,000 to carrying a large bundle of cash
Kenny Anita) Morgan of
against, amendment to remove
be relayed to the Watergate de- through an airport checkpoint.
Many of those voting -for" Murray Route Five and Mrs.
ment of legal fees.
Someone in line in front of
cost-of-living escalator clause said forgiveness provision will Glen 1Diane) Mitchell
Seeing his own discomfiture fendants.
of Almo
him set off metal detectors befrom new farm bills. Clause prove too costly to U.S. Route One; one step daughte
was
evident
Ulasewi
to
cz,
KalSoundin
g at times like a
r,
would permit -target prices," Treasury. and recommended Mrs. Joe (Betty)
mbach then said, "It's the Wa- standup comedian, Ulasewicz cause he was carrying several
DEBORAH CUNNINGHAM, 14, placed in six events at the
Harper of
packs of cigarettes, which have
for cotton, wheat, corn and that House wait for sweeping Benton Route
Six; one sister, Dixie National Open Twirling Conte:A held July 13 at Ole Miss. tergate situation. I guess you gave the committee a breezey, tinfoil
wrapping. "So I gpt into
other feed grams to increase disaster relief legislation under Mrs. Viola McClain
have
guessed
that,"
the
witness
New
York-accen
ted account of a
of Far- She received one third, one fourth, and four fifth place trophies.
coughing fit and I weni down
with cost of living. Target consideration in Public Works mington Route
.said.
how he carried money from
One; one She is the daughter of Dr.and Mrs Mark Cunningham of Murray._
to the Pennsylvania Railroad
pricing is a price support Committee. They attacked this grands
-c-Kalmbach
on, Michael Morgan;
Photo by Wilson Woolley and Tuesday testified Monday Kalmbach around in laundry and took the train," Ulasewicz
mechanism introduced in the section as "piecemeal."
that he raised bags and brown paper sacks,
four step grandchildren.
said.
proposed legislation. It means
Many of those voting
Funeral services will be held
that if farmers can't get target "against" said existing federal Thursda
y at two p.m at the
price ( which is set by govern- disaster relief programs, which chapel
of the Blalock-Colernan
ment in open market, the virtually lack forgiveness Funeral
Home with Rev. W.
government pays the difference provisions and have higher Edd
Glover officiating.
between market price and interest rates, are not generous
Interment will be in the
target price.
enough for the many thousands Murray Cemetery with the
Those voting "for- generally victimized
by
natural arrangements by the Blalockagreed
with Administration disasters.
Coleman Funeral Home where
that clause is too inflationary.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The and by Thursda
Mazzoli, Stubblefield, and friends may call.
y at the latest. tember of some details of the
Those voting__ "against" Hatcher voted "against."
Sefihte Watergate committee
"There is no argument-ei- Watergate cover-up.
WASHI
NGTON
(AP)
generally argued that farmers
Treasur
Adgiven
has
Secreta
y
President Nixon then constitutional or
ry George P.
SENATE: Adopted,78 for and
It also wants to listen to Walegalministration officials, preparing Shultz declined to say whether "just a very short period of
deserve this protection against
11
against,
amendment
that entitles the White House to tergate-related conversations
to
announce the Phase 4 eco- he thought the price freeze was time" to reply to its request for
cost-of-living hikes. After broadening the Federal Trade
withhold this evidence," said between Nixon and such former
notnic program, say the 60-day good or bad.
amendment
the presidential live recordings Seri. Lowell P.
.failed,
4Coottened fTOM Page I
a Commission's power to pursue
Weicker Jr., R- key aides as H. R. Haldeman,
price
freeze
it
will
president
supplan
t has
But he said, "you can't ex- that have become contralto the Conn., after Tuesday
of farm bill anti-trust suita.
--7-1--`"rhe city will extend water worked.
's session. John D. Ehrlichman and
was threatened and action on
pect to freeze prices WAWA Investigation.
Amendment gives FTC power
"Claiming executive privilege Charles W. Colson.
limes only through its
The administration said Tues- prices cannot be frosts without
bill
was suspended until to seek preliminary injunctions: arid as
A majority of the te
-ven-ifilhei- or the separation of powers
winI read agreement plan in day price increases were
following week.
having effects on suppiy."
ber committee is on record as doctrine in
In federal courts and raises areas not
relation to these
presentl
y
served.
stopped
temporarily.
Matzoh voted "for" and fines for violations of FTC orThe council Tuesday released favoring a subpoena for the tapes gives them
alclignity they
"The city does have the
Directo
Stubblefield and Hatcher voted'
John
rs
Dunlop
T.
statisti
of
tapes
these
cs
if
the
effects
on
Preside
of
nt Nixon in- don't deserve," Wacker said.
petrel/angle use
"against"
Its own lawyers rather than capability of serving the area- the ewe ellieing Council said the price freeze.
vokes the doctrine of executive
The 'existence of the tapes
Rejected. 174 for and 239 depend on Justice Deportment with sanitary sewers by gravity "if the purpose was to hold
-43 plant shutdown because privilege and refuses totsurren- was
flow
discloMoridily :
except
through
a
t
low-lyin
g prices dem that has been ac- of the freeze, including 2:3 of der them voluntarily. -HOPIUNSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
against, amendment to remove anti-trust lawyers, and expands
mer presidential aide Aá- The City of Hopkinsvnle Is
"natural disaster section" from FTC access to business records areas east of North 4th Street. cornplisitad."
meat packers. Another 44 cut
At the same time, it was der P. Butterfield,
now
"Street lighting can be inHe added the freeze also back production.
bill expanding Small Business of companies, including oil
learned that special Watergate the Federal Aviation head of planning a major annexation
stalled within a few weeks after "highlighted the problem
Adminis- program involving 3,300 acres
Administration programs for companies.
s of
--The council received 951 re- prosecutor Archibald Cox also tration.
annexation. The area will also capacity in the
on the northern and southern
failing businesses.
econom
plans
quests
exempti
y,"
to
ask
for
ons
for the tapes.
Those voting "for" said rm. receive police
to the
In surprise testimony, But- edges of the city.
protection,
which was another way of stet- price freeze, denied 179 and Since Cox is a member of the
Section
would
provide now lacks muscle it needs to
terfield described the in"It is expected that residents ing his view that it is difficult
Mayor George L. Atkins anfavorable loans to homeowners restrain corporate giants
granted 19. The remainder are executive branch the separation stallati
on of a voice-activated nounced the program Tuesday
'ctimized--by--floods,. ear- suspected of unfair competitive served by water lines will to increase or sustain supply of undecided
of powers or executive privi- system
receive fire protection and goods if prices are
that recorded all con- night, slated to be completed
thquakes and other disasters, practices.
not allowed
-About 3,600 firms found to lege doctrines presumably versatio
comparable insurance rates, to rise to reflect
ns between the Presi- by mid-January.
increased be charging more than freeze might not bar him from obtainThose voting "against" said
dent and others from his Oval
"Property owners would pay costs.
The Hopkinsville City Council
regulations permitted, agreed ing the files.
FTC has adequate power to city
Office at the White House, his , approved the proposa
taxes in the !all of 1974."
In an interview this week, to roll back prices.
l on the
The President invoked the ex- office in
pursue anti-trust action.
the nearby Executive first reading.
ecutive privilege doctrine Tues- Office
Sen. Marlow Cook (ft) and
Building and from teleSome 3,500 people will be
day in refusing to allow mem- phones
Walter Haddleston (Ptvoted
at both places and at added to the town's present
Rev.
bers of his Secret Service Camp
Hart is now wrath(
David, Nid, and San Cle- population of 22,250 under
as minister of the Goshen and
the
guard to describe the presideti- mente, Calif.
Adopted, 69 for and 21
annexation program which is
Lynn Grove United Methodist against, amendment allowing
tial listening system to the
The committee believes those the largest one in the
city's hisChruches. He was appointed to U.S. citizens to own gold.
committee, say how the tapes recordings
will Prove or dis- tory.
The annual homecoming of are stored or who has access to
this charge at the June con- Private ownership of gold
has
prove the testimony of former
Financing of the proposed an.
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in there
ference of the United Methodist been prohibited since 1933.
White House counsel John W. nexation would not
The administration has hinted Henry County Tenn., about six
involve an
Church.
And Nixon Press Secretary Dean III,
Those voting "for" joined.......WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
that the President Increase in taxes, according
The new minister succeeds senators from Western states food industry will be given an broadly that the freeze, due to miles southeast of Hazel, will be Ronald L. Ziegler told reporters
to
was
aware as early as last Sep- the mayor.
Rev. A. G. Kesterson, Rev Hart with gold resources in saying early release from the 60-da3, expire Aug. 12, will be lifted in held Friday, July 20.
that the taped recordings of evresides at the church charge the 40-year-old prohibition is price freeze, perhaps beginning stages, remaining the full 60
Dr. James D. Clayton of ery conversation the President
parsonage at 807 Poplar Street, irrelevant because the U.S. no today, administration sources days in some industries and Murray will speak at eleven has had in his executive offices
coming off early in others.
Murray.
a.m. A. basket lunch will be since the spring of 1971 are conlonger uses gold to back the say.
But the industry will be put
John T. Dunlop, director of served on the
Rev. Hart graduated from dollar.
sidered to be presidential pachurch lawn.
Asbury
pers, which Nixon already has
Seminary
Those voting "against" op- under tight controls that will al- the Cost of Living Council, told
near
All
persons
interested in the
Lexington, Ky., and Memphis posed timing of the measure. low only a limited amount of newsmen that the new controls
refused
to send to Capitol Hill.
State University, Memphis, They said a change in the status increased costs from whole- program will be "fairly tough." upkeep of the cemetery are
The committee voted unaniBy .11M LUTHER
at a critical time for the naurged
to
attend
or
send
their
salers
to
retailers to be passed
A congressional source said it
Tenn He has been associate of gold might shake further
mously Tuesday to renew its
Associa
ted Press Writer
the on to consumers, the sources would allow
tion's economy,
donatio
ns,
said Ozelina Wilson
processors and
minister of the Union Avenue world confidence in the dollar.
request for the documents and
WASHINGTON (AP)- SenTime and again during Tuessaid.
middlemen to raise their of Hazel Route Two.
United Methodist Church,
to ask the President to supply ate Republicans hoped today to day's debate,
Cook and Huddleston did not
Republicans menThat
appeare
prices,
d to be the readon a dollar-to-dollar
Memphis, Term., and before vote.
the tapes of all conversations scale down a minimum-wage tioned the possibil
ing as President Nixon's chief basis, to recover such costs as
ity of a veto
that served the Pickwick and
bearing on the Watergate af- bill, saying it was the only way Imless the
adopted.
82 for and 10 economic
substitute proposal
adviser, Treasury wage increases and higher
Shiloh Churches.
against, resolution calling on
to avoid a presidential veto.
fair.
Was adopted.
Secretary George P Shultz, prices for raw materials.
the U.S. to take the lead in an
Later, Samuel Dash, the comThe vote was scheduled ono
Sen. Peter H. Dominick, Rreadied an announcement on
But
wages
were
subject
to
be
mittee's chief counsel, told re- proposed substitute for the Colo., said
international ban on enthe increases would
Phase 4 wage-price controls to to roughly the same rules on
vironmental warfare. The
porters. "We're allowing for wage bill drafted by the Senate add $4.5
follow the freeze.
billion to the nation's
the books now.
The Shady Grove Baptist just a very short time for a,re- Labor and Public Welfare Comresolution, which does not
annual wage bill, not including
President Nixon remained in
Church will hold homecoming ply."
have the force of law,suggests a
mittee.
overtime.
Bethesda Naval Medical Center
service
s
on
Sunday and begin
ban on
DarAll and others on the com"This bill is about as certain
timulating ear- recovering from
Williams, chairman of the
viral pneutheir revival meeting on mittee staff said they hoped for to be vetoed as any I've
thquikes, steering ocean
seen Labor Committee, said that bemonia. The White House said
Monday, July 23, according to that reply as early as today here," said Sen. Robert
currents, and rainmaking.
Taft cause of increases in the cost of
Nixon planned to take no part
the church pastor, Rev. Jerry
Measure was partial reaction in
Jr., R-Ohio, a sponsor of the living,
Funeral services for Hawley
the announcement.
a raise to $2.16 is necesLee,
Republican substitute.
Fair of 117 South 10th Street, to a New York Thies article
sary today to Wye minimum-Food will be center stage,Rev.
which
Eugene
last
Blanken
year said the U.S. one source
ship,
The committee bill, whose wage workers
Murray, will be held Thursday
said of the Phase 4
the same buying
--"Itiain sponsors are Sens. Harri- power
The trial of H.C. Britt, .Jr,, In will be the evangelist for the
at two p.m. at the First Baptist altered rainfall with cloud unveiling. The food industry
they had when the currevival
seeding
services
with
the
to
held
be
at
aim
(Contin
son
of
A.
ued
from
the
Page
cripWilliams, 1)-N.J., and rent $1.60 rate became
1)
traffic death of 10-year-old
Church, Drakesboro, where he
says it has been hurt by the
effective
was a member, with Rev. pling North Vietnamese of- freeze. Processors have com- David Wayne Orr, was con- 7:30 p.m. each evening, star- situations listed with the an- Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., would in 1968.
fendrves
ting
.
Monday, July 23, and
raise
the
cluded
$1.60
in
Ronald Burnett and Rev.
Graves
basic
Circuit
Court
minimu
plained
m
of a ptofit. squeeze,
Cook and Huddleston voted
continuing through Saturday, swers beside them. Then a wage for nonfarm workers
Jerrell White officiating.
some farmers areTvithholding Friday.
to
person could just turn to the
"for."
July
28.
$2.20 an hour 14 months after
On the charge of involuntaryInterment will be in the
Passed, 69 for and 17 against, supplies from the market and
The homecoming services situation involved, check on the enactment. The
manslaughter, Britt's punishHaden Cemetery there. Friends
$1.30 minimum
answer, then proceed. Unbill granting home rule to the the industry has predicted ment
may call at the Parkerwas fixed by the jury at 10 will start at ten a.m. Sunday fortunately there is no such for farm workers would be in750,000 residents of the Dittrict some spot shortages.
and conclude at four p.m. The
creased to $2.20 over three
Washburn-Pannell Funeral
Meanwhile, a former gover- years. On a charge of hit and
of Columbia. It provides for
Song Masters Quartet and the book and a person must weigh years.
run,
Britt,
Graveside rites for Wilson K.
Home, Drakesboro, The
Graves
a
Countitu
nor
i,
of
the
Chicago
all angles of a situation before
Mercantile
election of a mayor and an 11Gospel
Airs Quartet will be at
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Guthrie will be held Thursday
Exchange said higher food had his punishment set at One
proceed
The
ing
Republi
his
on
course.
can
substitu
member city council.
te
ygar in prison and a $500 fine. the services. The nursery will
Home has charge of the local
would reach a ceiling of $2.30 at one p.m. at the Murray
Currently, the President prices were largely caused by
By law there is a five day be open for children, age three
insiders
arrangements.
who
are
an hour for nonfarm workers Cemetery. The J.H. Churchill
Everyon
manipulating
looks
e
better
when
appoints key DC. officials and
and
under.
the commodity futures market. period in which a person may
Fair, age 55, died Monday at Congres
over four years. Farm workers' Funeral Home has charge of
s has jurisdiction over
Rev. Lee invites the public to they smile.
enter motion for appeal, and a
7:55 p.m. at the Veterans
Harry
H.
Fortes
told
a
pay would be increased to $2 arrangements.
House
most of the city's business and
Guthrie, age 60, of Fort
Judiciary subcommittee study- motion that Britt not be sen- attend.
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He its budget.
An apartment on Chicago's over three years.
Only school board is
ing food prices that a recent tenced was sustained. He is
Wayne,Ind., died there Monday
forrnerlr operated a cabinet elected
southside had a neatly lettered
The Senate Tuesday rejected at 7:40 p.m. He
jump in soybean prices from being held in Graves County jail
and furniture upholstery shop in
STAG NIGHT PLANNED
was manager of
sign on the door which read: 78 to 19
Those- voting "for" said $3
a substitute, offered by the Howatd Johnso
pending a bearing on motions in
XI a bushel to $12.90
Murray.
Stag
night
will
held
be
the
at
n Motel
This
apartment has been .Sens.
Could the
residents of the nation's capital
John Tower, R-Tex., and there, but was a former
case.
not have happened without
He is survived by his wife, are
Murray Country Club Thur- robbed fpur tin. I have also
resident -subjected, to "taxation
Paul J. Fannin, R-Ariz., that of Chattan
Britt was convicted on sday,, July 19, beginning at 8:30: been mugged
manipulation.
Mrs. Louise Wiley Fair. two without
ooga, Term.
on the street. Nd would have
representations."
charges
raised
of being the driver of p.m. Those wishing to attend diamonds no
the basic
-Moles,a Chicago lawyer who.
He is survived by his wife,
daughters, Mrs. Gary Norwood - Those voting
cash, no booze. rninimiu;n to
"against" said left the
$2.05 over a four- Mrs. Loraine Hovey
and Miss eAnn Pair, One- son, the District
exchange in 1970, rec- the automobile which is alleged should make-reservations with Fur coats are.I2 years
Guthrie,
government should °when
old.
MY......year period.
bare.hit younit_14 se..5014. ...vent chairman, Ed Carroll, or radio and
- ded
Hawley Walker Fair, three answer to
two brothers. Virgil and Calvin
TV has already been' Tower
Congress because the partmen that the Juswie- De- Tenth Street._
and
Fannin argued Guthrie, one step daughter, one
t investigate the fuMayfield, late one of the-COsisters, twe brothers, and one
-Itairinirl;
c
' Tom - ripped oft. Camera has cracited—
main -industrY" of the 44-4d-tures market
lhat the committee bill would step son,and
granddaughter
for possible anti- last _yeal, inflicting_f_staLKI-. Rushing, Fred Overton, or lens."
totally, a sister-inright.
the federal government
That's
Somebo
dy fuel inflation and raise unem- law,
juPres to the
'trust violations.
Tormnye
Miss Meadow Huie of'
stote the
---ploytnent, of marginal workers Murray. -"
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Phase Four Coming

Officials Claim That
Price Freeze Worked

Committee Gives Nixon Short Time
To Reply To Requests For Tapes

Annexation ...

Hopkinsville Hopes
To Annex To City

Rev. Bill Hart Is
Church Minister
BM

food Industry To Be Mt.-Pleasant Will
Have Homecoming
Released From Freeze

Senate Republicans Hope To
Scale Down Minimum Wage Bill

Rawley Fair Rites
Will Be Thursday
At Baptist Church

Sec

Services Planned
At Shady Grove

Man Sentenced In
Traffic Death -Or
David Wayne Orf_

Seen & Heard

Rites Are Thursday
For Wilson Guthrie
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Former Army Man Spends His
Lunch Break Picking Locks

Lunch Price
In Schools
May Be Raised

drops
ggage

KalVater:eddy
ly re
ski de-

FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP
Half a million Kentucky school
children may have to pay five
cents more for their school
lunches this year because of
rising food costs, according to a
state Department of Education
official.
"It seems that a cost of lunch,
increase is inevitable," said
C.E. Bevins, director of the department's school food service.
Bevins cited both higher food
and labor costs as the root of
the problem.
He estimated Monday that
the price of a lunch in Kentucky's 1,620 public and private
schools will range between 30
and 50 cents this year, compared to a range of 25 to 45
cents last year.
Bevins said children qualifying for the free lunch program would not be affected,
but noted that those who qualify for reduced-cost lunches
may be asked to chip in a higher percentage of the cost. The
highest amount they can be
forced to pay by law is 20
cents.
Bevins said about 250,000
Kentucky school children qualify for the free or reduced-price
lunches, while about 500.000
now pay for their own.
Meanwhile, Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky., has introduced legislation in the U.S. House that
would increase federal payments to local school districts
to help them meet the hationwide problem of rising lunch
costs. The Perkins bill would
raise from 8 to 10 cents the
amount the federal government
pays school boards toward support of each student lunch in
participating districts.
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'Clean-Up America'
Gains In Momentum
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP) — lock you can find on most any
Some people read the paper on desk or office cabinet." Click.
their lunch break and some do
"I'm just using the mechanicrossword puzzles. Michael cal weakness of the lock,"
Dudukovich picks locks.
Dudukovich says. "Every lock
The army taught him how in has its weakness."
a nine-week Green Beret inTwo padlocks on the market
telligence class at Ft. Hua- could slow him down, he adchuca, Ariz., which he finished mits without mentioning
at the end of April.
names, "but those cost $250 or
Now and then he takes a few $300 apiece."
padlocks to work at the B.F.
His tools are mostly homeGoodrich Chemical Co., where made, Dudukovich says, since
he runs an evaporator, and he found a set of locksmith's
practices picking them at picks he bought didn't hold up
lunchtime.
well under frequent use.
He makes them of wire and
Dudukovich has a collection
of about 70 padlocks, locks flat pieces of flexible metal, infrom doors, locks from desks, cluding a set of four that open
locks from cabinets. They come almost all the locks ht. knows
in all sizes, shapes and brands. of. The set is small enough to
Some have two keyholes, some fit inside a ballpoint pen wi0
have round keyholes for special the refill taken out.
Ordinary padlocks, door or
keys and some have comdesk locks require only what
bination dials.
None can defy his nimble rin- Dudukovich calls "simple pickgers, and he's happy to stop
His 9-year-old son Pat can
mowing his neatly kept lawn in
the Louisville suburbs to dis- run through the padlocks in the
play his skill on the locks ar- garage and open most with
ease. The common office cabirayed in his garage.
Dudukovich, 41, is mild-man- net lock took Pat less than five
nered, pleasant, with a few seconds to open, using a bent
gray hairs, and doesn't look wire and specially shaped piece
like James Bond or Alexander of flat, springy metal.
Dudukovich says the average
Mundy. He doesn't sandpaper
his fingers, or even put his ear burglar doesn't know much
down to listen as he opens the about picking locks
locks on his work table in rapid would he be interested.
"If a burglar wants to get in
succession.
He just sticks in a flat metal he'll just break in," he says.
tool or bit of bent wire at the "He doesn't care about locks,
right place, gives a quick twist he'll just break a window."
Local police forces and scout
and pops them open, as fast as
anyone else would do it with a groups enjoy watching the intelligence man's supple fingers
key.
"Here's a special marine lock at work, Though, and he has
made out of marine breeze," given se.'sal demonstrations
he says. Pop. "Heres a rail- since he firdeek_the Army
road lock, like they see OR come in Artaons.
trains." Snap. "And here's a
About two weeks after one
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The administration's goal is
W \SHINGTON I AP! — Adsuch demonstration, his car
was broken into in his driveway ministration economists are for a more moderate growth
cheered by new government rate of -1 per cent
at night.
In a telephone interview.
easy
so
looked
"Maybe it
statistics that show the heat
slowsomeone decided to try it out may be out of the U.S. business Fiedler noted that the
boom which could make it eas- down in growth is particularly
on the instructor,' he jokes.
concentrated in the consumer
The Army trained Dudukov- ier to slow inflation.
The latest cause of optimism sector, where retail sales also
ich for more than flipping open
in the
padlocks and putting on demon- was the three-tenths of one per have been leveling off
few
months.
past
he
Arizona
innation's
In
strations, though.
_cent increase in the
He said that while a slowlearned to enter locked build- dustrial production in June.
has started,
ings, open safes, and get away, down from a seven-tenths of down in growth
to read one
want
never
"we
May.
presence.
in
increase
his
of
one per cent
leaving no sign
base
The Federal Reserve Board, month .. as something to
"Surreptitious entry, they
on." He
called it," he says, and these which released the production the broad conclusion
talents get little use in his spe- index Monday, noted that pro- also said the growth slowdown
as a
cial forces reserve unit at duction of consumer goods de- should not be interpreted
Louisville. "There's no call for clined by seven-tenths of one decline in economic activity.
Ns for the impact of the slowper cent during the month.
that."
"It's clear that a slowdown in down on inflation. Fiecher said.
The only time there might be,
mean the problem is
he says, is "if we got called to growth has started." said Ed- "it doesn't
it certainly is an
but
solved
a
was
secrethere
assistant
"If
Fiedler.
R.
duty.
gar
active
more conpicture
economic
real hot war, then we might be tary of the treasury for ecoducive to getting prices under
called on to drop in behind ene- nomic policy.
The declining growth rate, if control than the case three
my lines. We're all jump
looksustained, may help the admin- months ago when we were
trained.
growth
"We might drop in, enter a istration's Phase 4 anti-inflation ing at an 8 per cent
building, open a safe and take program. expected to be an- rate "
The hair seal IS an important
or photograph records, then nounced later this week
• The first quarter GNP—the source of food for the Eskimos.
close everything up again.
"We're trained to get in and nation's total output of gopfls •
Canada has less than one per
get otit b*fore they even inter - Ind services --showed the MVP
the worlds population
°my increased at a real rate of Ostia
we've been there."
Dudukovich won't or can't about 8 per cent in the first
The. Elgin-Marcy Treaty of
say how many have such train- quarter, which brought ex- 1854. the first
S -Canadian
ing. "I don't even know how pressions of concern from econ- trade agreement, allowed
many intelligence units they enlists who warned the econo- Americans to fish in Canadian
ers
my might be overheating.
have," he says.

Air Pollution Officers
On The Move Constantly

industrial
and
"Civic
organizations, school children
Kentucky
and concerned
FRANKFORT, Ky.—On the
citizens are actively supporting
of downtown Paducah sits
edge
goals of the national Johnny
Horizon "76 program 'Let's an office :typical of several
Clean-Up America for our 200th scattered across the state. The
Brithday'," according to sign out front reads, "Regional
Charles J. Hellmann, executive Office, Division of Air Pollution,
of the
Kentucky Kentucky Department for
director
Historical Events Celebration Natural Resources and EnCommission. "Ecology vironmental Protection."
Inside, on any weekday
projects, field trips, anti-litter
campaigns and recreational there's usually a secretary and
clean-ups are being staged maybe some inspectors and
monitoring experts. However,
across the country."
"One example in the secretary Debbie Abell, may be
Louisville area is Fetter there alone.
According to Bill Coakley,
Brothers, a property improvement contractor, which is director of the Paducah office,
loaning its refuse compactor regional air pollution officers
truck to Boy Scouts, high school travel a circuit or go out on
students and ecology groups to inspections frequently.
Fdr instance, David Moore
use in clean-up projects around
Mr. Hellmann and David Day travel on five
,r
1''
=4,
circuits throughout the 17region
Paducah
county
NG PUNISHMENT
checking the region's 30 alt
•THE CRIME
NEW YORK (API — The pollution monitors, changing
---'-- groviing iiiitiOnal contehl"fOr and collecting samples. The
'circuits follow a path that
in
,
14
.%ar
reflected
• ----. the tevieenriteet •2
leers tak- allows them to complete all
law enforcement
pach to their stops in one day. Usually
ing a more strict
motorists who litter. reports when one of the pair is on the
Keep America Beautiful -hic., circuit, the other is in the office
the national environmental .or- analyzing data collected by the
ga nization.
monitors.
Many communities are imThe one enforcement inposing -cleanup- penalties on
Ray Dailey, spends
spector,
convicted litterers rather than
fines. says K AB The person about 80 percent of his time on
convicted mat: be,sentenced to the road. Rather than follow a
spend three days cleaning up circuit, he follows a monthly
litter along the highway where itinerary mapped for him by a
he was arrested, or from : computer at the central air
beach or mile-long stretch ,
pollution office in Frakfeet.
highway

MURRAY. KENTUCKY 12071

When he's not following the
computer schedule that tells
him where to go and what to
look for, he's investigating
complaints and checking
facilities that have had
problems. Another investigator
is being trained at the Frankfort
office to join the Paducah staff
MOIL

Administration Economists
Cheered by New Statistics

One of the many features of the 1973 Calloway County Fair is
"Oskar The Clown." Oskar performs magic tricks and entertains
Photo by Dai id Hill
the younger visitors to the fair.

DRUG (
WALLIS753-1272
PHONE
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!

We
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Vtll_Det It-Or It Can't Be Had
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Murray State Radio Club ,9 4s
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
r°
M
JAYCEE'S
Event
Day
Field
Attends
1

2. •

t

11b

The Murray State University at the MARS trailer.
Amateur Radio Club recently
"The purpose of the exercise
participated in the world-wide was to train radio operators in
American Radio Relay League message handling and to
Simulated Emergency Com- prepare the members of the
munications Field Day.
club to set up emergency poser
Sixteen of the membera,4, and antennas for radio comoperated continously for 24 munication in a disaster area,"
hours contacting approximately a spokesman for the group
1,020 stations in the United said.
States, Canada, Poland.
Upon arrival at a disaster
Scotland and other foreign
area,emergency power and one
countries.
radio communications unit can
The Field Unit set up anopearational in less than 30
emergency be
and
tennas
minutes. Other units including a
Between
generators in the Land
CW station can be operational
the Lakes at Fenton Overlook
as time allows for the inon Kentucky Lake.
stallation of antennas.
field
a
of
consisted
The units
communications truck with a
This is the fourth year of
portable generator, a Novice participation for the Murray
Class CW Station, a Military State Amateur Radio Club and,
Affiliate Radio System trailer according to President William
Call, WA4ZSJ, "This was the
and one trailer for sleeping.
Food was served and kept hot best year."

Coakley divides his time
between work in the office and
ut the
dul
out. maw ment&ee
e, he
th godk and
mon's
personally inspects special
problems in enforcement and
air quality. He comes to the
home office in Frankfort
monthly.
According to Coakley, the
regional office concept is
working. "Since I came to the
Paducah office in April 1972, we
haven't had to take court action
once on any facility, although
we've come close. We've gotten
great acceptance from the
people and the pollution sources," said Coakley.
Coakley's crew sees many
people. "High school and
college students come in around
the end of the semester seeking
information for term papers.
We also talk to schools and
clubs about air pollution and our
department."
Coakley says his work has
gotten easier under the new
departmental organization.
When the state's environment
protection agency was formed
last January. seven environmental divisions
previously scattered throughout
state government were combined. They were air, water,
solid waste, foresty, conservation and special programs
with noise, pesticides, orphan
lands, beautification and wild
rivers.
"We got valuable support
from the state foresters when
we were working with the
woodworking industry. The
foresters helped us contact the
industry people and explain how
to fill the permit forms we
require," said Coakley.
In addition to the regional
office at 1809 Kentucky Ave.,
Paducah, the Division of Air
Pollution has offices at 1316 W.
Fourth St., Owensboro; The
Police Department Building,
—4 .231 Elm St-,. Ludlow, aod the
Boyd County Health DepartMON,- 1409 Blatklan a, Ave.,
Ashland,

•
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1973 Datsun To Be Given Away!
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Jaycees by'Murray Datsun. %1!;
* Thls 1973 Datsun 1200 donated to the Murray
County Fair July 21, 1973.
AK" Inc. to be given away at the Murray-Caiktway
1

Murray Datsun,
—The tickets for the 1971 Mitsui'. donated by
The Datsun
them.
on
date
wrong
the
have
away
given
Inc_ to be
1971.
11
July
ing.
n
eve
n be givesspo ay Saturday

FIELD DAY—The Murray State Amateur Radio Club recently
participated in a Field Day at the land Between the Lakes. Shown
In the picture are Debbie Farris, Paul Sturm and Dennis'Clark
eh° are members of the club.

1

.Program of Eients
WEDNESDAY, JULY 18; 1973
10:00 A.M. — KDA_ District 4-HA FFA Dairy Show
8:00 P.M. — Gospel Music Featuring .1,1). Sumner &
Stamps Quartet)
5:00 P.M Family Night- 5 Rides for $1.00
THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1973
10:00 A.M. — Holstein-Friesian Cattle Shows
5:30 P.M. — Motorcycle Practice
7:30 P.M. — Motorcycle Races (Short Track)

1.1
SE.TTINIG- UP——Members of the Murray State
-are engaged in setting up an antenna ss stem
.Amateur Radio Club
in the
for the A ARI:Thiy-ffllifts wariest at rennin Overlook
!And Between tie Lakes.

AipummoMmiler

s

EN AWAY *
* TO BE -GIV
P.M.
—
TRURSDAY 5:00
YAMAHA 80 cc GTMX MINIB1KE
(Named -from H&14 Cide)

io• *1. or'to as •• to to •
toote4Oottot*t4rootototACKCACMCK4CrotOrkf
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Sites for two underground worth of research conducted,
coal-mining demonstrations either by the Bureau in its own
have been selected by the In- facilities, or under Bureau
terior Department's Bureau of contracts.
An
extensive
proving program of contract research
Mines to provide
grounds for the latest in coal was first authorized by the
mine health and safety Federal Coal Mine Health and
technology.
Safety Act of 1969 as part of a
A site near Prestonsburg, broad effort to improve
Ky., will be the location of a working conditions in coal
new coal mine, specially dug to mining, which has long been
test a variety of safety equip- the Nation's most hazardous
ment, including new safety- .major industry.
adapted model of conventional
Both test sites will be opened
mining machines. One section to technical observers as a way
of an existing mine near to stimulate interest in the new
Springfield, Ill., will be used to developments, and in their
test a continuous mining adoption by coal mining
machine, and associated companies. At both sites the
equipment, with equivalent Bureau emphasized, the obbuilt-in safety features.
jective will be to test and
Equipment to be demon- demonstrate the equipment
strated in the two
mines realistically, not to meet a coal
represents about $18 million output quota.
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PICKLED OKRA
3 lbs. Okra (small to medium size, scrubbed)
1 for each jar- celery leaves, clove garlic and dill weed head
tor lisp, dill seed)
1 quart water
2 C. vinegar
C. pickling salt
Pack okra in pint Jars with seasonings. Make a brine of the
water, vinegar and salt. Bring to a boil. Pour over okra and
seal at once, according to manufacturer's directions. Or
process in boiling water bath 212 degrees for 5 minutes. Let
stand Ito 4 weeks before eating. You cab easily use this same
mixture for pickled peppers, carrot strips, celery,
cauliflower, onions or a combination of these.
Makes 6 pints.
Recently a group of reduction diet conscieele—Iseasai--entered their favorite recipes in a cook-off contest sponsored
by WEIGHT WATCHERS of the Greater Memphis Area.
WEIGHT WATCHERS is celebrating its tenth year of
creating an environment of help for over-weight people.
Even if you are not in their program you might like to try
these low calorie recipes.
It is wise, when trying to loose weight, to keep your dist
well balanced.(This is a good pattern for everyone to follow
all the time.) Each day your body needs these basic foods:

BANANA DELIGHT PUDDING
2 Egg Yolks
1 slice of whole wheat bread
6 oz. milk
$ packages sweetner
• t. vanilla
1 Banana
Blend one minute, add
banana, blend ¼ minute. Pour
into nonstick pan. Cook on low
heat till pudding is thick,
stirring continuously. Pour into
custard dish.
TOPPING:
Beat 2egg whites with electric
mixter till fluffy
2
sweetoer,
Sit/1111a,
gee coffee Iightn er,
beating until stiff. Spoon on top
of custard, sprinkle with cinnamon. Broil )minutes on 450
awes witil brown
—14041. Parnell
Ulan, Term

=

LUSCIOUS LIVER LUNCH
6 oz. beef liver
% cup cooked rice
% cup minhrooms

COCONUT CUSTARD
,¼ c. evaporated skim milk
# % c. belling water
;2 t. gelatin
;% t. coconut extract
% I. yellow find color
% e. Huey shredded cabbage.
Dissolve gelation in % c. milk,
add boiling water. Stir till
i gelatin hidissoi
t/4 e
ved
Add
milk,swede,
renaming
• flavor, food color, cabbies.
: Chill until set.
Helen Harris
Memphis, Tenn.

% cup turnip greens or green
beans
liquid from vegetables plus
water to make one cup.
2 T. A-1 Sauce
1 Onion Bouillon Cube
it. diet margarine
Salt and pepper
Parsley Sprigs
Heat heavy iron skillet until
it smokes. Sear liver 1 minute on
each side. Reinove and weigh 4
oz. Heat bouillon cube and liquid
and set aside. Return liver to
pan,reduce heat to low. Add A-1
steak sauce and salt and pepper.
to taste. Add turnip greens or
green beasts. Pow beatod
bouillon over liver and
vegetables. Add mushrooms
and rice. Cover and simmer IS:
minutes.
Barbara Capps
lnokout Mountain, Tenn.
Black walnut, a native to most
of the United States, is fount"
mainly in Iowa, Missouri, Ill
nois, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky.

KEEP FOOD COOL IN THE HEAT
When warm weather — really ' Do you ever let them sit around
warm weather — gets to us,, there on the kitchen counter during
is one picture that may
more food preparation? Fish, especialcommon in people's minds than ly, is subject to deterioration
any other. It is the vision.,of Meats are well protected against
mothers and housewives arriving contamination and heat before
home with the groceries. And you buy them. Fruits and vegethey've a right to Nei bedraggled. tables we often down in, in reEven if the car is air-conditioned, frigerated planes, direct from
it is a chore to be the family their growing areas. Supermarpurchasing agent.
kets also buy direct from farmers
And if the kids and the dog in your area when things are in
have been along, and they are season Better stores spray cool
tired from the heat, too — well, water on vegetables, or protect
let's not discuss that here.
freshness with beds of crushed
The point is, whoever comes in ice You should do no less. Washwith those groceries is usually ing fresh vegetables and fruits is
frantically eager for a place to a must when you get them home
flop — and a tall, cool drink.
before storing them in your refrigerator.
Don't Let Food Sit
Custard Is Vulnerable
Well, do reward yourself But
be careful Don't let that food sit
Bakery goods are well packaged
around too long. Food manufac- and during hotter months many
turers and food retailers have bakeries do not offer custard or
worked hard and well to keep cream-filled goods because of
your food in good shape up to the their vulnerability to spoilage in
time of your buying it Now it's hot weather, If you prepare such
up to you — and being hot and goods at home, keep them cool.
tired may tempt you to let things Mayonnaise and similar dressings
go
are susceptible to summer spoilI know a milkman who could age unless kept consistently cool.
che when he sees bottles of milk Don't apply dressings to salads
still on doorsteps, long after until just before serving.
home delivery, because people
And since high temperatures
aren't up yet. Well, similarly, encourage germ growth, you
milk from the store can suffer if should be especialiy careful
in
you take too long getting It home
and under refrigeration. Milk's summer.if you have a cold or any
delicate flavor actually should sort of infection, or a sore on
never be subjected to warmth un- your hands. If you aren't careful
necessarily. Only when actually in handling food, your chance in
in use should milk be out of the summer of passing something on
refrigerator Meat and fish, too. to your family is much greater.

Mix all but radishes, celery
and cheese. Marinate 3 hours.
Add all ingredients and toss and
serve.
Beverly Kade
Chattanooga, Tenn.

INJECTOR BLADES
R.,, si.rissa"
c " Sal.59;

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

East Side of The Square
CLAIROL
GREAT BODY

ARRID
EXTRA DRY

NICE 'N EASY

Choice of Reg. or Oily

Choice of Regular
or Unscented

The Shampoo-1m Hair Color

Reg.
2.25

6-oz. Spray Can

$118

AntiPerspirant

Sale I---

KODAK
HOLM'
FLY & MOSQUITO

1NSTAMATIC 20 CAMERA
OUTFIT Big Pictures—Little Camera!

.111
)
14i.-

• Can Care
SINCTICIDE

Complete with film & magicube.

saie $

ITALIAN STYLI SAUSAGE
0.. AS oz. Ground Veil
t. salt
3 Slices whole wheat bread
It. black pepper
2 t. poultry seasoning
1 t. cayenne pepper
I t garlic powder
t. fennel seeds
3 T. chopped parsley
4 T. water

.o keep itrty casserole dish
warm for several hours en outdoor picnics, slip the casserole
fre,.h from the oven lato several
thicknesses of heavy paper

Sale Starts Wednesday
Ends Sati.:rday
CLAIROL

SHAMPO
O
7-oz. Bottle

/- N.

Combine all ingredients and
mix well. Wrap in foil and
refrigerate 24 hours. Slume into
long sausage. Brown in teflon
skillet until brown on all sides.
Pour 24 oz. tomato juice over
sausage. Add % cup dehydrated
onion flakes, 1 t. Italian
seasoning, It. fennel seeds. it.
parsley. &nuner I how. Add 2
boxes frozen spinach. Cook 10
minutes.
Mrs. Faye Chalker
Memphis, Tenn.

Whether finalizaing plans for government in the United
taking a summer vacation, States.
preparing a weekend trip or just
The annual economic loss
grappling with normal day-to- from traffic accidents is greater
day traffic, motorists should than the total annual disburheed defensive driving cautions sement for highways by all
to avoid becoming a statistic. units of government — federal,
According to the Insurance state and local.
Information Institute, there 'Highway users paid their
were 56,300 motor vehicle respective states a grand total
fatalities, 5,190,000 injuries of more than $9.3 billion in taxes
from traffic accidents and a to vehicle use in 1972 — then
total of 24,850,000 traffic ac- wasted more than twice the sum
cidents in 1972. The resulting on the accidents resulting from
economic loss from these this vehicle use.
crashes exceeded $19 billion.
Traffic accidents annually
The Institute illustrated the account for 135 million days of
traffic accident carnage as bed disability and for 435
follows:
million days of restricted ac1972 economic loss amounted tivity.
to more than $52 million daily,
and $2.2 million hourly.
ELDERLY LEARN FREE
The 1972 economic loss would
CHARLOTTETOWN, FE 1
have fed every man, worruut .(AP) — Prince Edward Island
and child in the country for residents of 60 years or older
approximately two months.
can take any course this year
This same economic loss for free The University of
figure could have built com- Prince Edward Island says elfortable new $25,000 homes for der citizens also will not have to
provide educational or other
some 760,000 families.
These 1972 traffic accidents prerequisites It's one of sevcost every man, woman and eral PPE! projects for the Centennial Year
ehild in the United States $83, or
$332 for every family of four.
The economic loss from
Indians are thought to have
traffic accidents was 13 times
that of the $1,464,000,000 which lived in what now is western
was spent for highway patrols Kentucky as long as 15.000
ago
and safety in all units of years

PERSONNA 74 TUNGSTEN STEEL

•

MARINATED LIMA BEAN
SALAD
c. cooked drained lima beams
1 T. Mayonnaise
1 t. vinegar
it. water
t. prepared mustard
t. curry powder
les t. season all salt
% c. chopped celery
/
1
4 c. chopped radishes
2 ('z. coarsely grated cheeee.

As part of the same contract,
the Illinois test will center
around an FMC-modified
continuous mining machine-a
device that continuously
"chews" its way through the
coal, eliminating the need for
drilling, cutting and blasting.
The Kentucky test begins this
September and the Illinois test
in the Spring of 1974, both
running for about a year.

Island Creek Coal
The
Company will develop and
operate the Kentucky mine as
subcontractor to the FMC Corp.
Likewise, the Peabody Coal
Company will be the subcontractor in the Illinois test,
which will be run in one section
of the Company's Number 10
mine. The mines will both be
operated in compliance with all
Federal health and safety rules,
and by experienced coal
miners.
Besides, equipment,
developed by FMC, the two
mines will be used to test and
display other developments
produced
under
Bureau
research, including
dust
samplers, gas detectors,
communications systems,
rescue and survival equipment
and ground control instruments
and techniques.

1972 Traffic Accident Losses
Outlined From Many Standpoints

lex bade 6.

by Laurence M Hursh, M D
Consultant, National Dairy Council

-IFFrPcipe for pickled okra submitted by Sue Fuqua
.A.ai airs. Harold Norwood Ivia Mrs. J. W. Adams) of Paris.
Tenn.

In the Kentucky mine, the
focus will be on conventional
mining equipment, including
drills, coal cutters, loading
machines and shuttle cars. The
devices have been fabricated
and modified by the FMC Corp.
of San Jose, Calif., under a $7.6
million contract aimed at
developing new versions of
these common machines that
are safer to operate.

4 or more sersworgs

Vegetables
and Fruits

Dear Sally,
I would like very much to have a recipe for fried rice.
Mrs. Floyd Stanton,
Paris, Term.
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Safety Demonstration Mines To Be Opened In Kentucky, Illinois

Weight Watchers Celebrates 10th Year

4 to

WEDNESDAY—JULY 11, 11173

1

MISS BRECK
Choice of regular, super hold,
1014:pitted, super unscented

HAIR SPRAY

88

OLD

SPICE

DEODORANT

Choice of duaf action,
anti-perspirant deodorant.
5-oz. can or Old Spice
Regular Deodorant
4-oz. can

Insecticide & deodorant Kills flies, ants, I
.
gnats, roaches, and masks unpleasant odors!Au—wFor plastic or metal
garbage cans.

Sale
JOHNSON'S

BABY POWDER
b6bY

14-oz. Plastic Can

P4Mier

Ofto
,

PARA-GARD
TOKET BOWL

DEODORANT
Pleasantly perfumed. For use
in toilet bowl or garbage cans
Rog. 29'

2 294;t
for

SWEETASTE

SACCHARIN
TABLETS

Reg. '1.29 Sale

REALEMON

76
Limit

LEMON JUICE
Natural Strength

IVO
3

24.0z. Bottle

Reg.
_ s2.49

1973
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WEDNESDAY—JULY 18, 1973

Food Giant
Grade A Large

July 18-24

Storey's

Treasure Chest

EGGS
2 99

Food Giant

WTeh:
Win $ 1

4:P

Doz.

Last Week's '100.00 Winner:
McKinley Shaw, Hazel, Ky.

Limit 2 Doz. with '7.50 add. purchase,
excluding tob. and Dairy products.

Morrell Econ. Bulk

Lean & Meaty

* U.S.CHOICE *

SPARE RIBS BACON
SAUSAGE
79%

. Lb.

END CUT SIRLOIN STEAK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

681

ROUND STEAK
RIB STEAK
SWISS STEAK

Country Style Pork

ints
United
ic loss
greater
disburby all
federal,
their
nd total
in taxes
then

St. Louis
Style

6

Frosty Morn Fully Cooked

- WHOLE HAM

to have
western
s 15.000

PATTIE MIX

Dcs'

Lb

U.S. Choice Cube Steak
or

$129

DINNER BOX

18

58c

BOLOGNA

$I 08

Fried Chicken

DONUTS

1-BONE STEAK
MARGARINE
39';
$168
tinn
ru BEANS - r
19'
NESTEA
100
BREAD 4:$
Miracle

S

1-Lb. Tub

Showboat

nit

fi

Bush Great Northern

i
loa
b:BEANS

Food Giant

Family Size

Instant

3-0z Jar

TIDE

Morton

3-lb.

8c CRISCO

iliBY FOOD

PEPSI COLA
&But.
Ctn.

lb 89C

Klee Made

Fresh Store Made

16 Ounce

•

69c PICNIC HAM

ROAST

Ground Beef

FREE
• PEI
• Island or older
is year
ity of
says elhave to
r other
of sevthe Cen-

12-oz. pkg.

lb

COUNTRY FRY 0.
GROUND ROUND
GROUND CHUCK 1 I

English Cut or Pot

the WM& 4

nnually
days of
for 435
ac- •

Lb 59

Fully Cooked Center Slice

Metzger All-Meat

WIENERS

00"

can

98c

CRM. PIES

Scott,

3RI 1(x)

TOWELS

79

Dad's

Plus
Deposit

ROOT BEER

/
1
2 gal.

49c

Heinz

DILL PICKLES

Qt

Ea

59c

23

Edon

JUNE APPLES
re

TISSUE

b

Morton
tlt

z

BEEF — CHICKEN — TURKEY

POT PIES

IVORY

OQUID

5 , $100 49

Hyde Park

COFFEE
129

BISCUITS
8 Oz
Can

th Coupon Below)
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

King Size

. Expires 744-73
Good Only at Storeel.

Coupon No. T. M.7
Limit One Per Family

Maxwell House

Lipton Lemon

COFFEE

COFFEE

TEA MIX

10-oz jar

1 -lb. can

. Mulled House

-

32:or. bet.

49c

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit- One Per Family

IVORY LIQUID

39

LE

°C)

Maxwell House

King Size

32-0z.
Bet.

•

3z$

—'
••,•

Good

$129

- .7-24.73
Only at Storey's

89C
Expires 7-24-73
Good Only it Storey's

- 24-oz. jar
69C
Expires 7-24-73
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

King Size

OXYDOL
$1"
Expires 7-24-73
Good Only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Irish Spring

SOAP
Bath Size

3/49c
Expires 7-24-73
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon No. ONO
Limit Ow Per Van*

WHEATIES
12-oz. box

2/79c
Expire* 744-73
Good Only at Storey's

Limit One Per Family

Coupon No S. C. J.20
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Maxwell House

Reg. & Lemon

Taster's Choice

I lb Bag

PLEDGE
can

COFFEE
8-oz jar

79C

$11
.19

$189

COUPON

COFFEE
Expires 7-zi-n
Good Only at Storey's

14 oz

-

Good Only ,(Storey's

Expires 7-24-73
Good Only at Storey's
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Hackney, Welsh and Shetland.
The harness pony is shown
hitched to a viceroy or
harness buggy,
under saddle in some classes. miniature fine
and tail and
mane
full
a
carries
Pulling a vehicle called the
of the ring at
viceroy, the Hackney pony is a is shown both ways
trot at will,
breed which originated in the part trot and the
gait.
faster
a
is
which
England,and is one of the oldest
A very popular class because
breeds in the horse kingdom. He
its importance to the young
of
show
the
of
stepper
is the high
is the equitation class. The
rider
ring shown at two speeds of the
nship
trot, the park pace and the trot. equitation or horsema
have
who
riders
to
open
is
class
the
custom,
to
According
birthday
Hackney pony is shown with a not reached their 18th
Equitation
docked tail and braided mane. and are amateurs.
on the
solely
judged
are
classes
at
found
is
pony
The harness
The
many shows and closely rider's ability and style.
but
resembles the fine harness horse itself is not judged
responsive
calm,
a
be
must
cross
a
is
He
e
miniatur
in
horse
of three pony breeds: the mount. The rider must be able

County Fair Horse Shows Attract Variety Of Breeds

PA(

A spectator at the World's
Championship Horse Show in
Louisville can't help but note
the pomp and pageantry both
inside and outside the show
ring.
But the same air of color and
excitement surrounds the
Kentucky county fair horse
shows. On a smaller scale
perhaps, but. it's definitely
there.
Kentucky boasts one of the
finest horse show circuits in the
nation. Besclies the "big time"
affairs like the Lexington Jr.
League, Rock Creek and State
Feu- Horse shows, Kentucky
horsemen can feel free to brag
about the smaller county fair
shows.
Besides serving as the
launching pad for many of the
riders and trainers of the
future, the county fair horse
show presents an opportunity
for the more well-known
exhibitors to present their stock
before the bigger shows.
There are several types and
breeds of horses and ponies that
make up the venous classes at
horse shows. The "American
Horse Shows Association Rule
Book" describes them and what
is required of horses and riders
in the show ring. The two breeds
most generally featured at
horse shows in Kentucky are the
American Saddlebred and the

Tennessee Walking horse.
The American Saddlebred is
shown in three-or five-gaited
classes or in "fine harness"
classes. The five-gaited horse is
considered the aristocrat of the
show ring. He sports a full mane
and tail and wears white
quarter-boots that protect his
front feet when he is performing. He enters the ring in a
counterclockwise direction,
performs, and then is reversed
and performs in a clockwise
direction ( this is known as
"showing both ways of the
ring"). The five-gaited horse is

AI

"The focal point of the Wayne
County Bicentennial
celebration is the world's
largest over-shot mill wheel at
Mill Springs," said Mrs. I.D.
Thompson of the Monticello
Woman's Club.
"The construction of the first
mill at Mill Springs dates back
to the early 1800's. The Metcalfe
brothers, Charles, John and
James, settled there in 1825,"
she continued. "They operated
a mill, carpenter shop, cotton
gin and a factory for making
cotton and woolen cloth, Lieluding 'Metcalfe serge'."
The rear of the mill where the
wheel operates, rests on cut
stone pillars. Power for the
massive wheel comes from
about 14 fresh water springs in
the nearby hills. A stone wall
brings the water together and
carries it to the wheel.
In 1912, the property was
purchased by B.E. Roberts,
who named the building the
"Diamond Roller Mill." He
replaced the wooden water
wheel with the present steel
one. The mill was in operation
until 1943, when Roberts sold it
to the federal government ,
which leased it to the state of
Kentucky. The Monticello
Woman's Club, who leased the
null from the state, operates a
gift shop in the old granary.
The Monticello Woman's Club
is conducting fund-raising
campaigns to finance the
construction of a retaining wall,
which would insure the structural soundness of the building
that houses the mill. If funding
becomes available, the mill will
begin grinding cornmeal to be
sold in the gift shop.
The Metcalfe House, built in
1800 and used as a Confederate
headquarters and hospital in
1861 and 1862, is another historic
attraction in Wayne county.

show.
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Coffee
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Deadlines Are
Listed For. The
Fair*EktuNts
The 1973 Kentucky State Fair,
August 16-25, will feature an
amazing array of exhibits and
demonstrations, each competing for the coveted blue
ribbon in its division.
July 18, will be the deadline
for entries in crafts and fine
arts, culinary, hobby show and
textiles.
The deadline for horses will
be July 20.
July 27, will be the deadline
for bee and honey, beef cattle,
dairy cattle, dairy goats, dairy
products, field seed and grain,
horticulture, Kentucky Ham
Show, mules and jacks,. plants
and flowers, poultry and
pigeons, sheep, steer show,
swine, tobacco and vegetables
and melons.
Deadline for quarter horse
entrees is August 1, while the
**Hew far rabbits is August 6.
For'prerniuni het& and entry
blanks, write Entry Department, Kentucky State Fair, Box
21179, Louisville, Kentucky,
40221

American Saddlebred classes The Walking Horse is known for
are the pleasure horses. These his easy gaits and good temclasses are for three-and five- perament as the "World's
gaited horses that are shown Greatest Pleasure Horse."
Another breed which is the
without any artificial apof much excitement at
source
tails.
set
as
such
pliances
The fine harness horse is the horse show is the stenshown at two gaits,the walk and dardbred shown as a roadster.
trot, both ways of the ring. He is The roadster is the speed horse
shown pulling a four wheeled of the show ring noted for his
speed at the trot. l'he roadster
vehicle.
The Tennessee Walking is asked to trot at three speeds:
Horse, a breed developed by the jog, the roadgait and the
large landowners who wanted trot-at-speed. Usually shown
easy riding horses to carry hitched to either a buggy or a
them over their plantations, is bike ( a two-wheeled vehicle)
also seen at county fair shows. the roadster may be shown

MEL 0-SOFT

Montitello
Women Plan
Restoration
El

shown at the three gaits natural
to his breed: the walk, the trot
and the canter. In addition, he
does two gaits that have been
taught, known as "manmade
gaits"; the slow-gait and the
rack.
The three-gaited horse is
shown witka clipped mane and
tail ( the mane is shaved off and
the tail is shaved down several
inches from the body). The
three-gaited horse does the
three natural gaits of the breed;
the walk, the trot and the
canter, both ways of the ring.
A popular addition to the

WEDNESDAY—JULY 18, 1973
to execute the gaits called for
( walk, trot and canter) and may
be asked to perform certain
tests. Equitation classes are
designated according to the
type of horse.
Besides offering fine family
entertainment, the horse show
can serve other purposes For
years, county fair horse shows
have provided funds for
charitable organizations.
From May until September,
scarcely a day goes by without a
horse show in progress
somewhere in Kentucky. The
horseman and the nonhorseman alike can appreciate
the beauty and activity of the

MORRELL
PRIDE
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Animal Community Thrives In Mammoth Cave
CAVE
Ky.—
CITY,
Underneath the forested hills of
Mammoth Cave National Park,
there exists a world of perpetual
darkness and silence inhabited
by creatures that could not
survive the light of day.
The creatures of this cave
make up one of the world's
richest cave communities.
More than 200
species of
animals have become adapted
to the environment of the
Mammoth Cave-Flint Ridge
system,the longest in the world.
Some are cave visitors,some

spend part of their lives in
caves, some accidently wander
in, and some are permanent
cave dwellers that would be
unable to survive anywhere
else. Among these are the 45
species of blind cave animals.
A list of the creatures found in
the Mammoth Cave system
includes fish, salamanders,
spiders, mites, grand-daddylong-legs, millipedes, crickets,
beetles, snails, crayfish, and
worms.
The cave environment is a
difficult one. Dr. Thomas C.

caves can depend directly on
neither of these.
On the survace, green plants
transform the sun's energy into
food and from the bottom of
what biologists refer to as the
"food pyramid." Scientists say
all animals directly or indirectly depend on these green
plants.
There are no green plants in
the darkness of the cave, so life
must be maintained in other
ways. Dr. Barr says there are
two major sources of food in the
cave.
A great deal of debris, he

Barr, Jr., a biologist at the
University of Kentucky who has
explored hundreds of caves,
describes the cave as "a
marginal, rather severe
habitat."
He continues, "Although
caves offer refuge from
predators and the drastic
seasonal changes of the surface,
these advantages are more
than outweighed
by
the
scaracity of food."
In a world in which life is
dependent on sunlight and
green plants for the basis of its
existence, the web of life in the

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

says, is washed into the cave
every spring with floods that
can turn placid underground
streams into raging torrents.
Leaves, sticks, branches, dead
animals, and nearly anything
organic are potential food
sources for the cave dwellers.
A second source of food is the
guano, or droppings, of crickets
which live in the caves during
the day and come out at night to
feed.
Even at that, food 19 extremely limited. A pile of rotted
sticks and leaves is a feast for a
blind millipede, a snail or other
cave creatures.
Because of this, one
characteristic stands out
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Although many cave animals
most of the cave go for long periods of teas
among
— are blind, their other senses are
residents. Dr. Barr says, "They without any food at all.
Dr. Fred Whittaker, a very keen, For example,
can't be choosy because food is
at the University of blindfish can detect both the
biologist
this
For
never plentiful."
reason, cave animals will eat Louisville,says that he has kept odors and vibrations made in
Just about anything they run a spring cave fish alive in his the water by the minute
laboratory for two years crustaceans on which they feed.
across.
Permanent cave dwellers are
Cave animals possess some without feeding it.
This fish, which is common in extremely sensitive to temvery remarkable adaptations
which enable them to survive in the Mammoth Cave area, perature and humidity. The
their difficult environment. spends the spring of each year deep interior of a cave is a very
These increase their ability to above ground in springs and stable environment. Except for
find what little food there is and sinkholes where food is plen- annual flooding, there are few
improve their efficiency in tiful. The rest of the year it changes. In Mammoth Cave,
the temperature is a steady 54
lives in caves.
using it.
Dr. Whittaker says, 'The degrees and the humidity 87
Cave animals tend to be
small, plae, fragile looking ability to live without eating for percent. In certain areas of the
versions of their surface long periods of time obviously cave, the humidity can reach
relatives. They can survive on has a very great survival value 100 percent.
Mosf cave aninials would be
small amounts of food and can for the species."
unable to survive temperatures
above 70 aegrees. Low
humidity would be equally fatal
VALUAIRLIE KROGER COUPON
fifi
because cave animals have
very thin body coverings and
are susceptible to rapid water
loss.
According to Dr. Whittaker,
the lack of pigment (color) or
OMR
many of these animals is also
very adaptive.
SI▪ M
On the surface, coloring is
BIM
RIM
important for protection from
MID
the sun and from predators. In
min
GNI
6-Bottle Carton
the total darkness of the cave
this is simply not necessary.
=▪ MI
The development of pigmenANN
tation takes energy gained from
G▪ E▪ O
food, energy that could be put
to better uses As a result, some
Plus Deposit
animals are practically tranwith Ekil coupon and $5.00 additional oursri•se, excluClin2 tobacco
sparent.
EiikirgH JULY 24 Limit ona
akij Pests or HOZOn milk products
suborcr to appricatu• taket
Similary, there is no need for
eyes in the darkness of the cave.
the
pigmentation,
Like
development of eyes takes a
tremendous amount of energy. :4
So in many cave species, eyes .1
either never develop or don't f
function.
Many mysteries remain
about these creatures who '4.4
manage to survive in caves,
isolated from, yet ultimately
dependent upon, the outside
world.
INCLUO*140 TOIDACCO AND IN A00171044 TO ANY O
nor
600 ThINV TV'S . JULY 24
.
Limestone caves like most of
PUNCNASI NUOurNENIEN TS.4
LIMIT ONE
4LUj
Mess in Kentucky tend to be
SI451p
livery similar. However Mammoth Cave ia exceptional not
"Only for #a aim, bat Also in the
of its
wTibermixtanimals. Because Tft this tt
provides a unique natural
studying -laboratory for
biological processes.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov.
Wendell Ford has proclaimed
the week of July 25-31 "Farm,
Safety Week" in Kentucky:
In doing so, he cited the fact
that hundreds of Kentuckians
are injured or lose thier lives in
agricultural accidents each
year.
"This drain on the human and
economic resources of the
agricultural community and
our state can be reduced," said
Ford, "if rural people, acting
individually and collectively,
take a decisive stand for
safety."
The Kentucky Farm Safety
Council is one of the most active
of the state's groups in
promoting safety.
"While only five percent of
the nation's population is involved in agriculture, approximately 10 percnet of accidental deaths are agriculture
related,'' said William C.
Johnstone, president of the
council.
Johnstone said that during
this week they would concentrate on familiarizing the
public with safety hazards thru
the mass media, invlove all the
farm organizations in observing
the week,and alert people to the
dangers that farm modernization brings.
The safety council's latest
project has been a slide
promote
to
presentation
complaince among farmers and
other involved in agriculture
with the Occupational Health
and Safety Act recently passed
by Congress.
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Farm Safety
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Proclaimed
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A HERITAGE PHE.5ER V ED
1)(1-NV EMS. Mass (AP( -Laken it
upon itself to preseriii! one of
The nation's little-known historif-al treasures with the. fencing
in of the Endicott Mar Tree at
.
its Lighting Center here.
The 342-year-old-tree-is the
last reniaiiiing fruit tree
brought to the Nett World by
John-EpAicott in 1630 and planted as' a slip in the .first tree
nursery in ArrioAica. on ,his
farm. Orchard Village. here
Endicott later became first
iiipsotersaw..41,1gamaichnsetts•- .
• Sylvania protected the tree •
from vandals with a sturdy wire
fence and in 1972. tot-the first
mue.26- many _seasons...the tree .
re-spooled to this care by
I luring edible fruit

••••
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ROLES STUDIED

Students learn all about women
By BARBARA HERRERA
Copley NeWS Service
SAN DIEGO,Calif. — Don't
call them "men and women."
If you do make the blunder
— as one reporter did — some
one of the 28 students who
meet each day in room 505 for
the 8 a.m. period at Crawford
High School here is surelito
pipe up smartly and ask,
"Why didn't you say 'women
and men?'"
Then they'll point out that
•
the women in the class outnumber the men by almost
five to one.
That must be what they
mean when they say some
kids are just too smart.
But these kids not only are
smart, they're inquiring into a
field that still ranks relatively
low in most high school interest polls — the liberation of
women.
That subject, though big on
college campuses, seldom
draws as much interest
among the teen set as, say,
how to get a boyfriend.
But, for whatever reasons,
these 28 young "women and
men" — 22 women and 6 men
— have enrolled in a unique
class titled "Women in History."
What makes it uniquels
that this class is the only
feminist-oriented high school
class in the San Diego school
system.
BEAUTY CONTESTANTS for the 1973 Murray-Calloway
n
And students can take it for
County Fair Queen contest were entertained at a swim luncheo
full credit toward graduation.
party at the home of Mrs. Don Keller on Thursday with Mrs.
The students are delving inJames Boone as cohostess, who are both members of the Sgima
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. In the top picture are, to the stereotyped roles which
have
feminists believe
left to right, front row, Connie Lawson, Debbie Dodd, Gale
out
Broach. Debbie McCord, Jane Rose, back row, Suzanne Dick, shackled women through
s of
problem
Hook,
current
Denise
n,
history,
Thornto
Sheri
Oakley,
Julie
Gwenith Crouse.
Shelia MeCuistoni bottom picture, front row, Donna Waldrup,
second,
Thin Nicks, Phyllis Adams, Beth Wilson, Gay Crass,:
row, Regime Lockhart, Nancy Jones, Kathy Rose. Cathy!Plebe%
Pam White, Stacy Adams, third row, Evelyn Matthews, See
Robinson, and Rhonda Garland.

Re-Entry Rules For Treated
Fields Take Effect Recently

A fitting end that prompts
glee among the students.
( And who among viewers
hasn't wanted to say the same

husbands
to those ratty -VY_
who embarrass their wives
over a measly cup of coffee')
Fun and games aren't the
whole course, though. Students do have to wade thr- Igh
several textbooks. And what
they like best are the almost
daily class discussions, sometimes producing hot debates.
This class is renowned for
its debates, and it's one of the
things I like to do best," commented student Dave Messinger.
High-sounding words for a
high school student. But that
is what the young man said.
( Another fellow was more
pragmatic: "I like the odds in
this class — five to one, girls
over boys.")
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Drinker
Sometimes
Young Child

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
newest problem drinker causUnder the amended rule, an ing concern among the nation's
3..EXINGTON, KY.—A
e re-entering treated doctors and mental health
revised federal emergency employe
in the first 24 hours workers is not a pressured exareas
crop
of
re-entry
the
for
standard
wear
protective clothing ecutive, bored housewife or
must
fields
farm workers into
nt unless he is skid row burn. It is a child,
!prayed with certain chemical and equipme
through the sometimes one no more than 11
passing
simply
on
effect
into
went
es
pesticid
to or from his or 12 years old.
or
going
field
July 13.
Authorities and self-help
The revised standard was set house. After the first 24 hours,
specified ex- groups say preteen and teenthe
before
and
Safety
ional
Occupat
the
sp by
of the re-entry Unit, aged alcoholism is a serious
eod Health Administration of piration
have problem and growing fast.
the US. Department of Labor. only those employees who
," with
"It is not uncommon to see
fn Kentucky, it applies to far- "substantial contact
wear
must
foliage
treated
alcoholism problems in
severe
apples,
,
tobacco
mers who grow
nt. These kids 9, 10, 11, 12 years old,"
peaches and grapes and who protective equipme
picking said Dr. Morris Chafetz, direchire one or more workers._ would include those
g and tor of the National Institute on
thinnin
hand
crops,
family.
te
immedia
outside the
Alcohol and Alcohol Abuse. "Tr
revised- *Mama-a pruning trees.
--The
The University et Kentucky is a far more serious problem
replaces a similar standard
,
which was set to go into effect Cooperative Extension Service than we ever imagined."
to
tion
informa
ng
nupplyi
Chafetz said one estimate is
is
wn
withdra
on June 18, but was
and
before that date. The new lamerI td keep them up to date that there are 450,000 child
regulations. —A teen-age alcoholics in the calmstandard .was published in the on die- -new
the try. Alcoholics Anonymous liaa
of
copy
complete
Federal Register on June 29.
in the noted the problem and now his
The regulations in the stan- requirements in posted
Ex- a number of programs aimed
dard set re-entry intervals for offices of local county
agents.
tension
at the young.
12
of
any
with
fields treated
At a recent Alcoholics
Organophosphorus pesticides,
Anonymous meeting near here,
including Guthion, Di-Syston
one member was honored for
re-entry
and Azodrin. The
having made it a year without
intervals range up to five days
drinking. He was 11 years old.
for some of the chemicals used
Another reported that he had
on tobacco.
:Thlit
In order to comply with the
Four regional Resource been sober for a month,
•
Internship member was 10.
regulations, a farmer-employer Development
do
parents
many
said
Chafetz
are
who
es
ademploye
warn
must
Programs are placing
children
expected to be working in an vanced undergraduate and not realize that their
ism
area treated with one of the 12 graduate students with com- may be headed for alcohol
specified presticides. The munity organizations and state at an early age.
'Parents who learn their
warning can be given orally or and local agencies to assist
by posting signs. In either case, sponsors of Bicentennial events children are not using the sobut the
however, the farmer-employer in planning, organizing and called 'other drugs'
must keep a written record of implementing programs. drug alcohol are relieved," said
the warning .for one year. The Kentucky is celebrating its Chafetz.."Since no drug comes
to
farmer-employer must also 200th birthday in 1974, the close in any measurement
destrucsocial
and
human
the
treated
of
out
es
employe
keep
nation in 1976.
problems, these
areas until the re-entry interval
Requests for students should tion of alcohol
relaxed into
has expired.
be made to Ned Moomaw, parents are being
The warning which is director, Southern Regional a situation that is like jumping
into the
required must include the name Education Board, 130 Sixth from the frying pan
of the pesticides used, the date Street, NW., Atlanta, Georgia, fire."
One former alcoholic, 19of application, and the date the 30313.
Ben, said he and his
year-old
In
given.
was
warning
first
friends began using liquor to
addition, it must include the
get high because other drugs
name of the crop treated, the
Fertilizer For Forages
were illegal. He told of daY
the
of
ies
boundar
and
location
Kentucky farmers are using after day of drinking during
rethe
date
area treated, the
more fertilizer for forage crops,
and after
entry safety inverval expires, according to an Extension school lunch breaks
school.
and instruction to stay out of the forage specialist'w.tt
ehe
Raul Elias, director of the alfield until the expiration of the University of Kentucky
ge
cohol planning council of the
.
field re-entry safety interval
Warren
Agriculture.
of
East Los Angeles Health Task
The written records should
Thompson estimates that there F'oree, said arrests of youths
tion
informa
the
,include all
has been an increase in the past for alcohol-related offenses has
• given in the warning.
years of over 60 percent in
ten
over the past
The major difference between the number of farmers fer- risen 700 per cent
years
four
the
and
d
standar
d
---7—the amende
'
tilizing forage crops. The apis the
earlier standard
Wication of lime, phosphate and
'ileparation Of field re-entry potash
grass-leglAe
on
capitariit th-e
Moscow.
. times into two categories under pastures has been the leading USSR *libled its y01,0860,1
two
the new standard. The
fertilizer practice. The use of between the/14)ra and Second
categories are re-entry...within nitrogen in thellate summer on tt mitt VI
the first 24 hours___Afier fescue and- bluegrass i
pesticides treatment and re- promote growth for fall and
The Missouri River.the longentry after the first 24 hours-but winter grazing is also becoming est in Ow United States. is 2.714
before the expiration of the more popular.
mites tong
field re-entry interval.
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Student Interns To
Aid Bicentennial

•

If, however, other students
and teachers are sometimes
baffled by activities in roorn
505 it shouldn't be too surprisirvg.
At any minute the classroom door may burst open
and all 28 students spill over
the campus, pencils and notebooks In hand, to poll other
students on their opinions as
to the roles women should
play in society.
Then they scurry back to
their own classroom and dis-

No fan of lecturing, she di\,crts her students with polltaking, interviews, skits, roleplaying, games, speakers,
readings and debates.
The purpose of such techniques apparently is to keep
her students interested
enough to remember what
they're supposed to be learning (no mean acccmplishment if one tries to recall, for
example, how much American history he — or she — reitembers from high school).

women, and female accomplishments, past and present.
But teacher Sharon Hall
says she doesn't want the
class to be known as a "Worn.
en's Liberation" course.
She tries to provide balance
by presenting such speakers
as saucy antifeminist Jaquie
Davison, president of Happiness of Womanhood, Inc.
The other thing that makes
this class unique is Ms. Hall's
teaching
unconventional
method.

cuss the results of the poll and
compare answers.
A peek through the classroom door on other days
would reveal more startling
scenarios:
Role-playing skits, written
and performed by students,
are particularly popular
among them. They are especially fond of lampooning TV
coffee commercials.
But in their brand of commercial there is no Mrs. Olsen
to save the day and the wife
ends up telling her husband to
make his own coffee if he
doesn't like hers.
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One-Eighth of Kentuckians Are
Now Being Serviced By FHA

FIVE-GAITED CHAMPION—Drum Beater's Pride took tap
honors in the five-gaited open class at the Purchase District Fair
Horse Show Friday night at Mayfield. Debbie Johnson of Murray,
rider and owner of the champion, received the Dr. E.C. Walter
Memorial Trophy and award from Fair Queen Connie Clark of
Benton and Jill Crawford. right, who represented the Walter
family at the annual show.
(Messenger Photo)

Kentucky A Key State In
Expansion Of Beef Cattle
LEXINGTON, Ky. — With an
expanding population and increased per capita consumption, the United States will
need a much larger supply of
beef by 1980. This means there
will need to be a big expansion
in beef cow numbers in the US.,
and Kentucky is expected to
make a significant contribution
to that expansion.
The importance of Kentucky
in the expansion of beef cow
cited by Nelson
numbers
Gay, Extension beef cattle
specialist at the University of
Kentucky
of
College
says
Gay
Agriculture.
projections show that by 1980, a
"national cow herd" of 46.3
million head will be needed.
This is a 24 percent increase
over 1970, or an increase of
about nine million head.
The Southeast is expected to
account for 2.65 million head of
this increase. Kentucky is
expected to increase cow
numbers to 1,624,000 head by
1980, a jump of some 559,000
head over 1970. According to
these projections, Kentucky will
account for over 20 percent of
the increase in the Southeast
and for over six percent of the
total increase nationally.
Beef cattle are already a big
business in Kentucky, surpassing tobacco as the number
one source of agricultural income in the state In 1971. According to USDA estimates,
tenth
ranks
Kentucky
nationally in beef cow numbers.
The state has 89,000 beef cattle
farms, with the sale of cattle
and calves accounting for
almost 313 million dollars in
farm income in 1972. Gay says Kentucky is particularly well suited for
producing the forage needed to
feed more beef cows because of
its soil, topography,climate and

OWENTON, Ky.—When the
local news paper reported the
story, it described an ominous
cloud
formation
black
barrelling through Owen
county, uprooting
trees,
demolishing barns and porches
and causing hundreds of
thousands of dollars in damage.
"Lasting but a minute or two,
observers said it appeared to
be making a path down the
roadway, snatching trees right
and left. As many or more huge
one and two-foot diameter
speciniens were uprooted as
were broken in the diaster. An
estimated loss of over 1,000 has
been given for Owen's tree
population," read the account in
the Owenton News-Herald.
The storm hit the town of 1,200
on Wednesday. Thursday, the
Division of Forestry of the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environrnental Protection was on
the scene. Although usually a
fire-fighting, forest land
management group, director
Harry Nadler sayd the division
has a history of rushing to the
scene of disasters. "The recent
Owenton disaster is just one
example of the manpower and
equipment help we offer in
emergencies," said Nadler.
After the storm hit, Owenton
Mayor C. C. Arnold called
Thomas 0. Harris, commissioner of the state's environmental protection agency.
Harris then alerted the forestry
division. The next morning,
crews form the Northwestern
and Bluegrass Forestry Sections were at work, clearing
trees from Oweaton roads and
hauling away debris.
The teroetry crews, a total of
11 rata, three trucks, and one
fire plow,spent four days in the
cleanup .oparalioo. The fire
plow was timid as a small
bulldozer.
Immediately after the storm

abundant rainfall. The annual
feed needs of a cow-calf unit can
be supplied by two acres of
improved pasture, according to
the UK specialist.
He noted that the average
beef cow herd size in Kentucky
at the present time is less than
20 head. Many herds are
maintained as sources of
supplementary income by parttime farmers. Farmers who
keep beef cattle often cite their
low labor requirements and
ability to produce income on
otherwise unused land.
Management of beef cow
Kentucky-Tennessee
herds in Kentucky is often loose,
Gay points out. Calviogames
Livestock Market At
have been longer than diesirable
and not necessarily related to Guthrie Burns Monday
forage supplies. Overfeeding-sr-A
underfeeding of brood cows is
GUTHRIE,ICy.(AP) — No incommon. Bulls sometimes run juries arid no damage- to aniwith the cow herd the year mals were reported in a fire
round. Rotational gazing is not which destroyed two-thirds of
the Kentucky Tennessee LivePoPular •
However, Gay notes that stock Market here Monday.
current favorable prices have
"What few animals were
caused many cowmen to give there were released unmore attention to their herds. harmed," said Guthrie Fire
Seasonal calving, pasture Chief Charles Kimbrough. The
renovation, the use of superior animals were confined in the
bulls, crossbreeding and other rear section of the complex,
recommended practices appear and the fire destroyed the front
to be on the upswing. Continued two-thirds of the sales buildstrong prices are likely to bring ings. 4 restaurant and office
about more brush clearing, were also destroyed in the
pasture improvemenC,-fincW- blaze, which caused anestiand a more rapid build-up of mated $150,000 to $200,000 damcow numbers.
age.
The UK Extension specialist
A spokesman for the owners
points out that much of forage say they plan at least partial
which has been available for reconstruction of the complex,
expanding beef cow numbers in which was located in Southern
the past has resulted from a Kentucky about two miles south
disrp decline in sheep numbers of Guthrie on U.S. 79 in Todd
aid a gradual decline in dairy County.
caw numbers. He says Meitinued expansion of beef cow
In the Orient, crickets are
numbers will have to involve .kept in cages. like songbirds.
Increased forage production and the males are pitted
and more efficient utilization of against each other in fights
forage.

and before the state forestry
trucks could arrive, firemen
from Owen, Joneavine and New
Liberty units and the Owen
Ambulance Service evacuated
persons from damaged homes.
One evacuee was a heart attack
victim.
When the forestry crews
arrived crews from the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation also began to
clear debris from state maintained highways. That left most
of the city's streets for residents
and forestry trucks.
By Tuesday. forestry's fourth
day at the site, most of the
Owenton residents had carried
their debris to the roadside. But
with about a third of the town's
tree population struck by the
storm, much struck by the
storm, much was left to be
collected.
Forestry crews were helping
persons who could not move the
broken tree branches by
themselves. Other residents
were still sawing and moving
branches to spots where trucks
would haul them away. Many
lawns sported piles of firewood
which had been trees only a
short time before.
Although the volunteer action
set his crews several days
behind in their normal duties,
Harris said, "We 're always
ready to answer a call for
assistance whenever disasters
such as the one at Owenton
strike."

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Plans
Glen Oak Farm has facilities
for the 1973 Central Bull Test for feeding 130 young bulls. If
have been announced by more are consigned,sire groups
Russell BreDahl, Extension of three or more animals sired
beef cattle specialist at the by the same bull will receive
University of Kertucky College priority Bulls to be tested must
of Agriculture.
have been born between
The test will begin in the fall, January 20 and April 20 of this
and will be conducted at Glen year. The animals must meet
Oak Farm near Versailles, minimum weight per day of age
Kentucky. Testing has been requirements, which are 2.1
4one at Seayway Farms near pounds for the British breeds
Paris the past two years.
and 2.3 pounds for Charolais
Everett Tucker, manager at and percentage-blood bulls.
Glen Oak Farm, will supervise
BreDahl said each bull will be
the feeding of the bulls. The evaluated
against other bulls of
animals will be fed in an en- his
own breed, with grain on test
closed barn with an automatic and
weight per day of age an
auger bunk feeding system. The
ration will be similar to the one major considerations. The top
performing two-thirds of the
fed the past two years, with animals will be sold
at public
corn silage, ground ear corn
auction
at
the
end
of
the test.
and protein supplement being
The tentative sale date is March
the major ingredients.
30, 1974.
The bulls will have access at
Complete details on the test
all times to outdoor lots which
are contained in a brochure
are well drained. Much of the lot
which is available at local
area is underlaid with stone
county Extension offices or
Which should help keep the
from BreDahl. The brochure
animals out of the mud,
contains
information
on
BreDahl pointedout
eligibility requirements,
The test is scheduled to begin preconditioning requirements
with delivery of the bulls at the and testing costs, along with a
test station on October 1 and 2. test application form and
There will be a three-week required health forms.
warm-up period immediately
The Central Bull Test is
after delivery before the bulls sponsored by the Kentucky
begin the official 140-day feedlot Cattlemen's Association and the
test. The test period will end on University
of
Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
March 12, 1974.

Approximately one-eighth of He credited the success of FHA
all Kentuckians are now being programs to the supplemental
served by services of Farmers credit role of not competing
Home Administration. John H. with commercial credit and the
Burris, State Direcotr, made supervision furnished
this statement while com- borrowers by FHA personnel
menting on this USDA agency
and the impact it has on rural
areas. Users of water, sewer,
recreation, farm ownership,
housing, and farm operating
loans form the bulk of this Federal State Market News
Service July 17, 1973
number of rural people.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
The fiscal year of 1973 saw
Report Includes 9
Market
$72,000,000 place in the economy
by FHA. The elimination of Buying Stations
interest credit housing loans Receipts: Act. 1284 Est. 750
caused the total to be below the Barrows and Gilts 25 cents to 50
anticipated figure by several cents lower Sows steady to 50
million dllars, yet 36 million cents higher.
dollars was loaned. Programs US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 42.00-42.50
including farm operating and US 1-3 200-240 lbs., '41.25-42.00
farm ownership loans were the US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 40.50-41.25
highest in history and exceeded
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 40.00-40.50
$23,000,000. Farm ownership
Sows
loans require participation of
other lenders, and these lenders US 1-2 770-350 lbs., 37.00-38.00
put over $5,000,000 in the same US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 36.00-37.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 35.00-36.00
loans. Water and sewer
few down to 33.00
facilities received closing sand
Boars 28.50-34.00
obligations of $13,000,000 in
grants and loans during this
period.
Insects breathe through spiAll Kentucky counties are racles. openings along the sides
served by Farmers Home of the abdomen
Administration. Loans are
People in some countries eat
made only to applicants unable
grasshoppers, usually roasted
to obtain suitable credit from or fried
regular lending source. Burris
said private and commercialBlack field crickets ege.found.
lenders provided the bulk of the in nearly every country of the
loan funds on an insured basis. world

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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lb.

1.G.A.

SALAD DRESSING

Qt

Del Monte

PEAS

No. 303

U.S. Choice

Bacon

N° 3°3 Lan

49'
25'

Swiss
Steak

89

Qt 49'

• NE JUICE_

Paramount

No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

GARDEN PAK DILLS

Wesson
Oil
48-oz. Bottle

59

TOMATO SAUCE

No. 300

Texsuit-Pink

25'

Detergent

Morton House Salisbury Steak Beef & Gravy,

ax

PORK & GRAVY
-

TOMATO CATSUP

32-ce

100

TEA BAGS

49'

9'

69„

!

ft.

Hunt's

4 Roll Pkg.

GERBER BABY FOOD

59'

soz.

8'

59,,

Charmin
Tissue

46-oz. Can

Hunt's

2 lb. 3 oz.

BISCUITS--

Grapefruit
Juice

99

28-oz

25'
19'

I.G.A.

HEINZ BABY FOOD
Qt

20-oz

BREAD
CHECKER COLA
DISHWASHER ALL

Just Low Prices!!

9

u"9;
to

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

Del Monte

(Reg 59')

Gerber

TRAINING PANTS
KOTEL
PUREX

3/$1®
Re Box of 12

%AA

PALMOLIVE LIQUID

Qt 69'

Ct

111=1W'

Iceberg

Kraft Pure

ORANGE
JUICE

'/2 Gal.

69;

it

Hot Dogs_
No, One

I.G.A.

Fruit
Cocktail

D

12-oz Pkg.

r.

29t

Del Monte

I.G.A.
3 Lbs. or More
Family Pak

LETTUCE
Head

Yellow

ONIONS

PEPPERS

Lb.

1

c

tach

•

014

ROLLSI

4S

NOW

2 S
PKGS.

III 01 MATCH

1PKG.

Woof for the kitchen!
ty So41
.
Up wombs to S w
bustles wee e°v -rip few
Jo

1(
ea 01 110

COUNTER BRUSHES
Swoop

2 FOR

Mit WI MIKA

FEATHER
DUSTERS

ilirior slop kohl clothes
store slew Assorted
willors 30 to parkas,

PLASTIC
SPRING
CLOTHESPINS

S

NOW

WING TIP

IRONING

dirt

resisleal

Keeps floors

end carpets eke mew!

•wsyl met

eon hie

totems yew Nov, •rtod 1
,torpett bow test wed wed
leveret 19"1114'ono

wet yew

lelik

NOW

'2

fagot WNW

Clem loosely Choose of
greet fissions sod color
cionirriewas

greete

WITH RUM

LONG WEARING

DUST MOP

CARPETED MAT

A(,d

MEW

....11111111 g7111P info. AN!.4111.
011111.' .4.1b

MOO

!ef••
O1 lip
boot d
al , S4
*on t 01,Y

wow
400tp-ottroo,

ill

IRONING
BOARD COVERS

TEFLON'

sertepothop
teens • 24.,S1

elokis het work of *wows
walls (whops. /lawn

letedor series wko piers ovor
ow 01104 bits
I..,
chino,

'BOARD NOL

PLASTIC
GARBAGE
BAGS

VINYL RUNNER

3' it 7'

PLASTIC BROOM

01051 y 04.•

111%elb% wow! fe‘tet does
olio. n•op% Dies 4011 00

RAYLON TWINE MOP

1140 hi, toovoll Wok
thick p rewoo town. I'
140".

FoNs

TUB & TH.E SEALER

eep.41
n tIL
'
tUb
kt."
SEf
c.64c)utu4G•

MONEY SAVING LAUNDRY & HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

•

NOW!SHOP THESE VALUES

FOR

NOW

Keeps food on paper plates pre
plates from bending 4
/COLORFUL PtAIES PIP PA(K

re,nts

PLATE
HOLDERS

TrA T.,dernorla of Act.on Indusfr.es, Inc

Si
PKG.

NOW

Si

9 WILLOW

liso hoist Lotorronern fool moil Ike to,
eakrop, stomp end wily •thr,
siotros I? erste by ZS lows

0111/4fOl
101,

NOW
4
ROLLS

Keep slacks wrinkle
free Holds 5 pairs
of slacks in the
space of one

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
NOTHING SOLD TO DEALERS

2101 51
234"x3V2" SIZE ..
2"x43
/
11
4"SIZE . . . 2101 1.50
/
$1 EACH
Cxr SIZE

Decorative picture.
inserted in cast
frames. Choice of
subjects.

FRAMED
PICTURES

CAST

SUPER SAVE
W LOWER

" • F'F":" "ESSF..c

BELAIRE SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SUPPLEMENT TO LEDGER AND

TM

•

REVOLVING

SET

4

.%
0

NOW $I

\

leppersd hoory gouge vinyl
roes this 71 7r
pry 'AI ,

Aif

5150

2 SETS

2 $1
PKGS.

WI OS 110CN

ill

":101PIP.Ae

$1

PILLOW
PROTECTORS

I.hem frame will held op tot skins
or slats. Movable clips ore tabooed for
lrsvellj.

:41
4:

4-1

••

l000dy &sal du
rossory hoops kiss
mot ad accessible.

11E HOLDER

NOW

$

EON (1101(f Of 4 straight 3 snit
llieuser Or 3 skirt hangars

WOODEN HANGERS

ASSORTED

7

NOW

141
2-04/

Idorol for sterns 'West asythrog Wood
Fora print too sturdy biro board 74W

STORAGE CHEST

ALL-PURPOSE

NOW $ 1
EACN

vinyl plastic is completely sesekted!

Twin of hog sins. lionillereeek

MATTRESS COVERS

ZIPPERED VINYL

bites

HANGER SPACERS
lamp dotoRr see and previa
clean pr. wrieklist le NOW
sPofof,IWf PRI
S1PKG.

75 weds

Am it a Er•

Shordy horilwood with 6 plush( hangers
Met fold ware mei in no.

TOWEL RACK

6-HOOK

BLANKET BAG

oo S4IforS

se kips

FIN titre pont hooks carry

OVER DOOR
CLOTHES CADDY

1 SET

NOW

Use trimmed,
0Rsholailop
basal lonerles
sot iodulet

BURGLAR
ALARM

BATTERY OPERATED

NOW

sections.

l* LISTER. Imriedies Ivo•6-11. cords orwi
col. Foch has 3 outlet coo-

C

NOW

PLUG-IN
STRIP

flogs ma sea tighterf
IS feet teed. loch is
IS! I? If. *et system

un

3 outlet Said plcmlic
Molded
wIlh 6 (o,d
On top

slip

11

CAR

TROUBLE

3PKGS., 1

DIREE EXMISION CORDS

Sturdy 201i Monroe trarai',
+rah erriNff %work Camel III.
loahiS Or. U.L. L rated.

REMOTE
SWITCH

Plops iitte fleeter, kghter
iiimmaNle le ft isqd

AUTO LIGHT
N.* I. 6Ny simel unlace

MAGNETIC

Pit

Cheese from powerful "C" or '1" size Nal
sidlet batteries, 4 peck, or firoll transistor
batteries. 2 peck.

NOW $

34"x 40* roll se deer pima dis
penser, pies ears 611 roll

$
NOW

INSULATING TAPE

Lilo* chrome plated.
Robb Ours of pry size shoe.

ELECTRICAL

Ideal far garage, deck
Safety cage, boot.

$11

NOW

EXTENSION CORD

204T.HEAVY DUTY

MINI AUTO
SPOTLITE

Napes op is 3 hastrirs
if see tare. Clomps erll
fladdigle beeleprirs cad !Rob Tricot/et Ilattifies. For
ammo Way We

FOR

Ili UM!) Weatherproof
ord to wool(wool to a
you: gouty Work

K

ill' OR
MATCH

50 tiny ISO vim. Sloaletd
socket. Long lasting' Stall op it
this low awel

-WAY BULBS
6

•

0

PER PSG)
...............

Pit steaderil %%rock
Woos Easy to rayon
Sumo or ovary

SILENT
SWITCHES

LAMP IN A
MINUTE NIT

Mai trir amity, beil•
reale, sick MOM, MI
sad mamas, am it
5
-

NIGHT
LIGHTS

SWIVit SRAM

,
.
41161.161

ELECTRICAL & AUTOMOTIVE SAVINGS
SHOE RACK

NINE PAIR

MONEY SAVING CLOSET NEEDS

I It

1

04

Strolled owe. Reterpreot
/per pit;, I/2 et. wk.

EPDXE GLUE

Reedy onsodl lway to use! 6 /1 4 et.

• LIQUID STEEL

brass plated double 5ec01 111'
slob*, bolt leek plus theta
104

SECURITY
LATCH SET

2 pc. heavy plastic cover rousts sub zero temps' Fits
most models

AIR CONDITION'COVER

Handy I"a I 1180.'sire.
For home, business,
school.

2 ROLLS $

1

MASKING TAPE
Mix OR MATCH

DOUBLE-SIDED

or 2
3"5" or 4'

Reusable, woettwr t water
46..........
\
proof. wipes clan with damp
sloth,

2 FOR1

SI

ma 011istar

PLASTIC DROP CLOTH

9'x 17 HEAVY DUTY

sish brush's, 3
wall Mush's.

(bowe of iimplity I½

PAINT BRUSH ASSORTMENT

NOW $ 1 ROLL

z 25 Use it for hanging pictures
and so many other needs

I 1/7

Aught yiesawlisie pwwiii
eiwireir thieeds lad We.

NOSE NOZZLB

LIFETIME

Soft, absorbent 6 yards For
every (lemony need
lAttede Hewitt& 6. dame
let Mesmer seal let dcein

FORCE CUPS

ma

Eltenccielet tullies and

ere.

"DRAIN-A-WAYS"

2SETS

en Moto

Wad's beret, wow and
wide heed screwdrivers
pledhps heed and proder
in pouch.

S-PC. MINIATURE
SCREWDRIVER SET

PLUMBER'S

11) FOOT
- PLASTIC

• 5 PIECE

PAINT BRUSH SET

PIS TOL•,GRIP HOSE NOZZA

18-PIECE WRENCH SET

C.HEISECLOTN

r SLIP JOINT
INSULATED PLIERS

YOUR CHOICE

CARPET TAPE

n" CABLE LOCK

13-PIECE DRILL SET

6 PC. SCREWDRIVER SET

HANDY HOME & HARDWARE NEEDS

NOW

FOR$
3

2

Genuine fiberglass trays in colorful
patterns Use everywnerel

SNACK TABLES

KING-SIZE FIBERGLASS

SET

Attrostsve urger erupt' Ale. weders
lead to your homer tole kneel,
dowsed Sits 13" x
easily
.................,
NOW
Pr'. Assorted colors

PARTY PICKS

4 FOR

NOW

12 la petet Of eve
reel* wags Outisencl
ins value,

TANKARD
MUGS

DECORATIVE

Sturdy planer with hoot resistant isoldorl Great for
door or outdoor use. HI"
sire

STEAK PLATTERS

1

dvraie

Nci

styles.

NOW$2

Ileedwere pen] Shoe here
with molded *stir heed
brew Owed nag phis watch
leg dallies brush Apron
II" lent

BRUSH
& SHOE
HORN SET

Set if 4 heed poised
misters. Ilia" evitrelf suf.

TUMBLERS

ICED-TEA

Add beady to vow mast Nook for
Itswging Appict i "11 i 1,"s I Sis'

4 cup aluminum het pot with
(ord. Great for water and soups

Intritstely designed. Ag.
preximetely 6V:- lime.

BOTTLE OPENERS

ELEGANT

Peilect lel he beech
mountains vans and
'enteral use

inserts plus rack to hold them. Assorted styles.

Set of 6 wooden coasters with cork

rErECTRIC HOT POT

Pobsbed shroinum per( brews dehoousty
Oil cleans easily Complete with ord.

ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR

S-CUP

for parties, wimp's, buffet Easy to
clean 144 ivory colored picks per box

SET OF 6 PLACE MATS

Hand crafted hardwood
Holdt pope tottrelt up to
wide flora shell tot spites
bottle, P.

TOWEL
HOLDER

PROVINCIAL

MIX 01 IS
MATCH LFOR

Assorted sizes and designs in
vinyl. For traveling or heath.

VINYL TOTE BAGS

BEAUTIFUL GIFTS ... TO GIVE AND RECEIVE

plastic
any sae drawer.

Ii

A pp, o

I :

DELUXE

MIX OR MATCH
11".25" SUE

Keeps checks meat with month
/
4"
separator Overall Kits" x 83
x 4'4"

FOR

2

$1 IA.

11”117" or 11"xl?" in a wide selecties of
landscapes, adorable big-eyed childrsn.

FOR

2 5

4 sided Shady Mesta mild
mid revolving bass

WORLD MAP
PHOTO ALBUM OR
ADDRESS BOOK

high

Chief

REVOLVING
PHOTO
HOLDER

)t

t

‘
:
,. ......,
111...„, ........
,,40F

4..!_,:`
. i
•

I

diffiti,

NOW

or
Nautili

MI 00
2 $1
P S I

1111111111111111manw—

photos

NOW S 1

1/
1
2 lb. boll of superior strength twine.
Great for wroppiag ;masses.

SISAL TWINE

1

Decorative Kilos lostamotir
neatly and du.. frre

stoles

tenet edge

seder

reeettlele silk

Streator.

PACKAGING TAPE

and organized. 1" size.

Fits al areavers, no strews
assist ICiaps dieters My

DRAWER DIVIDER

ASAISTABLE

Gomm slaboster elegantly
asfted os Nth Away otters

ALABASTER ASH TRAYS

PHCTO ALBUMS

ASSORTED

8 PC. DRAWING SET

Address beets sr II page photo elbrin
rah avid sip covers. foils epprai. .z"

teeps tedaphse members
handy leadmealt• over.

ADDRESS
BOOKS

TELEPHONE

OM

III

lops, lovely

aositas embedded

Idea; fei desk

GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS

PICTURE ASSORTMENT

Fsr he
op polemist
pesters, palms. '5I
Pe PkGO

HANDY
PUSH PINS

(F74-A-CHECK

Asserted f

pertirren

INSTANT
DRAWER
ORGANIZERS
56.00,, 55 mpoo

PETITE
NOTE PAD

NOW

Press 'IC slick plislegemph albums Ile paste ne misers,
so mess lilt Me dem Nome sheets, piece 'My .mee
pheies en piessere serasisive pages 5 double Wed Meets

MENIONT PHOTO ALBUMS

r

SAVE NOW ON HANDY STATIONERY NEEDS

poly...rose

te

TEXTURED

swirly legs

Open relit

Overall i4.•

Durable gaped

JARDINIERE

PLANTER URN

boat re

is asORM HAM RUT "01$,

serted itistator (41ITS.
Orval 11-111414-x4%".

'Roe
.............,
assity, imam

2-TIER TURNTABLE

with easy-pounag spout.
for esergenty travel use.
MK* cats

UTILITY CAN

2% GALLON

handles ter • sere
grip 24 qi site lot
say 101111111

femeieles

WASTEBASKETS

IC essertod

raters Nighties
op yew wisdom

liserobee trope°

WINDOW PLANTER

SET

of lasinos

SI

PC.
MIXING BOWI.SIT
NOW

NOW $ 1

Molder keeps bowl brush eat of sight
bat handy!(Mors

BOWL BRUSH &
HOLDER SET

Sturdy ronstrot
Iron Period lot
long tirpsl

S GALLON
UTILITY CAN

bogs Molds
Married

IC

30 QUART

11-011ARI

tlehreeeeblel Wel
Wowed wok removable heed for peering.

SPRINKLING
CAN

proof.

maim:tie& Lwelio. Modem

colon. fee* for every Immily IWO

Shrilly

LAUNDRY BASKET

ROUND

Durable linear Plastic Strom
of fashion niers.
(holce

SET

NOW

SNACK 'N' PICNIC
SET

41-PC.

UTENSIL SET

4-PtECE
NYLON

RECTANGULAR WASTEBASKET

lb leg el

(WS prelaears wok spitting

CRARCOAL BIKIM

2 bushel (*coy, beilt-ia easy
grip handles. Great NH eN year
laundry needs'

LAUNDRY BASKET

OVAL

HANDY PLASTIC HOUSEWARE ITEMS

•Ys

4111.

•

I

plasi '3 washing
1! Await, y
dishes
deep
I3'Ilfh

ROUND
BASIN

MATER

1411101

DUST PAN
& BRUSH
SET

Desigeol for n,)
operation
modem Woo

2SETS

011

2 FOR I

2 FOR

19)

111111 03 WOO

I

FOR

CU OS 1111/11(11

MR

I

Molds lots of shims. Choose
free assorted colors. $

REclANGUIAR
.MgtFAN

12

MIX OR is
MATCH

Afilochve plastic baskets that are easy
te demi lust arid deaf proof Choice M
colors end shapes.

WASTEBASKETS

12 QUART

FOR

S-PIKE

SET

DECANTER
wed

2 FOR$1

,
di

all.'
MATO

FOR

lire witty of howsenald

mos. tog copoutyi

tkil be irses1

UTILITY TUBS

ALL-PURPOSE

MATCU

MIX OR

III overt (opacity, sturdy plastic with
heavy steel, beadle. Ideal for many
ems at him& it ship.(hike if (ohm.

TUTORED PLASTIC PAIL

Am tedripseseth kokhee Munk
Coovooloot lilt headless 1iwer
*we of lovely (slims.

BOIL
COLANDER

MIX OR
MATOI

Nest into ea* emit* Solves your stormy*
problems Choice of colors

VEGETABLE BINS

STACKING

SI
2 SETS 1

iii OS ioltat

EASY-CARE PLASTIC WARE MIX OR MATCH 2 FOR $1

2toe Si
2Ni
si:
ta
lc

FIGURES
Owes. free I poop of
odoroble poses Apprisemot* r

Vrt2 OVial ll

CNARACI1R

NOW

Kelp yew possession owl
sod it*. Appremainiely
xvivr. Osims Rais1•4
hordwoed. •

BUREAU TOP VALET

1SET

Cae.thesi glass bar
torn 'ittluminum
finish Approi
'moiety 5 high
Great or party

TANKARD MUGS

SET Of 4

sot 5"x6" veniset 6"x6" horizontal prints. Antique like frames.
(hone of subjects.

Cheese from3 per
re! prints or 3 per

3-PIECE
FRAMED MASTER SETS

Elegem bells from limbs.
Assorted shapes sad sizes
I. choose from.

ASSORTED
BRASS BELLS

*OZ.SIZE

NI OZ. SIZE

Choose hole:
Ilez.SIZE

Ideal for bobble both sod ollooe tido
peopolowas Amber, bin, plot

CrIP-----OTIIIECARY JARS

NOW
$1 EA.

*owl wermo
OM Ilodd
«olhonoo %rows series sod
doom to doom hos

EA.

NOW

BASKET ASSORTMENT

DELUXE CNIESTINIT

ANTIQUED PLAQ

LARGE

Atirstrtally asoieled roe
(oodles *penal 7 • I
7i? (stirs

LFOI

de%

Ill

EAU

3

MATCH

MIX OR

$
2fOR5

NOW

l'of000t dosqo
floolcolltod of the
twist wooloty lot
wood me mini'
ad in
Ap

STACK TAKES,

FOR 1j

2s

Choose from delicately crafted
candelabra trivets and other iron
formed item%

WROUGHT IRON
ASSORTMENT

bro scowl's.

Year chorce of delicately
(rafted keys er models- '

KEY & SCONCE
ASSORTMENT

WROUGHT IRON

MATCH

NI OR

Eitipovie was ireations is assorted
colon Aprommistely S high

SPIRAL CANDLES

NOW $ 1 OWN

bmillit
terrely

ELEGANT & PRACTICAL GIFT IDEAS

1177,'

. .1•;
`ze4
.

CHROME

\11111111114ftwor

.110;ng

tk

IX OR MATCH 20

KITCHEN SCOOPS

II

BOTTLE OPENER

HANDY

._110R01350

3-PC. MIXING
SPOON SET

irom'

4104113 sod

NO STICK SCOOP
Monsleck eeenselecl scoop
ki................,
Use for ne cream. tines
them, meshed potatoes

Foe

easy groat al (loose volosabiss.
Plastut tressed kindle for ..sy

SHREDDER/GRATER

STAINLESS STEEL

Sakes %My

with 33/4 blade Makes
sating grapefruit easyl
Wooden boodle

snout Won ti

(Is; use holder AisOft
ed potleins to theOst

4 14

FRAMED
TRIVETS

doe, (Os boa/
one re haS1 Nos rosilveling olwarsetwa
ollloses goo badness InesiN oial oust

POTATO
BAKER
SERVER

Ø

GRAPEFRUIT KNIVES

STAINLESS STEEL

MELAMINE
UTENSILS

PIZZA PIE CUTTER

2.11

YOUR CHOICE

ALUMINUM BASTERS

13-PC. CORN
HOLDER SET

'dy 3 minute timer of rugged hardMon
wood. Ideal for t•mins foods and long&stave Jelephone caffif

WOODEN EGG TIMERS

bolting, miiing

PLATED WHISK
Ir. overall Puteo to;

stroi WOO&

%comp lot potato salad,
ortiers, lambs Seasaltss

EGG
SLICER

$aastory D;spaases owes owe
if a toe 100 este' rebel

TOOTHPICK
DISPENSER

DELUXE

SET OF 6 COASTERS

GADGEIERIA

Tm
4ailiiciiimprimormom

M

HANDY GADGETS MIX OR MATCH 2 FOR $1

.';

cell

MurnInern
Galles Alois end

SI•fltS

size

(vp
YOUR CHOICE

3

se /hondles

iv/handles

Oblong imuti Pon

I 15. olive
I Put, Pon

O

( Same(He Pan

A Cod ci hoof Pon •/hondles
II load Stemless (obi Pao

Toehold &swot.

WOODEN

Messy glow edornoisai fits
sp to 10 domes( pot or
pee NOM mutton, blab

lose

kitchen

hung on well.;Protects surfaces.
x 1S"x 5/0.
'
Approx. V

can be

Decorative calling board for

CUTTING BOARDS

S

whet itchy mesh /lir book

Keeps sophists orderly eel

NAPKIN
HOLDER

WOODEN

"Ss*FOR
•
1111t •Illt 1104o

NOW
PKG.

GRATER!STORER

moll&

beverages' Washable and

Goss lot WO bet ood

PLASTIC
CUPS

OF SO

PACE AGE

2-PC.

Meaty gouge aluminum
boliebte heath, bon stab, non souring'
loaf restston1

9"SKILLET

'
COATED
TEFLON

Rosewood hoed*

Secreted, hallow provnd
stemless steel blades

2 FOIS13

NOW

ISET

NOW

STEAK KNIFE SET

SPC.ROUND CAB!PAN SET

BAKER'S HELPERS

ALUMINIUM ROAST PAN

$11 EACH

YOUR CHOICE

ALUMINUM ICE ME TRAY

_

stain finish. /Y."

NOW

FOR

2 5

"size, with 6 flavor seal tors.
x 7

Provincial oil

SPICE RACK

ROTATING

Use with gos

Protects saucepans and
makes a double boiler'

NOW
S

STOVE TOP DIFFUSER

NOM NOM CAIN PAN

SAVE ON COOKWARE AND KITCHEN NEEDS

^

for

• Mushrooms, gravy and salisbury
steak.
'• Meat loaf with brown gravy.
• Turkey and gravy.
• Beef patties in Italian sauce.

_A Gravy and sliced beef.

MEAT

Heath Servo -

Record hours of your
favorite sounds on 60
minute cassettes! A
super value!

Pack of 250 paper napkins!
Stock up now at this low Big K
price!

NAPKINS

ANGEL SOFT

100

for

for 100

2fo1"

12'2 oz. can

• Mint Bublets.
• Spearmint Bublets.
• Fruit Bublets.

3.100

CANDY

MEAT

5400

ELMER'S

6'4" envelopes, plain
or with return address.
A fantastic saving!

25-COUNT ENVELOPES

13" x 25 or 18" x 18' rolls
of this colorful shelfpaper!
Save during Dollar Days!

SHELFPAPER

NO BUGS MILADY

Be sure to have plenty
on hand for summer
picnic fun!

PAPER PLATES

100-COUNT

MORTON

Sharp 3-element f/9.5 lens is,preset
for pictures from 5 feet to infinity!
Requires no setting. Just aim and
shoot! Double exposure prevention.
Uses 110 drop-in cartridge film.

25m

POCKET OUTFI

INSTAMATIC

1,1

MODEL A2OR

00

for2

Magicubes not included in sale!

Choose from Westinghouse, Sylvania Blue
Dot or G.E. Hi-Power
flashcubes.

‘40100,
FLASHCUBES

DINNERS

00

3

- Bic's fine line marker in an assortment of sharp colors! A new and different way to weite!

tor1

00

PENS

BIC
BANANA

Limit 6

SAVE DURING BIG K DOLLAR DAYS

•32
OX.
size

Limit 4

11
oz.
size

2forl
YOUR
CHOICE!

170 pack
Reg. 88c

The extra rich shampoo
to make your hair shin
and manageable.

Just a little dab for a lot
of lather. Handy unbreakable tube!

7 OZ. PRELL
CONCENTRATE

Limit 2

*VASELINE PETROLEUM
JELLY,
INTENSIVE CARE
BATH BEADS OR
INTENSIVE CAR
LOTION
* CUTEX NAIL
ENAMEL REMOVER
*PONDS TALC 1801.
size
*0-TIPS
Reg. 93C
16 OZ. LIQUID
PRELL

Reg.
73C

•Gold Gardenia
• Orchid

• Floral

FOAMING
BATH OIL

Reg. 57t each

Reg.
73¢
Fast effective relief
headaches,
) pains, colds, tension, etc.

tUfftRI

BUFFERIN
36's

Limit 2

Limit 1
Full pound jar

• Greaseless
• Cleans
• Moisturizes
• Medicated

NOXZEMA
SKIN CREAM

Reg. 1.77

MOUTHWASH

SCOPE

00
Reg. 1.44

Limit
2

Lim,
2

24 oz. size

BAN ROLL-ON

Regular, super or
unscented.

13 oz. size

AQUA NET
HAIR
SPRAY

Limit 3

/
1
2 gal size

Use first thing in the
morning! Keeps your
breath fresh for hours!

Reg.
574t

Reg.
67e

6 oz.
size

FINAL TOUCH
FABRIC
SOFTENER

Holds 3 times
longer than
hair spray!

CLARIOL
FINAL NET

TII•111
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Comfortable,
snug
fitting
shoes in assorted colors. A
fantastic value!

MOON BOOTS
-4/

2
00
Banded
panties of
acetate tricot. Assorted colors in sizes
5 to 1Q,

for

pr.

PANTIES

Hot summer days are here, so keep
c.001 with this 20 inch breeze box fan
from Big K! Low and high speeds,
handy stand on rollers for easy moving!

1300

20" BREEZE BOX
FAN WITH STAND

SHIFT
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•Many others frog, which to choose!

• 11-piece Hex Key Wrench Set
• 5-piece Sabre Saw Blades
• Linoleum Knife
• General Purpose Wire
• 8 oz. Steel Hammer
•Siphon Pump
•2-piece Screw Driver Set
• Mason Drill
•Pry Bar
• Glass Cutter

\4

GOWNS

300

iI%P

•:la, g

Reg. 29.88

00

'W •

Model
58

".".•=1:..2**

411141, MO MEM

0..0 NMI 'MD

w ss11111 SAW UMW

5-BAND AC/DC
PORTABLE RADIO

•••

•
•

Battery-electric with battery indicator
portable radio. Solid state, multi-band
with AM: FM, PB, WB, sports and air.
Includes Shoulder strap, hi-fidelity earphone, built-in AC adaptor.

/ow

41.•
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• s S 11
' S

r

111

Model
053069

•00

for

Model
V211

AM-FM stereo with matching speakers.
8-track tape player, turntable and
stand. Great for listening to your favorite sounds! A super value at Big K!

Reg. 99.00

9000

DYNSONIC STEREO
COMPONENT SET

1

,••

Simple • to operate phonograph
entertainment for youngsters of
all ages! 2-speed manual turntable, wilshable, scuff resisjant,
on/off volume control.

neg. 15.88

oo

OXWALL TOOL ASSORTMENT

A super big savings at Big K on this
18 inch fluorescent cabinet fixture!
Don't pass up thiS bargain during .our
Dollar Days sale!

FLUORESCENT LIGHT

UNDER CABINET TYPE...

PHONOGRAPH

GENERAL ELECTRIC .

SAVE DURING BIG K DOLLAR DAYS

LADIES

100% nylon knit tops have
short sleeves and a choice
of mock or turtle neck with
zip back. 25 inch length
Sizes S,M,L in assorted
colors.

Nylon tricot shift gowns in assorted
styles! Sizes S to XXL in lots of
pretty colors.

100% acrylic long sleeve
sweaters feature a mock
turtle neck, zip front or
back and 25" length. Sizes
34 to 40 in a large assort-ment of colors.

00
2f0r5

200

LADIES

A clearance on all our better shorts! Choose
from a large assortment of jamaicas or short
shorts in many different styles, colors and
sizes.
—

LADIES
LADIES
SWEATERS KNIT TOPS

Our Reg. 3.77

LADIES SNUG

•

Ilieautiftl body suits ("tot 100% nylon in your
choice of several fashion styles! Favorite
ciolors in full range of sizes. Stock up,

LADIES BODY SUITS

clearance
LADIES
SHORTS

SAVE DURING BIG K DOLLAR DAYS

•

Ite

20_ gallon metal trash cans
with handles and cover. A
super savings at Big K!

20°

20-GALLON
TRASH CANS

Choose from pack of 4-16 gal.
size, pack of 6 quart size,
pack of 8 1Y2 pint size or
pack of 10 pint size.

Pk,,,200

FREEZER
CONTAINERS

Keep your car engine clean longer'
Sizes to fit most cars at a super low
Big K price!

OIL FILTER

FDI

A super buy at Big K! Easy clean
up with water!l Easy cover-up
with one coat!

Magicolor
LATEX NO-DRIP
INTERIOR PAINT

Magicolor''s finest intetior latex! Guaranteed to cover in one
Coat! Fade resistant, stain resistant and washable. A tremendous value at Big K!

500

PAINT

Magicolor
SATIN
PLUS
INTERIOR

Fla %tut Coog
Stucab9100

Howe ed
%mart

Includes 2 saucepans with
covers. dutch oven and fry
pen (cover fits both).

13m

7-PC. BOUNTY
COOKWARE

2

Reg. 77t
each

for 100

91/2" VINYL
PLAYBALLS

13 oz. size

Inflated vinyl playballs. Fun
for youngsters of all
ages!

Choose from Quaker State Superblend
10W-30 or Havoline 10W-40!

2.100

PAINT

BIG K SPRAY

Protect your house and trim with this latex paint! Guaranteed to cover in one coat! Goes on wood, stucco, shingles
or cement!

PAINT

Magicolor
PROTECT
EXTERIOR
HOUSE

SAVE DURING BIG K DOLLAR DAYS

00

Polyester and nylon
blend zip-front shirt in
denim knit! Long collar and short sleeves..
blue, red, brown. Sizes
S to XL.

2for

KNIT SHIRTS

MENS ZIP-FRONT

Crinkle patent uppers with cork bottom. Sizes 9 to 3 in
white.

GIRLS
BIG BOTTOM SANDAL

Vinyl uppers with
open toe. Sizes to
10 in white.

WOMENS
CORK SOLE SLING

Cotton terry uppers
with
comfortable
crepe sole. Sizes 7
to 12 in assorted
colors.

MENS TERRY SCUFF

100%
comb cotton
flinger shirt with multicolor screen print in
iauSical
or
Indian
Prints. Sizes S to XL.

MENS SCREEN PRINT
CREW NECK SHIRTS

200

BOYS 4 TO 7

Hi or lo cut of rugged canvas. Youths
11 to 2, boys 2117 to
6, mens 6Y2 to 12 in
assorted colors.

MENS,
BOYS SNEAKERS

,i';-';:•‘;"..-Jam--

Genuine water buffalo with braided
leather trim. Sizes
to 10 in brown.

WOMENS
LEATHER THONG

Leather uppers with
easy-walking sole.
Sizes 9 to 3 in
brown.

Short sleeve sport
shirts in an assortment
of
prints.
Sizes 4 to 7. Buy
now and save!

for300

SPORT SHIRTS

For the man interested
in good looks' Comfortable and easy to care
slacks have ban-roll
waist, western front
pockets, flare bottoms.
--a Brown, navy, black,
green, camel...sizes 29
to 42.

MEN
LARE
DOUBLE KNIT
SLACKS

Six neat prints to take
you anywhere with style!
Welt trim sleeve, taper
tails, 1 pocket. Sizes S
to XL.

BOYS SANDAL

4111
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WARING

2-1

sg,„

3 speeds, metal beaters, detachable mixer
for hand use!

2

CIONA
COFFEE MUGS
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Model
LAS41-1

W1
g;

1-7a.g

aE
`°-

Heavyweight vinyl luggage in favorite
fashion colors...blue,. green, 'flangerine. Pullman, weekender, cOrnetic
case.

,
00
Reg. 20.4

LUGGAGE SET

3-PIECE'

C,

Our Reg.
3.88

z
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Three styles in assorted colors and patterns. Hi-Lo cut and loop, latex back,
heavyweight, slightly irregular.

AREA RUGS

;Wtg

POT HOLDERS 5 for 1.00
Double cool, terrycloth, assorted colors.

Assorted colors, some slightly irregular.

DISH TOWELS

3 FT.x 5 FT•

24X45 BOLO RAG RUG...1.00

Dollar Day value for your
home! Set includes lid and
tank cover, tank top cover
...all in soft nyien. Choose
from red, blue, yellow, eoki
avocado, orange, purple or
pink.

TANK SET

3-PtECE NYLON

Solid or stripe 100% acrylic thetanal or
woven blankets with 4-inch nylon
binding. Four styles in gold, avocado,
tight blue or pink.

100% ACRYLI
THERMAL or WOVEN
BLANKETS

YOUR
CHOICE!

ABSORBENT TERRY

Per
1100 Skein
Compare
at 1.49'
latest styles
the
colorfu,1
yarn
for
Skeins of
in fashion! Stock ;up a supply now!

KNITTING
YARN

MIXER with
STAND
' ounce skein

WINTUCK

Big I< Reg. Price 74.76

A great ensemble at a fantastic price! Machine will take
Care of all sewing needs: zigzag or straight stitch, buttonhales, sews on buttons, darns
arid monograms. Handsome
tee case too!

WITH HANDY TOTE CASE!

SEWING MACHINE

Model 621
Cr 651

DETACHABLE

Irregular material,
f irst.quality guaranteed Heating elements. Double bed,
single control. All
colors.

Comes in many assorted
patterns.
Dishwasher
safe
and guaranteed
break resistant.

Fresh
outdoor smell!
Cans and r deodorizes
everything! ,

CLEANER

"409"

ALL-PURPOSE

9 pushbuttons, 7 speeds, recipe
book, 5-cup heat-resistant glass
jar, cap with 2 oz. measuring
cup in white, avocado, gold.

ELECTRIC

EXOTIC
BUBBLE
LAMPS

A decorative ,idea for any room in your
home! Comes in avocadb, pumpkin and
white.

BLANKET

A *MeV styling dryer
with brush and combs.
Greet for the one constantly on the go!

COMPACT
HAIR DRYER

BLENDER

MALI- TIP
BROSS ROLLER
MMUS

7" IRONSTONE
DECORATED BOWLS

An assortment of 7
inoh bowls. Fruits
and flower designs.

•

Assorted sizes extra light rollers fpr
greater comfort!

imissrtes
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